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ABSTRACT

"A book," write Gilles Delueze and Felix Guattari in their introduction to A
Thousand Plateaus:Capitalism and Schizophrenia, is "an assemblage," one that is
connected to "other assemblages." Once it is understood as such, literary interpretation
becomes less a quest for meanings in the form of fixed destinations as an investigation
into what the book under consideration "fimctions with." What, in other words, is the
relation of "this literary machine to a war machine, love machine, revolutionary machine,
etc.—^and an abstract machine that sweeps [it] along?" (4).
Specifically, this dissertation examines the production of ethnicity in various
North American literary works firom the Twentieth Century. Each section juxtaposes
"State apparatus-books" with "war machine"ones (9). The first posit the ethnic group as
a nninority, as an "objectively definable state" (106), whether of language, ethnicity, or
sex, as a subsystem of a Majority, and give emphasis to such strategies as centering, uni
fication, totalization, integration, interiority, hierarchization, and finalization as the means
to afBrmation. The second posit the ethnic group as "minoritarian" in nature, as a "po
tential, creative and created," as a becoming "over which they do not have ownership"
and "into which they themselves must enter" (106). It attempts to make its reader cogni
zant of the various strategies by which ethnic groups both empower and delimit them
selves in the process of self-afBrmation.
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NOMADIC AND STATE IDEOLOGIES:
OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF ETHNICITY

Introduction

Identity Politics on the Navajo Reservation

On September 11, 1997, Ms. Radmilla Cody, aged twenty-three, became the first
biracial woman ever to hold the office of Miss Navajo Nation. Her selection as such by
an all-Navajo panel of judges was based, according to the rules of the competition, on her
skills at making fcybread, butchering sheep, and speaking the native language. These
"traditional" criteria were supposed to have measured how well she would represent her
people. Her genetic make-up, at least so fer as the judges were concerned, was nothing
that detracted fi"om her candidacy. Less than four months into her yearlong reign, how
ever, she became the subject of great controversy on the Navajo Reservation, one that
was played out for several months on the editorial pages of the Navajo Times, the tribal
newspaper.
According to one viewpoint, first articulated in print on December 23, 1997, by
Orlando Tom of Blue Gap, Arizona, Ms. Cody, whose "appearance and physical charac
teristics are clearly black," belonged to "another race of people," and thus supposedly had
no business representing Navajos. Tribal members such as her who are of mixed race, he
argues, embody the dilution of "the very essence of the genetic code which is passed
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down jfrom generation to generation [and] makes us who we are." Her selection as the
archetypal Navajo woman, in his opinion, was unfortunate and misguided in that it en
dorsed that process of dissolution.
His conunents engendered a multitude of responses
in support of Ms. Cody over the next several months, many
of them written by Navajos of mixed blood. According to
the opposing camp, a purist attitude such as that articulated
by Mr. Tom was especially inappropriate in an
"assimilated" tribe that has borrowed liberally from
neighboring people over the past several himdred years to
enrich its own culture. It was pointed out that such activities as herding sheep and
silversmithing, not to mention the style of dress now considered "traditional" by the ma
jority of Navajos, actually derived from Spanish culture. The Miss Navajo contest itself
was modeled after the Miss America pageant in the first place (although, mercifiilly, the
Navajos have had the good taste thus fer to spare its contestants a swimming suit compe
tition), a point Dorothea Lynch of Tempe, Arizona made when she pointed out, mock
ingly, that no archaeologist has yet to uncover a crown worn by any female ancestors of
the tribe to prove otherwise (1/15/98). His position was just as inappropriate in regards to
genetic make-up, another reader. Daphne Thomas of Leupp, Arizona, held. "There have
been [so] many interracial marriages among Navajos with Spaniards, Paiutes, Utes and
Hopis in the last century that, genetically, a significant portion of the Navajo population
has become a mixture" of many groups (12/30/97). Perhaps, the same reader suggested.

s
his objections to the selection of Ms. Cody would not have been so strenuous if Miss Na
vajo Nation had not been part Afro-American, an ethnic group that has been highly stig
matized on the Reservation.
Those who ejqjressed a favorable attitude towards Ms. Cody, daughter to an alco
holic mother and "deadbeat" fether, whereabouts unknown, tended to highlight her ability
to overcome adversity, not the racial category to which she belonged. Young Navajos
from broken homes could readily find a positive role model in her. Additionally, Ms.
Cody validated "Navajo identity" in a way that a full-blood could not have. Her evident
interest and pride in learning about the native language and culture was not assumed or
given by way of her identity; it was the result of a preference and conscious choice. As
the writer cited in the paragraph above states, "she puts many of our 'fiill bloods' to shame
who do not talk or understand the language" (1/15/98). Priscilla Bahe, another of Ms.
Cody's defenders, goes on to say that the reigning queen "inspired many young people to
practice their culture, leam/speak Navajo, and even spend time with elderly people....
Any child bom into the Navajo Nation," she concludes, "is a child of ours, regardless of
what quantum of Navajo blood they may have" (1/8/98).
According to newspaper reports, Ms. Cody was surprised at the outcry her selec
tion provoked. She wouldn't have been, if she had been older and wiser in regards to
human nature. Symbols are very provocative in every culture, and they are so precisely
because their meaning is so continually open to interpretatioiL The rrmute Ms. Cody be
came Miss Navajo Nation, she became a public figure, and, as such, she entered a highly
contested space.
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[Tjhe theory of collective definition requires that attention be
paid to the role of leadership—in influencing how groups see
themselves and in maintaining or challenging prevailing defi
nitions of the situation and ethnic bovmdaries. (Lai, 431)

Essentially, the overarching question in the letters to the editor, whether approv
ing or not, was about what type of message was sent by the judges' choice of a product of
miscegenation as an archetype for young Navajo women. The controversy seems primar
ily to have raged over the relative importance of various elements in the construction of
identity, both collective and individual It would be negligent and useless of us, however,
as serious scholars, simply to dismiss one point of view, that, namely, submitted by Mr.
Tom, as racist or ignorant, as did many of those who responded, and just as unfair of us
to label the other as "progressive," something I myself am tempted to do. It is much
more important to ask what assxmiptions xmderlay responses on either side of the issue.
Many intelligent and well educated people regularly employ rhetoric similar to that of
Mr. Tom, for instance, in advocating for minority hiring practices in schools or in arguing
that instructors of ethnic literatures and women's studies programs ought to "belong" to
the group that forms the basis of their scholarship. Separatist ideology has been used,
then, not just by white supremacists wanting to rid the coxmtry of minorities, but also by
people of a liberal mindset to justify special housing needs on college campuses for such
minority populations as Jews and Afiro-Americans, among others. These latter policies
have been largely cast in a positive light as a means to empowering a historically disen
franchised group. Obviously, then, something quite subtle and yet fer-reaching is at work
in the debate over Miss Navajo Nation—a methodology, a systematic way of thinking, if
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you will, that transcends either the liberal or conservative political agendas for which it
might be put to use. It is important in the analysis that follows to remember always that
no theoretical approach is inherently good or bad. Each and every one has its positive
and negative effects. Each one serves some purpose, some deep-seated human need.

Nomos and Polis: At the Heart of the Debate

Interestingly, the negative and positive responses to Ms. Radmilla Cody's se
lection seem to correspond in various ways to the type of thinking produced by polis and
nomos, respectively, two oppositional ways of interacting with one's environment and
conceptualizing experience that Gilles Delueze and Felix Guattari describe in the chapter
entitled "1227: Treatise on Nomadology~the War Machine" of their long and difficult
work, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. This dissertation pertains
to the ways in which these two modes influence constructions of ethnicity in various lit
erary works. It is concerned, in other words, with comparative "visions of the world" and
the way these, grasped as essentially rhetorical acts, influence "the process of collective
definition and the construction of action" (Lai, 433).
The first of the two ideologies above is associated with the "State apparatus,"
which attempts to institutionalize, regulate, code, and "striate" all that it encounters, a de
sire expressed through the production of bureaucracies, assembly lines, hierarchies, and
other types of managerial machines. Chess may be said to embody the most fimdamental
principles of the State apparatus ia that the "coded" pieces of the game have "an internal
nature and intrinsic properties from which [all] their movements, situations, and con
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frontations derive" (352). In State systems, musical instruments are tuned to a "standard"
pitch, landscapes are meticulously recorded on topographical daps, herbs are tested and
their medicinal ingredients isolated for extraction into exact homogeneous doses, and
natural phenomena are measured in terms of their adherence to or departure jfrom existing
e?q>ectations and rules of behavior. Its cousin in literary criticism is structuralism, which

Not surprisingly, the Navajo Nation flag invokes State ideology through such symbols as
domesticated livestock, com, and clearly delineated boundaries. Within every system,
however, traces of the nomadic persist. They can be found, in this case, in the "wild
fauna" placed in the top center above the oil derrick. Such plants as mountain tobacco,
some variations of which are migratory by nature, exist in a plane oblivious to issues of
ownership and personal property. Consisting as it does of federal, state, tribal, and private
lands, the "checkerboard" region, otherwise known as the Eastern Navajo Agency, occu
pies, on the other extreme, a hyper-territorialized grid, one in which boimdaries prolifer
ate to the point of rendering polis dysfunctional
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attempts to interpret texts in terms of patterns and, in the process, excludes or marginal
izes that which does not "fit" or conform to the mold.
A woman who wears traditional Navajo clothing and speaks the indigenous
tongue fluently, though her fecial features appear in many ways to be those of an AfroAmerican, Ms. Cody conforms to no easily established set of characteristics. In feet, she
embodies several simultaneously. In a system, then, whose dominant mode of thinking is
that ofpolis, which everywhere tries to impose "civil, static, and ordinal rules" (363) in
its endless search for laws and constants, she represents an unwelcome and disturbing
anomaly. It is no small coincidence, then, that when Mr. Tom expresses his objections to
her selection, he speaks of what it means in terms of an erosion or violation of the "sov
ereignty" of the Navajo Nation. If indigenous people feil in their "duty and responsibility
to procreate within [their] own kind," he writes, "Indian people...will all [become] part of
the melting pot, part this and part that, yet never being anything specific." They will
cease to be, in other words, a measurable entity for the State, the governing body that is
sues them their Certificates of Indian Blood. As Mr. Tom argues, interracial unions will
result, over time, in "nothing other than ethnic genocide" (12/23/97). The special status
of Native Americans would be eroded and the privileges, such as firee health care and af
firmative action in hiring, to which it entitles them would be undermined.
Other ethnics fece similar crises of definition imposed upon them by State ideol
ogy. To what extent is any member of an ethnic group—be that individual Latino, Japa
nese, or Norwegian—"authentic" if he or she does not, for example, speak his or her "an-
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cestial" tongue or practice his or her "ancestral" religion? What "compromises" has he or
she made along the way in terms of identity, let alone his or her ancestors? What traits
and knowledge have been irretrievably "lost"? The question less often asked is, of
course, "What have been gained?"
A contrasting view of history belongs to nomos, which "sees all things in relations
of becoming" (352), of "variables themselves in a state of continuovis variation" (369).
Its qualities can be observed in the game of Go, the pieces of which, contrasted to those
in chess, are "anonymous [and] collective...with no intrinsic properties, only situational
ones" (353). Non-Euclidean geometry and Einstein's theory of relativity might be de
scribed as originally produced by such thinking. The water drum in the Native American
Church might be said to embody its principles in the production of music, an instrument
that is never tuned to a standard pitch, certainly not in the way that most orchestral in
struments are, but whose skin, instead, is moistened, inflated by blowing into it, and
tightened with a rope until it resonates in a way that is pleasing to him who plays it and
whose singing it accompanies. The methodology in literary criticism most closely afiSliated with this manner of thought is deconstruction—in cultural criticism and postmodemism-particularly regarding its applications of the concept of "play."
Deleuze and Guattari often refer to nomos as being produced by a "war machine."
They do so not only because it exists outside the sovereignty of the State, of its "internal
izing" and "appropriating" processes, but because it also seeks always to subvert any at
tempts by polls to demarcate fixed boundaries and establish hierarchies within them. The
warrior, ever restless and eager to strike out into new territory, hops on his horse or what
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ever means of transportation available to him and goes on a raid. He transgresses into
enemy territory and partakes of enemy pleasures, despite the fact that he is often forbid
den to do so by his elders and his peers, because of the potentially destabilizing eflfects of
his act.
The femiliar arguments are raised one by one against his foray. He may break ta
boos along the way. He may catch diseases. Tenuous truces may be toppled, and alli
ances, dissolved. His raid risks reprisals jfrom offended parties, and the boot}' he cap
tures—^whether in the form of captives or material goods—will likely be an agent of
change in the hoiiseholds to which it is brought. This may be for either good or bad, ul
timately speaking. No one can be sure, and it is precisely this principle of uncertainty
that the status quo fears most. Delueze and Guattari describe the warrior as having a
"fundamental indiscipline," an innate distrust of "hierarchy," and a "very volatile sense of
honor," qualities that, especially when combined, "impeded the formation of the State"
(358). Sooner or later, having had a taste of the exotic, ever restless, ever impatient with
the logic opposed to his raiding, ever disenchanted with "staying put," he will go on an
other foray, and another, and yet another. The cycle of raiding repeats endlessly, the net
result being that the "native" culture becomes, much to the horror of State ideologues,
repeatedly "contanainated" imtil its "original" version, however defined, is "irrecover
able."
Neither of the two methodologies, I must reemphasize, is inherently good or bad.
One invoking a state, "the stable, the eternal, the identical, [and] the constant," and the
other, a process, one of "becoming" and "heterogeneity" and "continuous variation"
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(361), they are, like j '/k znAyang, as different as they are complementary. Their con
trasting treatment of space stands as a case in point.
The State apparatus is primarily sedentary by nature. As such it is always preoc
cupied with the maintenance and distribution of power, which builds walls. It is not to be
confiised with force, the modus operandi of nomos, which breaks them down. Delueze
and Guattari repeatedly describe the way in which the territory the State occupies is "stri
ated by walls, enclosures, and roads between enclosures." If asked for directions, the in
habitant of a city, accustomed to living in the midst of a grid, itself encompassed by the
State, wiU indicate distance in precise blocks or measurements. A road is described as
being so many miles or kilometers long and headed in one direction or another.
Nomadic space, on the other hand, "is smooth, marked only by 'traits' that are ef
faced and displaced with [a] trajectory" (Deleuze, 381). Nomos, then, occupies space
without counting it. Its traces can be seen in the way nomadic people—usually inhabi
tants of desert, or steppe, or thick forest, topographies that actually resist the compart
mentalizing tendencies of the State—tend to distribute land "without division into shares,
in a space without borders or enclosures" (380). A road seen thus becomes nothing more
or less than the trajectory by which one reaches first one destination, then another, and
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to describe the dirt roads that traverse their Reservation. Directions are vague and land
marks, few. The outsider who has lost his way in its most remote regions is almost al
ways told to take the road that takes him where he wants to go. At a loss for words, his
would-be guide gestures helplessly at the horizon, its edges blurred by the sage, the exact
color of which itself is ever changing—bluish at times, greenish at others, and grayish at
yet others, depending on the weather, angle of light, and season. Nothing is stable.
Nothing is fixed. Change and movement are omnipresent even in the landscape.
Tellingly, two of the "older" sacred mountains of the formerly nomadic Navajo,
nomads, are dzil na'o dilii, shown on the previous page, and ak'i dah nast'ani. Known
more commonly as Huerfeno Moimtain and Hostah Butte, respectively, they are revered,
in part, for mocking the human conceit that geographical sites—like ideas and culturecan be used as fixed points of reference. The first, its cliffe almost identical in shape and
color, appears to turn as you walk around it; the second seems to raise or lower itself^ de
pending upon your distance from it. Such disruptions of the prevailing model of reality
as static were once accorded nothing less than a sacred status among the Navajos. That
was the case, at least, before Navajos were forced to settle onto permanent home sites
through the establishment of individual allotments and home site leases, and before State
ideology came to pervade the Reservation through the imposition of bureaucratic infirastructures and a representative (as opposed to participatory) form of democracy modeled
after that of the United States.
Now most presenters on Navajo culture describe the Reservation as existing be
tween Four Sacred Mountains, none of which exhibit the same illusory qualities as those
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geographical sites named above. For the most part, Navajos now live in a fixed space. As
a result, such statistics as language "loss" are repeatedly cited, and Navajo culture, con
ceived more as a set of "traditional" beliefe and practices than "whatever contemporary
Navajos do," tends to be described as belonging to a shrinking rather than an expanding
universe of possibilities. This, in my opinion, has been much to the detriment of the Na
vajo youth, who might otherwise be learning about the applications of Navajo culture in a
radical critique of the forms and uses of technology in modem American, among other
things. Ethnic absolutism of the kind described above may "constrain and fetter"

Hostah Butte, visible for over eight hundred square miles and seen here fi^om the south
west, seems to raise and lower itself on the horizon, depending upon your distance fi^om
it. It is the figurative home to hadahoniye\ known in English as the ^firage Stone, a
phallic rock used in ceremonies and consisting of rings that produce the illusion of
growth and diminution.
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potential leaders rather than "empower and liberate" them (Lai, 434).
As I hope soon to demonstrate, the dialectics of polls and nomos has truly inter
disciplinary applications. The dissertation that follows, however, pertains, as previously
stated, to how it works in the construction of ethnicity in selected literary works. The
discussion of them will utilize what in ethnic studies is called the "symbolic interactionist
paradigm," which concerns itself with the conceptualization of ethnicity as "products of
the way people manipulate symbols in interaction processes" (Lai). In this case, we will
be considering specifically the production of narratives.
Nomadic and State ideologies each attempt to constitute their own "version of the
past" in this generative process. These, in turn, critique the present and "indicate direc
tions for the future" (Mandsm, 116). Each, in other words, belongs to what Raymond
Williams calls the "selective tradition" in literature in its inclusion of certain sets of ex
periences and exclusion of others. The protagonists whose thoughts and actions reenact
the strategies of one discourse or the other offer opposing symbolic formations, which
model either directly or not patterns of normative behavior, i.e., the stereotypes, my
thologies, slogans, theories, and ideologies of a regime. Whichever rhetorical strategy
gains ascendancy in the narrative an ethnic author produces is influenced deeply by what
Fredric Jameson calls a "political unconscious," one that determines what fectors will be
considered most necessary and positive to the constitution of a healthy identity, both in
its individual and collective variants.
Consider the contrasting responses of ethnologists to the same Pueblo village in
the southwestern United States below. While one side emphasizes the positive virtue of
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closed systems, in which the destiny of each person is tightly boimd to that of his or her
immediate community, the other stresses the value of an open one, in which the individ
ual is imhindered by considerations of status, race, femily ties, or any other type of group
identity.

[C]ertain well-trained anthropologists [describe Pueblo society]
as highly integrated, and [its] typical personality as gentle,
cooperative, modest, and tranquil Other well-trained anthro
pologists have described the same people as marked by tension,
suspicion, anxiety, hostility, fear, and ambition....[T]hese dif
ferent accounts result from the approval the first anthropolo
gists gave to the moral unity of j^eblo life, and from disapproval
the second group of anthropologists gave to the authoritarianism
and repression of Pueblo society. (Redfield, The Little Com
munity, 136-137)

While the first group, in other words, appreciates the closure so highly valued in State
ideology, the other finds it oppressive. Corresponding attitudes are also at work in the
handling of fictional work.
As will be discussed in greater detail in the closing pages of this introduction in
regards to nomos and polis, those authors who adopt State ideology implicitly do so
through their en::5)hasis on and concern with primordial affiliations and the permanent
status of ethnicity in their artistic production. Others, meanwhile, assert through their
work that ethnicity is highly situational—more a variable, in mathematical terms, than a
constant, one that is perpetually produced by interactions between groups, and that,
within certain limits, can be either assumed or discarded by conscious choice. Interest
ingly, these approaches correlate roughly with two seemingly contradictory ftinctions of
ethnic culture, as described below:
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On the one hand, culture has a historical referent. It can be understood
only in the context of the events that give rise to experience. Traditions,
customs, institutional arrangements, and art and literature are the resi
dues of past events, the reflection of past solutions to collective prob
lems.
On the other hand, cultures are a response to the present. They
are adaptive mechanisms which enable groups to survive in changed cir
cumstances. Individuals living in specifiable historical situations are the
agents who modify their values, ideas, and behavior, and, in so doing,
are the agents of cultural change. (Lai 123)

Just as with emic and etic perspectives in ethnography, neither approach nor way of being
is entirely wrong or right. They just offer different views and paths, and they serve dif
ferent purposes. Before, however, the methodology and organization of this project is
laid out in greater detail, it is inqwrtant that ethnicity itself be understood as a concept
whose meaning diverges widely according to which of the oppositional discourses above
produces it.

A Brief History of Ethnicity in the Modem Age

The term "ethnicity," according to Raymond Wffiams in his Keywords: A Vo
cabulary of Culture and Society, derives from the Greek word, ethnikos, meaning "hea
then, pagan, or Gentile." Its earliest applications appear, then, to have been primarily re
ligious in nature, without the racial overtones it has accrued siace the nineteenth century.
Despite the modulations in definition, its fimction appears, in at least one way, to have
remained feirly constant over the past several centuries: it has consistently been used to
describe groups of people whose allegiance to a State ideology—be it religious, cultural,
or governmental in form—was called into question fi)r one reason or another. That which
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was configured as ethnic, in other words, tended always to be that which traversed the
margins of sovereignty.
After 1492, as the number of known groups exploded, the ways in which bounda
ries were drawn between them were radically transformed, and the definition of ethnicity
evolved accordingly. The diversity of lifestyles so widely touted today was only then
coming to be known and appreciated.
New contents in the form of previously unknown categories of plants, animals,
and people required new and more sophisticated principles of organization. Over the
next several centuries great discoveries in the physical sciences challenged and over
turned our understanding of the universe and our place in it; as sacred and metaphysical
interpretations of observable phenomena were discredited and displaced one by one by
"objective" scientific explanations, secular hierarchies, rapidly filling the breach left by
the religious ones, attenpted to impose a very different system of order on the natural
world. The explosion of knowledge that resulted firom this swarming of the old feudal
order ultimately foxmd e3q)ression in the industrial revolution, accompanied by social up
heavals on a scale theretofore unprecedented ia the world. New human environments
were invented in the service of this new economy, while existing ones were profoundly
changed, if not destroyed altogether.
The defining feature of industrialization was its enormous scale. Toward the end
of the nineteenth century, for the first time in recorded history, the number of people liv
ing in the burgeoning industrial centers of North America came to exceed that in the ru
ral When, moreover, the immediate countryside around urban centers could no longer
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supply enough workers to feed the industrial naachine, waves of immigrants, primarily
northern European in origin at first, severed ties with their ancestral homelands in in
creasingly large numbers to join labor forces on the other side of the ocean. The con
gested places to which these immigrants—both domestic and foreign—gravitated became
increasingly jfrenetic and disorienting. Amid overcrowded tenements and overflowing
sewers, huge aggregates of people were, in numbers theretofore unprecedented, thrown
together in close quarters with others whose customs and languages differed markedly
from their own.
Ethnic neighborhoods were established as one form of defense against the ho
mogenizing, centripetal forces of industrial society, as "a positive resource" to help mar
ginalized groups "cope with the rigors of adapting to a punishing environment and to re
sist racism, antisemitism, anti-Catholicism, anti-Islamic sentiment, discrimination, and
exclusioa" (Lai, 431) These found political expression in local politics and provided a
power base for what would have otherwise been completely disenfranchised groups, but,
after less than a century, they have come to command less and less allegiance from their
inhabitants, as did the social organizations that grew out of them. This trend is exhibited
in the way in which violence has come to occur as often mthin ethnic groups as between
them. Populations increasingly became "abstract communities" whose members were
connected to one another anew not by common bonds of ancestry, customs, beliefe, or
language, but by national systems of communication, such as newspaper ^dicates, and
by technologies ranging from telephone systems to the present-day Internet.
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State ideology requires that experience be broken down into manageable units,
but modernity, once it was well imder way, rendered such work nearly impossible by
threatening social aggregates in every form theretofore known with an individualistic
"anarchy," a trend which, according to many social critics, has accelerated in the last sev
eral decades.

Not only are primary associations such as the family, the neighborhood,
and the work group, less and less effective in organizing the life of the
individual into cohesive social relationships, large secondary organiza
tions, such as classes, occupation, and organizations are also decreasingly
effective in commanding the loyalty and emotional affect by which they
have formerly organized group life. (Gusfield 94)

Gone, evidently, are the "halcyon" days in which a commimity could be constructed as
being "small, isolated, homogenous, and self-sufficient," or as having a "simple" division
of labor, or as consisting of close, "fece-to-face" interactions between its members. In
creasingly,

impersonal relations come to take the place of personal [ones];...feirdlial
coimections come to be modified or supplanted by those of political af
filiation or contract; and...thinIdng...becomes reflective and systematic.
(Peasant Society and Culture 22)

The tone of such a passage, much influenced by State ideology, is one almost of a
general lament. Gone are the days in which any given community could be characterized
in terms of its purported closure. New forms of social organization and new structures of
artistic ejqjression, meanwhile, seemed necessary to manage new contents. Critical atten
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tion shifted, accordingly, from more concrete to more abstract concepts, from, in other
words, ethnic neighborhoods to groups.
The primary issue in industrial society became, once again, one of scale. This
concern foimd an interesting expression in regards to literary production in the first half
of this century. As Raymond Williams notes in The Politics of Modernism, modernity
generated a corresponding set of popular themes that, taken as a whole, formed the
"structure of feeling" known as modernist culture:

Liberated or breaking from their national or provincial cultures, placed in
quite new relations to those other native languages or native visual tradi
tions, encountering meanwhile a novel and dynamic common environ
ment from which many of the older forms were obviously distant, the art
ists and writers and thinkers of this phase foimd the only community
available to them: a community of the medium; of their own practices.
Thus language was perceived quite differently. It was no longer, in the
old sense, customary and naturalized, but in many ways arbitrary and
conventional To the immigrants especially, with their new second com
mon language, language was more evident as a medium—as a medium
that could be shaped and reshaped—than as a social custom. (45-46)

Although the city in modernist literature was often characterized in terms of an "impene
trable" crowd of strangers upon whose passage would gaze a "lonely and isolated" pro
tagonist from the vantage of a dirt-streaked second-story apartment window, its vitality
and variety, as well as its liberating diversity and mobility were also, as ^^^Uiams fiirther
notes, nevertheless increasingly emphasized. This optimism was made possible because,
driving the modernist aesthetic, as well as the Marxist one, was a utopic vision—an abid
ing conviction in the large-scale "progress" of humankind. In Marxism and progressive
politics alike, ui other words, the existing metanarratives of capitalism were continually
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counterposed to an idealized one. All the frenetic activity of modernity, the feithfiil
steadfestly believed, amounted somehow to an improvement in our quality of life, one
only glimpsed at certain moments, not yet fioUy realized and frequently misunderstood,
but there nonetheless.
In keeping with this positive vision, poets, authors, and artists decreasingly dis
paraged as "mobs" such huge aggregates of people as those that existed in the cities.
They saw them, instead, as the potential locus for "working-class and revolutionary soli
darity" (Williams, 39-42). As the late anthropologist Robert Redfield notes.

Civilization is creator of the moral order as well as destroyer. The break
down of old local cultures is also an enlargement of man's (sic) view of
the world. Indian tribes that before knew each other only as enemies
came, through civilization, to know each other as fellow sufferers. And
among the deracinated and dispossessed...came to be forged, out of what
civilization did to them, a new sense of common cause. The very pain of
deprivation is the birth pang of a new thought, a fresh teaching. The new
thinking tends to be more inclusive than was any of the old moral orders
of any one primitive society. (The Primitive World, 81)

It was, without doubt, this development that posed the gravest threat to the maintenance,
let alone the continued growth, of capitalism within the industrialized nations of the
world. The fear was that the State ideology of capitalism would be replaced by that of
socialism or communism. After all, the very technologies and demographic redistribu
tions that had enabled the development of international capitalism, that had broken down
most, if not all, of the old spatial and temporal barriers by which State ideologists had
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The mural above, painted by the Congreso de Artistas Chicanos en Aztlan and located in
the Estrada Courts housing project in East Los Angeles, invokes the memory of Che
Guevara, a martyr to and symbol of the communist variant of State ideology.

theretofore tried to demarcate their world, also threatened to tmdermine that very same
economic order. Thus began the quest for new determinants of individual and group be
havior, now that such activity could no longer be traced to a particular human collectivity
occupying a specific territory from one generation to the next. Identity became the low
est conmion denominator in this searcL
Interestingly, this term whose use is so commonplace today was not even in
cluded iQ the first edition of the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences published in the
early 1930s, so it seems to constitute a feirly recent addition to contenaporary abstract
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thought. In his highly insightful article, "Identifying Identity: A Semantic History,"
Philip Gleason speculates that its sudden popularity might be linked to a general growth
in interest in the ways in which national "character" is formed, an interest such as is ex
hibited in the work And Keep Your Powder Diy by Margaret Mead. Whatever the rea
sons, over the past fifty years or so, two oppositional approaches to identity emerged
firom the knowledge industry, one from the Freudian tradition, the other from the sociologicaL Within the first,

identity is somehow located' in the deep psychic structxire of the indi
vidual. [While it] is shaped and modified by interaction between the in
dividual and the surroimding social milieu,...it is at bottom an 'accrued
confidence' in the 'inner sameness and continuity' of one's own being....
[T]he other...tend[s] to view identity as an arti&ct of interaction between
the individual and society—it is essentially a matter of being designated
by a certain name, accepting that designation, internalizing the role re
quirements accompanying it, and behaving according to those prescrip
tions....[T]his sociological view of personality...in which a flickering
succession of identities [are] adopted and shed according to the require
ments of different social situations...challenges the assumption of conti
nuity in the self 'Looked at sociologically, the self is no longer a solid,
given entity...It is rather a process, continuously created and re-created
in each social sitviation that one enters... (Gleason, 468-467)

The definition influenced by Freud, as you may note, conforms more to State ideology;
that influenced by sociology, to nomadic thought. Corresponding schools of thought
eventually developed around ethnicity, which promised to be one of the bases on which
people might reconstitute a collective identity within the modem nation-state. As opposed
to race, a tool of Nazi mobilization, it stressed cultural modes of group construction over
visible and physical ones.
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The question remains, however, as to what confluence of events and interests
stimulated the sudden and urgent interest in the Twentieth century in ethnicity as a field
of study in the jSrst place. The answer can be found partly in demographic shifts that
have been taking place throughout the world and especially over the past hundred years.
If imperialism fecilitated the extraction of raw materials and commodities firom indige
nous groups around the globe, it also brought, through improved systems of communica
tion and transportation, the original guardians of such goods into closer proximity with
those who appropriated them. The structures of ejq)loitation upon which multinational
capitalism depended for its lifeblood could not be sustained if the majority of its principal
and secondary beneficiaries ever came to recognize the basic human rights of those they
oppressed, inadvertently or not.
The likelihood of this happening was minimal under the colonial system. Admin
istrators of the Empire who had been exported to feraway lands could remain distant fi-om
those they governed through cultural arrogance. The local elites who helped operate the
colonial bureaucracy could be similarly dismissed as people whose thinking was deriva
tive of that originating in the Mother Coimtry, and who were, as such, innately inferior.
Divisions could thereby be easily maintained between large spheres of humanity. Once
the colonial system was largely dismantled after the Second World War, however, and
growing numbers of "darker" people permanently relocated in the former Motherlands of
Empire, their humanity was much more difficult to deny, and they began to make increas
ingly firequent and prominent appearances in artistic production and demands on the
State.
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Ethnicity became for State ideologists an effective strategy for containing under
the umbrella of an increasingly global world order the increasingly close encounters be
tween the individuals from "developed" nations and other regions of the world. It turned
a potentially multicultural society into a pluralistic one in which separate ethnic groups
were relegated to "distinct social spheres and cultural universes," while the larger society
was still "held together by the political power of the dominant rulers" (Stone, 402).
"Wholesale preoccupation with and anxiety over ethnic orders within capitalist systems, in
other words, tended to distract otherwise intelligent and
insightfial thinkers from rigorously critiquing larger systems of
exploitation.
In contemporary ethnic studies, the methodology of the
State roughly correlates with the practice of trying to define an
ethnic group in terms of what Clifford Geertz has called
"primordial attachments" whereby, in the words of the
psychologist Erik Erikson, "identity is to be understood as
something internal that persists through change" in which "the elements of interiority and
continuity are indispensable" (Erikson, as quoted in Lai, 432). The emphasis in such
practices is on what unifies and defines a group, such as its sense of common ancestry,
historical past, consciousness of kind, criteria for inclusion and exclusion, pat
terns of behavior, physical resemblances between its members, and mutual symbolic
elements. Narratives whose ethnic protagonists search for meaning and purpose in their
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lives through a return to the site of their origins might be said, then, to reenact the strate
gies of State ideology.

"State philosophy" is another word for the representational thinking that
has characterized Western metaphysics since Plato, but has suffered an
at least momentary setback...at the hands of Jacques Derrida, Michel
Foucault, and post-structuralist theoiy...[It] reposes on a double identity:
of the thinking subject, and of the concepts it creates and to which it
lends its own presumed attributes of sameness and constancy. The sub
ject, its concepts, and also the objects in the world to which the concepts
are applied have a shared, internal essence: the self-resemblance at the
basis of identity... In thought its end is truth, in action justice. The
weapons it wields in their pursuit are limitative distribution (the deter
mination of the exclusive set of properties possessed by each term in
contradistinction to the others...) and hierarchical ranking (the measure
ment of the degree of perfection of a term's self-resemblance in relation
to a supreme standard...) (Delueze and Guattari, xi-xiii)

Such representational thinking, indeed, is what has shaped our thinking in the implemen
tation of afBrmative actioa It is assumed, among other things, that the professional suc
cess of one member of a disadvantaged nainority will raise the esteem of the entire ethnic
group to which he or she belongs, for surely others will emulate such a positive role
model or representative of "their" people. Ethnic consciousness, overall, has enabled
minorities, to varying degrees of success, to build alternative hegemonies or, in the ter
minology of Antonio Granasci, "coimter-hegemonies," and to reorganize themselves into
more effective coalitions for the purpose of empowerment within State structures. In so
doing, they inevitably adopt State ideological practices. Such an insight helps resolve
what the sociologist Barbara Ballis Lai describes as the "ethnicity paradox," the apparent
contradiction in the way:
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fecilitating full participation in economic, political, and social life and a
feir share of those resources and values that are participation in ethnic
institutions and the celebration of separate group identities...are at the
same time strategic devices sought by members of the wider community.
(Lai 425)
Because both activities are informed by State ideology, there is, as it turns out, no para
dox whatsoever. An ethnic group may be either an expression of primordialism or an in
terest group.
No concept, however, can ever be put entirely to the service of one reigning ide
ology or another, and ethnicity proves itself to be no exception to this rule. So long as
there is life, there is a dialectic. As we move in ethnic studies, then, from State to no
madic thought,

our focus shifts from the internal constitution and history of separate
groups to breaking ethnic boundaries and disrupting boundary main
tenance. (Barth 295)

Since the lines drawn between groups are never as fixed as State ideologists would prefer
to have us think, ethnicity becomes, in this instance, a purely relational term, one defined,
perhaps, primarily in terms of opposition to another group.
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'Womad thought" does not immure itself in the edifice of an ordered interiority...It does not repose on identity; it rides difference.... Rather
than analyzing a world into discrete components, reducing their manyness to the One of identity, and ordering them by rank,...it synthesizes
a multiplicity of elements without effecing their heterogeneity or hinder
ing their potential for fiiture rearranging (to the contrary). (Deleuze and
Guattari, xi-xiii)

According to nomadic thinking, then, no ethnic should be criticized for the degree to
which he or she deviates fi*om the majority opinion or behavior of the group to which he
or she "belongs," a verb which itself ejqpresses the ideology of territorializatioa As Delueze and Guattari remind us, "collective bodies" such as ethnic groups "always have
j&inges or minorities that reconstitute equivalents of the war machine" (366). Emergent
identities and meanings are as much a feature of their lives as established ones. The tra
dition that is invoked in nomos, then, is not one of stasis, as with State ideologues, but of
change, which, in terms of culture, is never configured as a loss of fixed contents. Con
trary to what is popularly argued by State ideologists. Native Americans who have moved
off the Reservation enjoy considerable ^ency in determining what they want to adopt in
their lives and what they want to discard, just as did their war-fering and nomadic fore
bears. They are not assimilated, in other words, by entering and participating in the
dominant culture so much as they are eclectic in raiding it. As notes Fredrik Barth, an
ethnologist whose work has greatly influenced this dissertation:

a drastic reduction of cultural differences between ethnic groups does
not correlate in any sinqile way with a reduction in the organizational
relevance of ethnic identities, or a breakdown in boxmdary-maintaining
processes. (318)
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Any number of criteria for membership, be they outward symbols or inner values, may be
adopted, discarded, or emphasized at any time in history. Consider, for example, the fol
lowing nomadic resistance to the appropriating processes of the State:

LeRoi Jones suggests in his article "Blues People" that black music has
been xmdergoing a continuous revitalization as a reaction to the equally
continuous assimilation of its forms into mainstream music. To general
ize from this model, one might set forth the hypothesis that the desire to
maintain ethnic boundaries despite cultural difiiision may be a source of
cultural vitality in a multicultural society. (Hannerz 421-422)

Inevitably, some innovations and voices will be authenticated in the discourse of any
given ethnic group, and others, ridiculed. Along the way, it is the process by which this
takes place that is most interesting in the study of literary production, for any form of
dominance must be continually "renewed, recreated, defended, and modified" because it
is also "continually resisted, limited, altered, [and] challenged by pressures not its own."
(Williams, Marxism, 112-113) Such is the case in the academic arena as much as in any
other.
While narrative configurations dominated by State ideology invariably attempt
through reiteration to represent the collective experience of a given minority or ethnic
group, their nomadic coimterparts constantly mock and undermine all such endeavors.
Each work, grasped essentially as a rhetorical act, is positioned within the larger collec
tive discourse of the ethnic group to which it belongs. It cannot be fiilly appreciated,
moreover, imtil its place in that narrative system is studied as well This encompassing
collectivity and the rhetorics of identity it produces, whether influenced primarily by
State or nomadic ideology, must finally be imderstood as belonging to the even larger
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history of modes of production that determines what motife and themes pervade the lit
erature of any given era in history.

Nomos and Polis in the Production, Selection, and Reading of Ethnic Literature

Ever preoccupied with the establishment and naaintenance of boimdaries. State ideology attempts in the reabn
of ethnic studies to determine what set of experiences that
will be considered "constitutive" to the ethnicity of a given
group and reiterate it to the point that it almost becomes a
part of what the Marxist cultural critic Fredric Jameson has
termed our "collective unconscious." Certain paradigms
and themes come to be associated through this process with
certain groups, and the narratives that give expression to them achieve over time such
widespread acceptance that they become incorporated into the ethnic canon. They accu
mulate, in other words, into ethnic metanarratives whose protagonists become "allegori
cal narrative signifieds" in the minds of the general readership "precisely because they
reflect a fundamental dimension of our collective thinking and our collective fkitasies
about history and reality" (Jameson, 34). Cast in a positive light, these enable, over time,
shared understandings between ethnics, or, at least, the highly literate elites within their
ranks, not to mention the transmission of such knowledge intergenerationally in the form
of familiar quotations, images, metaphors, allegories, and allusions. After all, "[o]flen it

is objective symbolic forms that generate the subjective experience of ethnicity" (Cohen,
371).
The feet that it is ethnic authors themselves who repeatedly draw upon such sets
of ejqjeriences lends credence to the perception that ethnic lives are being accurately and
fially portrayed. My overall contention, however, about such narratives is not that they
are inaccurate. If they were, they would not have been so readily embraced by so many
members of the group w kose e}qperiences they purport to represent, a gesture described in
the theoretical jargon of today as "strategic essentialism." My objections pertain to the
exclusionary and delimitative practices of State ideologists in the field of ethnic literary
studies.
"[N]o™ads," write Delueze and Guattari, "have no history." Their defeat in an
cient times was so complete that "history is one with the triumph of the States" and that
"[hjistorians, [whether] bourgeois or So\det, ...consider [them to be] a pitiable segment
of humanity that understands nothing, [neither] technology...[nor] agriculture" (393394). The experiences of "nomadic" ethnics—meaning, those minorities within minorities
who defy easy categori2a,tion~are sinailarly excluded firom the ethnic literary canon. Any
ethnic whose situation and feelings are not considered in that body of work, or who pur
sues a lifestyle different firom that deemed by State ideologists to be "appropriate" to or
"allowable" in his or her ethnic group, is summarily dismissed as somehow deficient.
A Native American who likes computers, aspires to live in the city, or desires a
job for the federal government will be accused of "abandoning" or "betraying" his peo
ple™verbs that convey State ideology through the territorialization of the subject. More
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likely than not, such a person will be labeled an "apple"—^red on the outside, white on the
inside. An Afro-American who teaches Shakespeare will be told he has a colonized
mindset and is incapable of fiilly appreciating his "own" culture and background. An
other food item is snatched from the grocery store aisles to describe his condition; he is
an "oriole," as in the cookie—^black on the outside, white on the inside. An Asian
American attracted to Western culture, technology, or lovers is similarly derided for be
ing a "banana"—yellow on the outside, white on the inside. Interestingly, no equivalent
food metaphor exists, to my knowledge, for Chicanos, an ethnic subset of Latinos, imdoubtedly because they, more than any other ethnic group, take particular pride in their
being a composite of races and cultural contradictions, a strategy that undermines any
attempt to dichotomize external appearances with interiorized values or otherwise com
partmentalize their ethnic experience.
Any literary work that traverses the boundaries of ethnic experience—^again, as
defined by State ideologists—tends likewise to be marginalized. Not only out of market
considerations, among others, is it less likely to be published, it is less likely to be taught
in the classroom. This is because the educational institutions that select, disseminate, and
reiterate the literary ejqpressions of ethnicity are themselves fundamentally products of
State ideology. As such, they exhibit certain tendencies in their methodology. They tend
to compartmentalize liberal arts programs, for instance, into intellectual colonies, each
discipline with its own department head to help determine and administer its territory. In
so doing, they neutralize potentially radical collaboration between instructors of AfroAmerican, Native American, Chicano, Asian American, Gay, and Women's Studies
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classes. Works studied in these disciplines are presently discussed and critiqued primar
ily in terms of how they "ejqjress" the attributes, perspectives, and dilemmas of a given
identity, whether determined primarily by ethnicity, sexual orientation, or gender.
Those narratives pertaining to Native Americans included in the ethnic canon of
ten allude, then, to a collective grieving over the loss of land and the disappearance of the
people. Those related to Afro-Americans almost invariably invoke the institution of
slavery, whether in its de jure or de facto variants. Those depicting the experiences of
Hispanics, particularly inhabitants of the southwestern United States, tend to gesture to
ward the dispossession of their land, language, culture, pride, and power since the mili
tary defeat of Mexico. The narratives of Asian Americans, the quintessential "good" mi
nority, give shape to a collective indignation over and outrage at the discriminatory im
migration policies of the West Coast, most notably the mistreatment and exploitation of
Chinese workers by the railroads and the internment of Japanese Americans during
World War II. All of these ethnic narratives, by invoking historical injustices for the
purpose of consolidating an ethnic outlook in the pursuit of feir and adequate representa
tion in the domestic political arena, posit a collective, enduring memory that shapes con
temporary identity. Those pertaining to Anglo-Saxons in the South, meanwhile, describe
them as struggling internally with racist attitudes and the residual contradictions inherent
between a racial hierarchy and an ostensibly egalitarian political system, one that has
proclaimed all humankind to be created equal.
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Sign systems, though, do not occur by way of spontaneous generatioiL They are,
as the Marxist cultural critic Raymond Willianas points out, produced within a structure
of social relationships:

'internally', in that the signs depend on, were formed in relationships;
'externally', ID that the system depends on, is formed in, the institutions
which activate it...; 'integrally', in that a sign-system', properly under
stood, is at once a specific cultural technology and a specific form of
practical consciousness: those apparently diverse elements which are in
feet unified in the material social process. (Marxism and Literature,
140)

As a result of the close, albeit unconscious, afiSliation of educational institutions with
State ideology, interdisciplinary themes that might otherwise connect particiilar instances
of victimization to wider histories of exploitation and plumb the apparatuses of oppres
sion remain rare in, if not altogether absent firona, most college curricula. Again, as Wil
liams observes, "firom a whole possible area of past and present, in a particular culture,
certain meanings and practices are selected for emphasis and certain other meanings and
practices are neglected and excluded" (Mandsm and Literature, 115). Like Aztec
gods, however, rearing their fierce visages firom the Zocalo, the stone-covered central
plaza of Mexico City, in the aftershocks of an earthquake after centuries of interment,
nomadology nevertheless stubbornly continues to exert its disruptive influence. For our
purposes, it does so in the problematization of State forms of identity in the ethnic canon,
and it is some of these instances I would like to highlight in my study.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

This dissertation lays the groundwork for a book that, in its final form, will con
sist of five chapters, an organizational paradigm that approximates that of the ethnic pen
tagon whereby the United States Census Bureau has decided to separate citizens into dis
crete groups for the purposes of assessing the quality and quantity of participation by mi
nority groups in the national economy. These groups are; Caucasian, Afiro-American,
Latino, Asian American, and Native American—somewhat arbitrarily established collec
tivities that are themselves derived firom the crude and now widely discredited racial
categories of White, Black, Brown, Yellow, and Red.
The inadequacies of this paradigm have been increasingly decried by a growing
number of people, especially those of mixed ancestry. Tiger Woods, the embodiment of
nomos in ethnicity if ever there was one, is probably the most famous of its contemporary
critics who has called for an expansion in the number of categories so that the diversity
that exists betwixt and between ethnic group;^ let alone within them, might be better rec
ognized and served. Adherents to the existing system, meanwhile, particularly supporters
of established political organizations built around existing ethnic coalitions, object to
making such a change on the basis that more divisions would only splinter minority
groups and reduce their already inadequate political influence. Perhaps they are right in
that the proliferation of boundaries has never empowered anyone, neither individuals nor
groups, just managerial naachines. Only the fiightening and liberating prospect of their
elimination altogether holds forth that liberatory promise in the long run.
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In any event, I anai in no way clainiing that the texts I have chosen for study sufBciently "represent" or not the respective ethnic groups whose experiences they supposedly
describe. Each section simply discusses two works that, when juxtaposed, give shape to
roughly oppositional approaches to particular figures, issues, themes, tropes, and situa
tions that are reiterated in the literary canons of established ethnic groups.
The three sections included are arranged in an order in accordance to the arrival of
their corre^nding group on the North American continent. The first examines the
"half-breed," a figure that is fairly unique to Native American literature, for reasons that
will be elucidated therein. As one might expect, the predicament of such a character as
distilled in State ideology pertains to the diflSculties, if not impossibility, of straddling
boundaries between clearly delineated cultures—^in this case, those of a tribe and the lar
ger, primarily industrial society that encompasses it in North America. As one might
equally well expect, a nomadic depiction of the "half-breed" would interrogate those di
visions and, in highlighting their arbitraiy nature, raise questions as to their fiinction and
purpose, let alone worth. This section features The Surrounded, by D'Arcy McNickle,
and The Death of Jim Loney, by James Welch, two twentieth-century novels whose
"half-breed" protagonists seem overwhelmed and trampled by hostile worlds. Ostensi
bly, these works have much in common, given their tragic endings, but their pessimism,
as it turns out, emanates fi-om quite diJBferent worldviews.
The second section utilizes what has come to be known as "border theory" in its
comparison and contrast of nomadic and State constructions of Chicano identity. The
texts it considers are Rudolfo Anaya's Alburquerque and Denise Chavez's Face of an

AngeL While both novels are set in the Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico, the first is
situated in the northern portion, and the second, in the southern. This, I will argue, is
quite significant in that it places their respective protagonists and the ethnic communities
in which they reside in a cul-de-sac, on the one hand, and at a crossroads, on the other.
These respective settings give shape, in turn, to feirly oppositional discourses.
The third and last section deals with two works by Southern whites. The first of
these is "William Faulkner's Go Down, Moses, which portrays white ethnicity as an in
heritance, as a legacy of slavery and the racial binary it engendered, and as both an op
portunity and a burden for its beneficiaries. On the one hand, social, economic, and po
litical stratification in the form of racial hierarchies in the South are depicted as patently
evil and destructive to human potential In this sense. State ideology is condemned iti
Faulkner's work. Yet an individual of indefinite origins and ethnicity, whether in the
form of a Snopes or a Joe Christmas, is an amoral being, one that lacks the moral "foun
dations" and "bearings" from which to distinguish right firom wrong. In this sense, then,
Faulkner seems to reinvoke exactly that which he condemns. How does the author re
solve this apparent contradiction~i^ indeed, he can? What might it take for these opposi
tional discourses to coexist peacefiiUy in a subject, and how, finally, might this model be
satisfectorily applied elsewhere—and on a more personal, practical level? The second of
the works to be considered is Cormac McCarthy's Suttree, which chronicles the repudia
tion of State ideology by the title character and his flight into a rhizomatic domain, one in
which race and ancestry are discarded. Absent a racial binary, what strategies and mod
els will he adopt and discard in his journey?
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Work subsequent to this dissertation will examine novels by two Afro-American
and Chinese American authors. In regards to the first, it will look at the motif of the
journey. Repeated migrations and displacements from one geographic region of the
world to another, whether in the form of the "middle passage" of the slave trade, the es
cape from bondage to freedom via the Underground Railroad, or, most recently, the Great
Migration from the rural South to the industrial North, have greatly affected large num
bers of Afro-Americans. Nomadic and State ideologies engender, however, very differ
ent responses to such movement, and these contrasting strategies are largely embodied in
the narratives of Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man and Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon,
respectively. In the first, identity is fluid and highly situational, whereas in the second, it
is enduring and ultimately established through a process bearing much in common with
an archaeological dig.
Another section will differentiate between nomadic and immigrant identities in
the works of two Chinese American authors, namely. The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan
and American Knees by Shawn Wong. In the first of these the protagonist, a woman,
learns about herself through the recovery of her mother's and adopted aunts' stories from
predominantly patriarchal discourses. In the second, the narrator constantly questions
rather than affirms his ethnic identity. He does so first by rejecting the roles and respon
sibilities thrust upon him by his ethnic peers, then by interrogating his Asian American
self through his on-again, off-again, long-term relationship with his Japanese-Anglo
lover, a professional photographer who herself embodies and forces upon us a bundle of
contradictions. Also to be considered in depth in this section will be the ways in which
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gender interfeces with State and nomadic ideologies. Running throughout the examina
tions of the literary works both provided in this dissertation and slated for future devel
opment is the hope that such efforts might, in the final analysis, prove themselves to be
more than an a mere academic exercise, and that all this time and energy will result in at
least some practical applications and benefits. Such, I imagine, is the hubris of many a
graduate student.
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PART ONE: A TALE OF TWO HALF-BREEDS:
STATE AND NOMADIC IDEOLOGY IN THE WORKS OF
D'ARCY MCMCKLE AND JAMES WELCH

As described in greater depth in the introduction, the French theorists Gilles Delueze and Felix Guattari identify in A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizo
phrenia two fundamental processes as always coexisting in the natural order. One mani
fests itself in "lines of articulation or segmentarity, strata and territories," and the other, in
"flight," in "movements of deterritorialization and destratification" (3). One attends pri
marily to aspects of "being," and the other, of "becoming." One aspires to a "signifying
totality," and the other, to the limitless "dismantUng [of such] an organism" (4). One,
primarily structural in nature, wholeheartedly embraces representation, while the other
problematizes it at every turn. One characteristically utilizes "binary logic" (5) in its
critical inquiries, and the other, infinite "laws of combination" (6). One oqwimds the
virtues of the tree, its taproot and trunk anchoring subsidiary roots and branches, and the
other, of grass, its rhizomes roaming without end across open spaces, constantly generat-
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ing new outcroppings and links, the seemingly impenetrable barriers even of sidewalks
and pavement notwithstanding. Interestingly, one, that deriving from state ideology, has,
over the centuries and for a variety of reasons, been more pervasive in the thinking and
practices of Europe, and the other, of Asia.

It is odd how the tree has dominated Western reality and all of Western
thought...The West has a special relation to the forest, and deforestation;
the fields carved from the forest are populated with seed plants produced
by cultivation based on species liaeages of the arborescent type; animal
raising, carried out on fellow fields, selects lineages forming an entire
animal arborescence. The East presents a different figure: a relation to the
steppe and garden (or in some cases, the desert and the oasis), rather than
forest and field; cultivation of tubers by firagmentation of the individual; a
casting aside or bracketing of animal raising, which is confined to closed
spaces or pushed out onto the steppes of the nomads. The West: agricul
ture based on a chosen lineage containing a large number of variable indi
viduals. The East: horticulture based on a small number of individuals de
rived from a wide range of "clones." Does not the East, Oceania in par
ticular, offer something like a rhizomatic model opposed in every respect
to the Western model of the tree? Andre Haudricourt even sees this as the
basis for the opposition between the moralities or philosophies of tran
scendence dear to the West and the immanent ones of the East... (Delueze and Guattari, 18)

As continents go, America, the site of the literary production to be considered in
this dissertation, is a "special case" (19). It has played host to tree and grass alike. "[I]n
America," write Delueze and Guattari, "everything comes
together, tree and chaimel, root and rhizome" (20). Indicative of
its unique ability in this regard, America "reversed the directions"
according to which the rest of the northern hemisphere was laid
out, "as if it were precisely in [its heartland] that the earth came

Rhizome of
Grass
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fiill circle" (19). Its Orient, that domain lending itself more readily to the "rhizomatic
model," lies, contrary to the prevailing pattern elsewhere, in its western, not eastern
reaches, where a topography of "ever-receding limit[s]" and constantly "shifting and dis
placed frontiers" (19) comprises predominantly "smooth space"~steppes, mesas, deserts,
plains, and plateaus. Such terrain inherently resists the imposition of State ideology
through such processes as what Delueze and Guattari term "striation"~the clearing of
forests for fields, the laying of grids and generalized parallels, and the subordination of
aninaal raising to sedentary food production. There, speaking specifically of aspens,
these theorists remark that "even the trees form rhizomes" (19). The fertile, heavily
wooded eastern seaboard, by way of contrast, is much more amenable to such "arbores
cent" principles as prevail in Europe. Its inhabitants, as if an extension of the terrain it
self are more prone to search for their "European ancestry" through a "return to the Old
World" than are those of the Western expanses (19).
In a gesture emblematic of this dialectic in America between rhizomatic and ar
borescent models, its first inhabitants gave the world com, a plant that, though it belongs
to the grass family, clearly exhibits the growth properties of a tree. This dissertation at
tempts to demonstrate ways in which nomadic and State ideologies shape constructions
of identity in literary production. It seems especially appropriate that this survey of eth
nic American literatures somehow begin with the Native Americans, the most "primor
dial" of this continent's populations.
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To this day they remain the only minority group in the contemporary United
States that can boast of ever having constituted an absolute majority. Estimates of their
total number in the northern hemisphere prior to the arrival of Europeans range from 2
million, the "official" figure propagated by the Smithsonian Institution, to over 18.5, one
derived from research conducted by the "Berkeley School" in the 1950s, whose members,
along with anthropologist Henry F. Dobyns some ten years later, extrapolated data from,
among other fectors, the aggregate acreage known to have been under cultivation at the
point of contact and the population density such agriciiltural methods as were in practice
at the time could have easily supported (Churchill, 133). The original indigenous popula
tion encompassed mtold linguistic diversity, as well—more than, according to the "most
conservative estimates," five hundred "mutually unintelligible languages," not to mention
regional dialects (Josephy, 110). Beyond that, imfortunately, a great deal about these
peoples has suffered the ravages of time, and the larger tapestry of what their lives and
belief systems must have been like can now only be patched together from tattered rem
nants. For the most part, the ways in which State and nomadic ideologies competed on a
daily basis in traditional indigenous societies can now only be speculated, and even the
larger cross-currents that existed between tribes remain discernible in only a few arenas.
For the sake of brevity, we will consider two, namely, the political and the familial, and
then only briefly.
In regards to the first of these, indigenous antipathy to State ideological practices,
at least in North America, found common expression in the headman or chieC a form of
traditional leadership designed "to ward off or avert...the fomaation of [the] State appara
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tus" itself (Delueze and Guattari, 357). Such a figure, unlike a king and his fimctionaries,
had not at his disposal any "instituted weapon other than his sense of the group's desires."
He commanded no loyalty by way of heredity or divine right. Through force of his per
sonality alone, he might be able to assemble ad hoc raiding parties for a specific purpose,
but never a standing army for a more general one. He might be able to fight small-scale
guerilla campaigns over extended periods of time but was relatively ineffective at sys
tematic warfere. His role, in the long run, was more like that of "a leader or a star than a
man of power" in that he was "always in danger of being disavowed" or "abandoned by
his people" (all quotes from 357). It is no small coincidence that the President of the
United States is to this day sometimes called "the chief of state."
Of notable exception to this political anti-structure were the village-dwelling
Natchez, a rigidly hierarchical and sedentary remnant of the mound-building "Hopewell
culture" of the Mississippi River valley. Unlike almost every other tribe in the region of
note, they were "ruled by a king, a descendant of the sun," to whom "[ejvery deference
was shown" and whose power in regards to his subjects, to "their lives, labor, and prop
erty, was absolute and despotic" (Josephy, 147). The Aztec model in central Mexico
functioned in a similar maimer. There were undoubtedly countless other anomalies north
of the Rio Grande as well, such as the small, warlike tribes the shipwrecked Cabeza de
Baca encountered in his misadventures along the Gulf coast, people later subjugated by
Seminoles armed with British weapons.
In regards to femily, the clans and bands into which the indigenous people of
North America organized themselves constituted much more "open" systems of relations
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than the genetically delimited, hierarchical, and predominantly patriarchal ones of
Europe. "Clan lineages," note Delueze and Guattari, "meld and divide, and vary accord
ing to the ancestor considered, the tasks, and the circumstances" (388). Even in Europe,
they threatened the stability of the State and were associated with pre-Christian systems.
Instead of femily trees, such social bodies inscribed in America sprawling rhizomes, ones
that, taken together, amount to what Delueze and Guattari even call at one juncture an
"antigenealogy" (21). Accordingly, they describe eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Na
tive Americans as "without ancestry" (19), as, in other words, generally disinterested,
unlike their counterparts across the waters, in establishing dynasties perpetuated through
time and space, in determining blood/me5 through the use of restrictive measures, and in
distributing kinship along "genetic ax[e]s" and "syntagmatic structure[s]" (19). Even
their oral traditions, as fer as now can be ascertained, erased individual histories, substi
tuting them for archetypal ones.
Again, there is the exception of the Natchez in this regard.

The relatives of the Great Sun...were Little Suns...Below [them]
in importance was a class of Nobles, and below the Nobles a class called
Honored Men,.. .and lowest of all were the commoners, the masses,
treated like dirt by the aristocrats,...and referred to as Stinkards, al
though the term was not used in the presence of the Stinkards them
selves, as it offended them.
[I]t was the un-Indianlike caste system that made the Natchez
[so] remarkable to their French neighbors, who saw in the hereditary ar
istocracy the surest proof that civilization's gentle step had once trod
these woodlands rude, sometime or another. (Josephy, 147-149)
Neither the indigenous populations nor the colonizing Europeans, then, strictly
exhibited one ideology or the other. There are, in feet, no State or nomadic absolutes
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anywhere, neither in regards to landscapes nor people. But in America, perhaps more
than anywhere else in the world, the

models of tree and grass fold onto one another re

peatedly.

It is not [merely] a question of this or that place on earth, or of a given
moment in history, still less of this or that category of thought. It is a
question of a model that is perpetually in construction or collapsing, and
of a process that is perpetually prolonging itself breaking off and starting
up again. (Delueze and Guattari, 20)
True to this principle, America, whether considered in terms of its topography or
inhabitants, proceeds dialectically by way of territorialization and its opposite. The
plains of Oklahoma, partitioned into what Delueze and Guattari describe as "grids and
generalized parallels," give way to dust and ruin during the Great Depression; the forests
with their "gravitational verticals" are cleared, and the void in their wake, inundated by
rhizomatic life, be its form that of weeds or prairie dogs, before the farmer can wedge his
way in (388). In regards to its populations, America proceeds "both by internal... liqui
dations" of existing ethnic groups "and by successive waves of immigration jfrom the out
side" (Ibid., 20). It cannibalizes some fections, merges others, and constitutes yet others
anew.

[T]here has always been a State [as much on this continent as anywhere
else in the world.]...The more discoveries archaeologists make, the more
empires they uncover....It is hard [even in Mesoamerica] to imagine
primitive societies that would not [in some way] have been in contact with
imperial States, at the periphery or in poorly controlled areas. (Ibid., 360)
The America before Columbus was no more an exception to this turmoil than to
day—no Utopia devoid of human conflict and suffering. The Hohokam, Anasazi, Toltecs,
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Maya, and Aztecs each built great metropolitan centers and trade networks. Long before
the arrival of the first Europeans, they hierarchized subjects, consolidated holdings, and
otherwise asserted their cultural and military influence, sometimes by way of cruelty and
violence, only to succumb at some jimcture in their respective histories to nomadic raid
ers, some indigenous in origin and others European, attacking and gnawing away first at
the fiinges and then at the very hearts of their respective civilizations. Each eventually
sank into oblivion, leaving in its wake little more than scattered ruins and sign systems
for the rest of humankind to pick through and ponder.
What specifically precipitated these ancient clashes and successions of models is,
of course, now largely lost to us. What is certain is that State ideology, once limited to
isolated pockets of people, has come, at least for the time being, to pervade the North
American continent in the form of a property regime.
The reasons for its most recent ascendancy are not difficult to fethom. First, the
indigenous populations predisposed by culture and habit to nomadic ideology were al
most driven to extinction. In roughly one hundred, fifiy years, their original number de
clined by over ninety percent. Sadly, much more of this reduction resulted firom the de
liberate introduction of pathogens into their midst than all but a very few courageous
scholars have admitted thus fer. What took place at Fort Clark, an army outpost along the
banks of the Missouri River in present-day North Dakota, stands as the best documented
case in point, but certainly not the only one. There, on June 20,1837, the United States
army distributed blankets as "gifts" among Mandans, as well as "other Indians" present.
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that had been "taken from a military infirmary in St. Louis quarantined for smallpox" and
brought up on the steamboat St. Peter's (Churchill, 155).

When the first Indians showed symptoms of the disease on July 14, the
post surgeon advised [the healthy brethren in their midst] to scatter and
seek "sanctuary" in the villages of healthy relatives. By then, the disease
was already showing up at Fort Union...some forty miles upriver. The
trader there, Jacob Halsey, who was married to an Indian woman, then attenpted to administer a vaccine which had been stored by the army rather
than used to inoculate the people for whom it was supposedly provided.
The perfectly predictable result of the "Fort Clark episode" was the
igniting of a pandemic which raged for several years, decimating peoples
as fer north as the Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans in southern Alberta and
Saskatchewan, to the west as fer as the Yuroks and other northern Califor
nia peoples, and southward to the Kiowas and Comanches on the Staked
Plains of Texas. (Ibid., 155)

Significantly, the first wave of people who died in such pandemics were precisely
those who espoused and practiced nomadic ideology, who were, in other words, agents of
cultural transformation in their respective tribes. They were the interlocutors, the very
individuak who traveled extensively and regularly, traded goods and ideas between
groups, often married exogamously, spoke two or more languages, and exhibited gener
ally curious and experimental attitudes in regards to other people and cultures. The pur
ists or nationalists within tribes, those leaning more toward State ideology, by way of
contrast, survived the first onslaughts of contagious diseases at a much higher rate. They
did so due to their xenophobia in regards to outside influences. Such distrust protected
them when it came to contagion.
The somewhat selective nature of the pandemics in this regard had, in turn, an
enormous inqjact on the type of information that was lost. Precisely that which was
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shared mutually between tribes was first to go. Once this network was severed, and
tribes were forced into inhoqjitable backwaters isolated, in many instances, even from
one another, the indigenous survivors became, in the words of Ward Churchill, "an atom
ized cloud of refugees, unable to feed, clothe, or house themselves" (150). What knowl
edge remained tended to be fragmentary as a result—pockets of shreds rather than inter
tribal threads.
These remnants, over time, were then systematically subjected to State ideology.
At jSrst, such indoctrination took place in increments and by way of negotiation. The
balance of power had not yet shifted. Before that took place, the indigenous peoples en
joyed a "honeymoon" with their European coimterparts, a period lasting approximately
one hundred years along the eastern seaboard. During this time, native peoples and cul
tures garnered considerable respect and even admiration among the colonialists. The
League of the Iroquois, for instance, thought to have been established in approximately
1540, so impressed Benjamin Franklin that he was moved to suggest that its complex sys
tem of checks and balances, as well as other of its attributes, be emulated by the incipient
colonial government (Weatherford, 136). Thomas Jefferson, according to some accoimts,
would even borrow from the Iroquois in building a new nation the image of the unbreak
able bundle of arrows now emblazoned on much of the United States' currency (Yarrow,
4).
In keeping with English precedents, the tribes of North America were originally
treated with the deference of European kingdoms (Spicer, 344). Eventually, previously
loose afiSliations of people would come to consolidate themselves for defensive purposes
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under the formal banner of nationhood, a process that perpetuated itself across the conti
nent.
Unfortunately, the wedding of European and indigenous traditions and the early
and unabashed admiration it produced did not long outlive the founding fethers. Once
the threat from Spain, France, and Great Britain diminished in the 1800's, so too did the
value of Native Americans as allies. They became instead obstacles to striation, to the
settlement patterns first established along the eastern seaboard. The leadership of the
United States increasingly came to consider such indigenous practices as honoring indi
vidual choice above all else, even at the expense of solidarity and expedience, ultimately
incompatible with their vision of a transcontinental nation commanding the allegiance of
multiple populations deployed over an immense space. One of their first and most fiandamental tasks in westward expansion was "to striate" the territory and people in their
path. They could not achieve this end, however, merely by way of military conquest. To
vanquish nomadic impulses decisively, even those vestiges residing within the new
waves of immigrant populations, they would have to superimpose a new set of conceptu
alizations on and responses to the landscape. Nothing less than an epistemic shift in
thought, one in which the "territorial principle" would come to reign "dominant" (Delueze and Guattari, 388), would suffice in this endeavor. Once accomplished, the fledgling
nation could better "control migrations" within its boundaries and "establish a zone of
rights over an entire 'exterior"' (Ibid., 385).
What followed over the next century was the systematic genocide not only of
populations "undesirable" to the State but of their ways of thinking and living as well. In
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regards to native peoples, this outcome was accomplished in stages, first by way of their
marginali2ation, then encapsulation, and eventually, if all went well according to the assimilationist paradigm, absorption. President Andrew Jackson initiated the first of these.
Brought to power in 1828 by an electorate of largely Scotch-Irish descent, one anxious to
occupy and settle indigenous land, he forced the Five Civilized Tribes of the southeastern
United States onto remote, imcontested, and less desirable territory until such a time as
they became "ready" to partake fiilly in "civilization." Others followed.
The waning status of tribes was fiirther evident in their treatment by the judicial as
well as the executive branch of the federal government, then barely two generations old.
In the 1832 ruling of Worcester v. Georgia, the Supreme Court of the United States rele
gated them to the oxymoronic status of "domestic dependent nations"~no longer the
autonomous powers of yesteryear but still somehow separate—and secondary. Under
such an ambiguous designation, they could form and maintain their own governments, for
instance, but these would derive largely fi:om the political system of the United States,
not that of the tribes themselves, as expected in truly independent nations; their jurisdic
tion would be limited to members of the tribes, even if the transgressor of the law in
question resided in their midst; they would not be allowed to negotiate unilaterally with
foreign powers; and their flmding would, over time, trickle down almost entirely fi-om
budgets set up by the Bureau of Indian Afl&irs and approved by Congress.
In the 1870's yet another blow was dealt to their legal standing: Congress shifted
"the practice of making treaties with Indian tribes" firom the Department of War, now
known as the Department of Defense, to the Department of the Interior, a change indicat
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ing that the "federal government no longer considered [them] independent nations...
Thereafter, Congress [would deal] with Indians by passing statutes, which, lanlike trea
ties, did not require tribal consent" (Pevar, 5), only bureaucratic fiat. In 1887 the General
Allotment Act, or Dawes Act, broke up in many cases whatever communal holdings re
mained to tribes into private parcels of one hundred, sixty acres each, then sold off the
"surplus" land to farmers of predominantly northern European stock. More devastating
in its effects on indigenous people than open conflict, which at least engendered some
sense of solidarity, this policy persisted until 1934, at which time John Collier, the Direc
tor of the Bureau of Indian Aflairs under the Roosevelt Administration, offered a twentyyear respite firom this antagonistic relationship. During this hiatus he intervened on be
half of indigenous peoples in areas ranging firom land and water rights to soil conserva
tion, local self-government, and freedom of religion. His kinder but nonetheless paternal
istic stance was supplanted in 1953 by that of the Eisenhower Administration in collabo
ration with a Republican-controlled Congress, who sought in House Concurrent Resolu
tion 108 to "terminate" all federal responsibilities whatsoever in regards to those tribes
whose members appeared to have been assimilated fully into mainstream American soci
ety. For the first time, the United States openly and ofl5cially pursued the dissolution of
certain tribes altogether as political entities. Others, it stood to reason, were sure to fol
low.
Suddenly, indigenous people were forced, more than ever before, to adopt "tree"
logic in the treatment of their own communities, to focus on issues of interiority and exte
riority. "The State," write Delueze and Guattari, "is sovereignty," after alL "But sover
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eignty only reigns over what it is capable of internalizing, of appropriating locally" (360).
As a result of this shift in ideology, sovereignty, a concept having little, if any, meaning
in nomadic societies, moved to the center of the discourse among the tribal remnants as
the primary determinant of their continued survival Ironically, a word that had "origi
nated as a means of locating the seat of political power in European nations assumed the
aspect of continuing cultural and commimal integrity when transferred to the North
American setting." It became tied, moreover, to certain criteria, the fulfillment of which
perpetuated whatever guarantees were originally made to tribes in their treaties with the
United States. Its "chief characteristic," then, pertained to "the notion of a distinct peo
ple, separate from others." Only "so long as the cultmral identity of Indians remains in
tact," so the argument went, would "no specific political act [be] xmdertaken by the
United States government [to] permanently extinguish Indian peoples as sovereign enti
ties" (Deloria, 26-27).
"History," note Delueze and Guattari, "is always written from the sedentary point
of view and in the name of a unitary State apparatus, even when the topic is nomads"
(23). Such has largely become the case in regards to the indigenous people of North
America. Now the "domestic dependent nations" found themselves in need of a historic
consciousness. Such might best be achieved by way of a recovery or "rearticulation of an
identity" made possible through a "rediscovered" or, better yet, redefined or reinvented,
"sense of place as well as conmnmity" (Owens, 5) in State ideology. In preserving what
ever of their rights remained, the tribal remnants came to en^hasize collective beliefe and
practices at the expense of diversity, as well as the assessment, recovery, and conserva
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tion of power over the assertion of force and celebration of change. They became, in
other words, increasingly vigilant at maintaining a collective identity within boxmdaries.
"The State," write Delueze and Guattari, "is defined," first and foremost, "by the per
petuation or conservation of organs of power. The concern of the State," in other words,
"is to conserve" (357).
Classically trained ethnographers, who value most that data which can be traced
or tied to a unique group, aided them in this process. Their work "organize[d], stabilize[d], [and] neutralize[d] the multiplicities" of experience and vagaries of time in accor
dance with the "axes of significance and subjectification belonging to it" (Delueze and
Guattari, 13). What story, they asked, might be traced to which oral tradition? What ges
ture might be said to circulate in which group and no other? Such questions gave expres
sion to State ideology. They attempted in the process to plot events within fixed, tempo
ral structures, self-enclosed cultural systems, much in the manner of a "photograph or X
ray" that selects and isolates exactly that which "it intends to produce." In translating "a
coexistence of becomings into a succession" (430), they helped subordinate nomadic ide
ology to the predominantly linear and evolutionist perspectives of the State.
To the extent that traditional Native Americans remain nomads at heart, they ex
hibit a perfunctory attitude even toward their own beliefe and practices. The Red Ant
Way ceremony among the Navajo, for exan:q)le, was simimarily dropped fi-om the cul
tural repertoire when it proved less effective than modem medicine in treating a patient
for diabetes. It never occurred to native practitioners to deploy museums and archives in
which to store and preserve the knowledge they discarded. This is because nomads, as
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Delueze and Guattari define them, are less preoccupied with reproducing their heritages
for posterity~a process which entails the use of selective criteria, otherwise expressed as
the territorialization of identity and culture—than with following them. They do not set
out to "discover" their culture through fixed forms. They experience it instead as "a con
tinuous variation of variables." They seek no high ground, no "fixed point of view
...external to what is reproduced" for recording, as though fi-om a riverbank, the flow of
time. They are caught up in "something different," not necessarily better, "just different,"
wherein they feel "obliged to...search [for] the 'singularities' of a matter" (all quotes
above firom page 372). In regards to culture, nomads tend to celebrate diversity and
change as symptomatic of growth and promise; State ideologists, to decry them as signs
of decay and ruin.
In the United States, the latter school of thought came to dominate the popular
imagination in response to the Industrial Age. It did so especially after World War I,
when the early promise of modernity had faded. People during this time period, roughly
extending from the early 1920s to the mid-1970s, were generally afi^d of losing their
individuality on assembly lines and of being "swallowed up" by machines. Charlie Chap
lin gave quintessential expression to these fears as a fectory worker in the classic Mod
em Times. Such worries were even more pronoimced among ethnic groups, however,
who did not want to liquesce altogether into the dominant social assemblage and per
ceived collective action as their best means to coimter such a process and, at the same
time, achieve greater and improved participation in the national economy. Territorializa
tion, the defining characteristic of "State societies" everywhere (Ibid., 388), came, as a
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result, to pervade ethnic discourses in the United States. Such was the case with Native
Americans as much as with any other. Issues of authenticity and authority became para
mount in the process.
Indigenous scholars came to debate whose works were authentic enough for in
clusion in the indigenous curriculum. Even more remotely situated tribal leaders, pro
duced and replicated for several generations within a system of settlement and enclosure,
came to endorse State ideology by way of their participation in processes of enumeration
and quantification, particularly as these pertained to the maintenance of enrollment fig
ures based on blood quotients. In this milieu, intermarriage with nonmembers came to be
configured as a dilution of the gene pool rather than, as in nomadic societies, the forging
of new alliances. But nowhere was this shift in thinking more dranaatic, of course, than
in the "hoop-la" over the cultural authenticity and territorial and jurisdictional integrity of
indigenous nations.
The feet that novels emerged firom indigenous populations vwth increasing regu
larity during this time period was no coincidence. It reflected profoxmd changes in the
ways in which large numbers of Native Americans had come to experience and encode
their world. It had nothing whatsoever to do with "social advancement," however, not, at
least, in the sense that social evolutionists might have once applied the concept. Neither
oral nor written traditions confer either greater or less sophistication on the part of their
practitioners. Different social bodies throughout time have merely adopted opposing
practices in the pursuit of different priorities in different settings. This new development
had everything to do, on the other hand, with the feet that the former nomads of North
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America had begun to internalize the State ideology of a sedentary and acquisitive prop
erty regime. Narratives now became, by way of copyright, the product and property of
individual authors, and their preservation in written form held them in a fixed State.

The rest of this section explores, on both an individual and comparative basis,
some of the cultural work this binary opposition between State and nomadic ideologies
continues to generate in indigenous discourses in general, and in two novels by first
Americans in particular, both set in rural Montana. The first of these is The Sur
rounded, by D'Arcy McNickle, and the second. The Death of Jim Loney, by James
Welch.
The landscape of indigenous America shifted tremendously in the roughly fifty
years between their publication dates. Writing in the 1920s and 1930s, McNickle could
not have possibly anticipated the growth in population that Native Americans would un
dergo in the decades to come. At that time it was still feshionable to speak of them as the
"vanishing" Americans, people finally deserving, perhaps, of some protection, much in
the manner of an endangered species. Such a view gave birth to the common motif of
invoking a world of disappearing, if not lost, origins in the art and fiction generated about
thera An entire industry, in feet, sprang up around this "Master Narrative," which
D'Arcy McNickle echoes ft)r his own purposes succinctly in a passage firom The Sur
rounded;

First the great numbers and the power, then the Ming away, the battles
and starvation in the snow, the new hopes and the slow facing of disap-
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pointment, and then no hope at all, just this living in the past. (74)

The traces of this narrative in popular culture
are inscribed in many images associated with
indigenous people, such as the "dying warrior,"
often silhouetted in pictorial renditions against a
setting sim, his spear sinking toward the ground, the
horse beneath him mirroring his slump. The posture
of this figure suggests ultimate despair and irre
versible defeat. A substantial portion of

"Endof the Trail" (bronze sculpture by
James Earle Fraser, 1915)

photographs and paintings of Native Americans
likewise tend to invoke a "dying" or already dead past, one that has been finally allowed
its say, perhaps only because it no longer poses a serious military threat. Even those pic
tures that validate contemporary Native Americans often tend nonetheless to depict them
in "traditional" dress and engaged in "traditional" activities—as hanging onto or preserv
ing whatever "remnants" of their ancient heritage are left. Almost always their eyes in
these portrayals are either figuratively or literally fixed on the past. The pervasiveness of
such imagery prompted S. Elizabeth Bird in her assessment of portrayals of indigenoiis
people in American popular culture to remark with fioistration as recently as the mid1990s that "[ojpportunities to see contemporary Indians playing mainstream roles are
[still] few and fer between" (4).
Those whites who internalize and perpetuate such thinking imwittingly echo the
sentiments of Kit Carson, who paradoxically divulges in the following quote his admira
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tion for the very art and workmanship of the indigenous world that he is in the process of
destroying:

[The Indians'] houses were built of flag, beautifully woven... .1 wished
to do them as much damage as I could, and directed their houses to be
setoniBre. The flag being dry, the fire was a beautifiil sight. (100)

Few collections of paintings or photographs by
non-indigenous people show Native Americans in the
contemporary world. If postcard and art show sales in
"trading posts" along old Route 66 in Gallup, New
Mexico, are in the least indicative of buyer preferences,
ahnost everyone wants to see an old Navajo grandJerome Bushyhead's counterhegemonic response to James Earle
Fraser, entitled "Endless Trail"

mother herding sheep, a symbol of endurance and
continuity, her silver and turquoise jewelry draped

gracefully aro\md her neck and over her wrists, the majestic wind-swept mesas of her
homeland filling the background. No one, meanwhile, wants to see that same matriarch
shopping at the local Super Wal-Mart.

Since Whites primarily understood the Indian as an antithesis to them
selves, then civili2ation and Indianness as they defined them would for
ever be opposites. Only civilization had history and dynamics in this
view, so therefore Indianness must be conceived of as ahistorical and
static. If the Indian changed through the adoption of civili22tion as de
fined by Whites, then he was no longer truly Indian according to the im
age, because the Indian was judged by what Whites were not. Change
toward what Whites were made him ipso fecto less Indian. (Berkhofer
29)
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When, finally. Native Americans are placed in modem situations and settings, they are
usually posed as either: (1) foils to modernity; (2) individuals confronting or questioning
"progress," or (3) tortured souls caught "between" the distinctly separate worlds of past
and present. In all of these cases, dejSnite boundaries are clearly drawn—boundaries be
tween eras, peoples, cultures, and types of ejqjerience. The overarching question is: ulti
mately, for what purpose is this done?
This line of inquiry takes us directly to the focus of my study for the first part of
this chapter: the fiction of D'Arcy McNickle, one of the first Native American novelists
to gain critical acclaim, if not a widespread readership. For much of his early life, this
author, his loyalties torn between divorced parents, one indigenous and the other not, was
estranged from his native heritage. He came to a new appreciation of it as a young man,
however, by way of researching and revising his novel. "The creative process," writes
Dorothy R. Parker in his biography, "[led] him to the discovery of his own place in his
tory" (43).
Significantly, his anthropological work, most notably Native American Tribal
ism: Indian Survivals and Renewals, celebrates, as indicated in the title, the endurance,
diversity, and continuing viability of indigenous communities on this continent, yet his
long works of fiction—like bookends on his life work—send a seemingly altogether dif
ferent message. They strongly suggest through the tragic experience of their protagonists
that the indigenous world is inherently incompatible with that of contemporary America.
Ultimately, his narratives even seem to prophesy the eventual destruction of the former
by the latter. Louis Owens likewise notes this apparent schizophrenia in McNickle:
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"While his non-Sction does indeed argue for Native American cultural survival in con
vincing and confident terms, [his] fiction does not fiiUy support such optimism" (72).
What interests me here is not so much the accuracy of this vision as its overall
fiinction. Why, too, the apparent about-fece in tone between genres? Why -would a Na
tive American author like D'Arcy McNickle write a novel so seemingly fetalistic in re
gards to Native American survival as The Surrounded? Owens tries to e^qilain this to
nal inconsistency in the following manner:

Native American writing represents an attempt to recover identity and au
thenticity by invoking and incorporating the world found within the oral
tradition...Yet through the inscription of an authorial signature, the Indian
writer places him- or herself in immediate tension with this communal,
authorless, and identity-conferring source, at once highlighting the very
questions of identity and authenticity the new literatxire attempts to re
solve...One paradoxical result can be a sense, in writing by contemporary
Indian authors, of the oral tradition as what Jacques Derrida has termed
"the absent origin," a "sad, negative, nostalgic" response that contradicts a
Nietzschean "joyous afiSnnation of free play." (11)

I would counter that McNickle's outlook, whether expressed in ethnographic or imagi
nary modes, is fer from contradictory. It is, in feet, consistently dominated by State ide
ology. Both his anthropological and fictional works advocate on behalf of indigenous
people, but the latter inadvertently highlights their victimization to the exclusion of their
agency in the process of cultural selection. The emphasis on issues of continuity within
boundaries as recurs in his work conveys the extent to which State ideology pervades it.

Titled "The Hungry Generation," the earliest drafts of McNickle's first novel told
the story of a young half-breed who prevailed over the oppressive circumstances of his
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birth, who managed, against all odds, to leave the Reservation behind, escape to Paris,
and, in so doing, live out American society's "ideal of assimilation" (Purdy 34). Such a
"happy ending," claims John Lloyd Pvirdy, is even "more pessimistic" than the ending
McNickle would eventually write in that it "disavows the freedom of self-determination
that [would become] the central theme of the published work" (37).
The Surrounded, set during the 1930's on the Flathead Indian Reservation of
northern Montana, relates the experiences over two years of Archilde Leon, youngest son
of Max Leon, a haughty and industrious Spaniard, and his wife, Catharine, a fiill-blooded
Salish Indian increasingly "hell-bent" in her old age to return to the "old ways." Archilde
has returned home after having been away for several years only to find nothing much
has changed in his parents' domestic situation. The two of them, though they live hardly
a stone's throw from one another, do not even see one another, let alone talk. They have
long not been on speaking terms due to a misunderstanding between them—the first of
many recurring instances of miscommimication across cultures described

in the book, the

outcomes of which are, without exception, tragic. Their living arrangement suggests,
however, more than marital strife and irreconcilable differences on an individual scale; it
seems to iodicate that the "worlds" to which they each belong are and always will be mu
tually exclusive and incompatible.
The fether resides in his "big house," symbolic of a white man's lifestyle and val
ues; the mother, in "a dirt-roofed log cabin" situated on "lower ground" (1), perhaps sug
gestive of its occupants' "closer communion" with the earth. Their "canq)s" are rigidly
divided in other ways as weU. The mother has come to the point, for instance, where she

refuses to speak anything but her native tongue, even though she fully imderstands the
other. Though the Spaniard, for his part, "ha[s] lived with [the natives], ha[s] [even] mar
ried one of their women," he has "kept apart [from them] always" and, for that reason,
has not the "vaguest notion" of what is in their "mind[s] and heart[s]" (49). In summary,
he is a stranger to his own spouse and ofifepring, let alone their extended family. The plu
ral possessive pronoun preceding "women" in the passage above further suggests that in
digenous females like his wife belong to a collectively owned territory to which he is al
lowed only tenqwrary access. The repeated use of such absolutes as "always" and
"vaguest" in the excerpt above and elsewhere in the novel lends, finally, a sense of per
manence to the distances and divisions between ethnic groups—in this instance, of course,
the Native American and Hispanic ones.
Spiritual divisions exist between the ethnic spheres as well. When, for instance,
Catharine describes a dream in which she "died and went to heaven in the sky," she
comments that she "saw none of [her] friends or relatives there. There were no Indians
there at all" (208-209). In this same dream she was even denied entry into the "Indian
heaven" until she "retum[ed] to earth and g[a]ve up [her] baptism" (209). Before her
death, Catharine will reject Catholicism as completely as she did the Spanish language
and revert to the traditional religion of her ancestors.
On some level, this choice seems forced. Obviously, this woman at one time or
another wanted to enter into a mixed marriage. She was not conq)elled to it by law or
gunpoint; she was simply attracted to that which was different. Otherwise, she certainly
wouldn't have bome half-breed children. But we are allowed only momentary glimpses
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into this trajectory of thought. Her choices are dismissed as flawed and delusional. In
this fictional world, for the most part, the elderly matriarch must choose between ways of
life that are configured as distinct. No compromise seems possible for her. No overlap
ping of beliefe and behaviors, permissible.

Something had happened to her since last fall. She had lost something.
She was a pagan again. She who had been called Faithful Catharine and
who had feared hell for her sons and for herself—her belief and her fear
alike had died in her. (171)

Such purist rhetorical stances, of course, are much easier to maintain in literature
than in than life. Many Native Americans, in feet, regularly partake in religious practices
that integrate elements of indigenous customs and beliefe with Christian ones. The Yaqui
Easter Ceremony held in Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona, stands as a well-documented case
in point. Other individuals manage to keep the religions separate but apparently suffer
firom no grave identity crisis or damage to their psyches by participating in botL Both
cases undercut the overly simplistic argument that Native Americans who adopt or are
attracted to beliefe and practices "outside" those of their tribe and "originating" in the
dominant society are necessarily undergoing assimilation. Who is to say that the dynam
ics of this process are not opposite firom what we might have at first e)q)ected, that the
"First Americans" might actually be in the process of "indigenizing" anything and every
thing in which they partake? Their communities almost invariably encompassed much
greater diversity in terms of language, customs, histories, beliefe, and environment than
most contemporary observers—ahnost all State ideologists—are willing or able to admit.
The Tewa and Hopi managed to live side by side for hundreds of years on Second Mesa
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without any apparent desire in one to assimilate the other. Such multiple and sometimes
conflicting interests did not precipitate in them an identity crisis.
The choices, then, need not be so clear-cut as those forced upon the unfortunate
Catharine in the novel, but depicting them as such serves a State ideology that seeks to
map out, compartmentalize, and contain social processes. The somewhat arbitrary con
struction of such a dilemma expresses, among other things, anxiety about the dissolution
of the subject, about its wandering away from distinct human collectivities and sets of
readily identifiable characteristics. Any changes in the relationship between individuals
and the group with which they have been afSliated are invariably configured as losses.
Worse, "chaos and disorder" are seen to follow inevitably from "the breakdown in the old
way of life" (97). In heightening differences between groups rather than building bridges
of shared experiences between them, such dichotomies as those that Catharine feces in
her life serve to establish and maintain definite boundaries between groups and categories
of people in general
Similar divisions proliferate throughout the novel. The mission town of Saint
Xavier itself on the Reservation is described, for instance, as divided between "two ages,"
one "primitive," the other "modem" (35). The "outside world" whose "people and ferms
and railroads" (139) threaten to destroy what was once "a paradise in its original state"
(148) is described as "pouring" into Sniel-emen, the "sheltered" valley in which the novel
takes place, as if over a levee. The dominant society, a "world of priests and schools,"
one that is "greater" and more "everlasting" than that of the indigenous people, threatens
always to "engulfl]" (286) entirely the fi-agile enclaves of "the surroimded."
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Particularly illustrative of this tendency to conqjartmentalize experience into
realms is the treatment of a certain detail in a pivotal scene in the novel, the one in which
Archilde attends the ceremonial dance at which his nephew, Mike, is trying to recover
from the psychological, emotional, and spiritual damage inflicted upon him while at the
Catholic boarding school The "dancing ground" is described as a "roimd pavilion" in the
middle of which is "planted" a tall post. "[On] its upper end, protruding above the roof
of boughs, fl[ies] the American flag" (217).
This symbol is especially significant in State ideology as a way of marking out a
specified territory. It is meant to remind us of what the native people of North America
have lost: their sovereignty, whether defined in Webster's Tenth New Collegiate Dic
tionary as "freedom from external control," as "autonomy," or as having a "controlling
influence" (1129) over public and private affairs alike. "Everything," the novel tells us in
one of its most pessinaistic observations, is "hopeless." It will make "no difference"
whether Mike and Narcisse in particular, or indigenous fugitives of the dominant society
in general, stay home or flee to the mountains. "When they [are] wanted, by priest or
agent or devil, they [will] be sent for, and that [is] all" (McNickle, 286).
As the title of the novel powerfiiUy reminds us. Native Americans have been
completely "surrounded" and outnumbered. The territories over which they can be said
to exert control have dwindled steadily over the past several centuries to practically noth
ing. They have lost considerable power, a concept with which State ideologists are par
ticularly preoccupied. This, as McNickle correctly and implicitly argues, is bound to
have affected their collective mindset. Their numbers presently constitute small islands
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of survivors with Kttle, if any, agency remaining to them Rather than serving as a source
of power from which the indigenous people present might draw new strength, such as
what sometimes happens when the flag is invoked in ceremonies of the Native American
Church, the American flag, as depicted in the book, instead highlights and compounds the
sense of impotence that pervades the entire scene and, for that matter, the entire book.

For a moment he felt everything Mike felt—^the rhythmic movement,
the body's delight in the sinuous thrusting of legs and arms, the wild mu
sic of drum and dancing bells, and best of all, the majesty of the dancers.
It really seemed, for a moment, as if they were unconquerable and as if
They might move the world were they to set their strength to it. They
made one think of a wild stallion miming free—^no one could approach
him, no one would ever break his spirit.

Juxtaposed to this "wild stallion running free" is, of course, the weak, half-starved mare
in Chapter Twenty-Seven, whose plight, debilitation, and stubborn, even self-destructive
resistance echo those of tribal members on Reservations. The frustration and helpless
ness she stirs in Archilde also resembles that felt by such well-intentioned government
bureaucrats as Mr. Parker, the Indian Agent. "Let it be today as it was in old times!"
(217) becomes the desperate and inevitably futile plea of almost the entire work.
Perhaps the most positive moment of the novel, then, from the perspective of the
natives, is allowed to last "for a moment only" (218). It is brought to an abrupt end, not
only by the presence of the American flag, but by that of the strangers to the culture
whose overwhelming power and dominance it represents. Their laughter transforms the
scene from one of dignity and authenticity, one that is "real," in other words, to its par
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ticipants (215), to one in which there is "nothing real," darkly likened to "a kind of lowclass circus where people c[o]me to buy peanuts and look at freaks" (216).
Only that material and experience over which an individual or group exerts abso
lute control or, in other words, has sovereignty counts as "authentic." All else is some
how "con^romised." This clear opposition of reality and illusion into separate spheres is
no longer possible in the postmodern world of the fluid subject. It is a strategy that be
longs, perhaps, to an earlier era in that it divulges an abiding feith on the part of the au
thor in a hidden truth, a Metanarrative behind multiple narratives, the patterns and guid
ing principles of which may be deciphered through a thorough, disciplined, and scholarly
investigation of "surfece" appearances—z practice common in modernism and structural
ist interpretation.
Of all the figures in the tribe from the novel, only Archilde seems situated to un
derstand in a macrocosmic sense the hurt that his fellow tribesmen sxaffer "unknowingly"
(216). His greater insights are enabled by his knowledge of the "world beyond the moun
tains" (15) from which he has just returned. His very familiarity with distant places,
however, also alienates him from the Reservation. At one point, while camping and
hunting in the mountains, he observes the night sky and thinks:

This [is] as it would have been. Certainly the night had not changed
with the years...Then there was a shift in images in his mind. He saw
the gleaming lights of a city, any city, with people moving, in the street,
in large rooms—^light and sound and smell of a different world. As soon
as he thought of that he cared not what the mountains were like, either
now or long ago. It came over him in a surge. This, his home, was a
strange country. (120)
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Elsewhere is described the way in which he feels similarly disconnected from his rela
tives.
Whatever he did, he felt that he remained on the outside of their prob
lems. He had grown away from them, and even when he succeeded in
approaching them in sympathy, he remained an outsider—only a little
better than a professor come to study their curious ways of life. He saw
no way of changing it. (193)

Yet, as a half-breed, one admired alike by his Spanish fether and Salish mother, Archilde
seems uniquely situated to bridge worlds that had theretofore remained antagonistic. He
embodies what Father Grepilloux, the Jesuit priest who has chronicled the history of the
tribe since its nominal conversion to Catholicism, describes as a "new age," one whose
arrival was as "inevitable" as it was slow (108).
In his mind, "the story of Archilde Leon was placing itself against the story of Big
Paul," the son of a chief who, half a century earlier, had showed similar bicultural prom
ise but had been killed by members of his own tribe due to their sense that he had be
trayed them.

One's mortal vision was limited, one could guess wrong, but here
seemed to be the promise of victory after a long wait. Big Paul should
also have had his victory, and might have had it if he had come later.
Instead, he had been sacrificed to that chaos and lawlessness which had
followed the breakdown of the old ways of life. The interval of waiting
had been long, but perhaps it was ended. This boy might be the promise
of the new day...(97)

The aging priest later enthusiastically proclaims that "what [Archilde] makes of himself
will be felt by all" (108), and the statement, "We'll make a new beginning!" marks the
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halfway point in the novel (159). The rest of the story may be described, however, as the
rapid unraveling of all such newfound hope, concluding with the arrest and eventual con
viction and imprisonment of a promising young man for two murders he did not conmiit.
Even spring on the Reservation in this book promises only more dying. "Everywhere on
the land is the imprint of ruin, dead grass pressed into mud, and in hollow places leaf
forms massed in decay" (167).
The rest of the characters in the novel, meanwhile, whether young or old, male or
female, indigenous or not, seem trapped in their own respective compartments, alienated
from themselves as well as one another, a recurring pattern that contributes greatly to the
pervasive pessimism of the work overall This loneliness extends even into the most in
timate moments of their lives. Consider, for example, the following description of Archilde and Elise La Rose, who become lovers in the second half of the novel:

They were yet as fer apart as two worlds bobbing along side by side.
They ached to rush through their intervening world shells, but it was al
ways not quite—reach and surge as he would, and press up to him as she
would. Always not quite, though the wild plunging of their senses
sucked them on. (290)

And just whenever some reconciliation seems possible between individuals, whether
husband and wife or fether and son, and, by extension, the "worlds" to which they each
belong, the occasion for such optimism is brought to an abrupt halt by their respective,
sudden, and untimely deaths. Such is the case between Father Grepilloux and Max, Archilde and Catharine, and, as described below, Archilde and Max.
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They had jiost begun to make plans together, how could that be cut
short? They had only now come to an understanding.
But it was not to be. Max had only one other interval, one flicker
when he recognized Archilde.. .The reconciliation with the old lady, the
plans for ArcMde, the new beginning—everything went with that
flicker. (166)

As in an ancient Greek tragedy, forces above and beyond the control of mortals-known
collectively as Fate—can take hold of the lives of the characters in this novel and set in
motion processes indifferent to, if not disdainful of^ human conceits. As Modeste, one of
the elders of the Salish people reminds the "old women" of his tribe, "[W]hat our chil
dren are like they cannot help. It began before their time'" (63). It makes no difference
whatsoever whether the intentions of the individuals involved are good or bad. They, af
ter all, are mere pawns of destiny who live out curses, many of which span several gen
erations and apply to entire races of people, like those placed on the inhabitants of Troy.
Agency, in Archilde's case, is denied him. Truth becomes for him as something revealed
in the will of the gods rather than constructed by mortals. His status and that of his peo
ple, both indigenous and not, are predestined, imposed on them like "[s]hells and husks
of life-forms" onto what might otherwise possess "elastic strength" (168). Yet it is status
that determines the special relationship between the federal government and indigenous
people.
Stasis, a related term, has many positive connotations in agrarian societies. Its
stem is the same as that of "stability." It describes a state of being rather than becoming.
Married couples, for instance, are expected to "settle down," behavior, much like farm
ing, that demonstrates commitment and responsibility. Good citizens establish home
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steads and permanent dwellings. Max first experiences stasis almost as an epiphany. An
individual bom of "Spanish peasant stock," he possessed an "instinctive attachment to the
land." As such, he "literally fell on his knees and prayed" when, long ago, he first
crested that wind-swept hill overlooking the reservation and saw the valley he would
make his home. "There was the end of his wandering. He knew it at once." (43) Such is
likewise the case with Archilde, who glimpses a fixture fixed and bright before him, one
expressed in terms of an almost identical image.

Talking to Elise [La Rose]...was like standing on a hillside and looking
into a valley where everything was revealed....[0]f all joys, there was
none like tMt of capturing the fiiture in a vision and holding it lovingly
to the eye. (255, italics added)

Yet stasis is something McNickle instinctively distrusts. He knows that it can only find
healthy expression where some degree of individual and collective autonomy is possible.
Such has not been the case for most Native Americans since the establishment of the res
ervation system, the notable exception being that of the Pueblos. OfiScially their lands,
though designated "nations," a term usually connoting an independent status, were con
ceived as the "domestic dependent" variety. Such paradoxical wordplay can play cruel
tricks on the mind. The boundaries drawn around tribes by the United States government
were established within the context of a paternalistic relationship; they were never in
tended to establish sovereignty for those who lived within them. The idea firom the be
ginning was that the indigenous people would join "mainstream society" once they were
ready for it. In the midst of this confijsion, sovereignty and territorialization, both im-
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problematized expressions of State ideology, took on perverse forms and continue to do
so to this day.
An imposed stasis, otherwise known as essentialism, threatens the very identity of
a colonized people. It is something to be resisted at all costs by those whom it would
otherwise compartmentalize, and the author's disdain for its misuse in the social sciences
is feirly succinctly expressed through Max in the passage below.

People were always asking him what he thought of the Indians, what
were their chief characteristics, and it was nonsense. He didn't know.
You could say that jack-rabbits had long legs and were swift runners,
hoppers rather, but there was no single trait he knew of to describe all
Indians. Even the first thing you thought o^ color, had almost as many
variations as there were single Indians. (42)

In the book stasis is portrayed as dangerous, certainly, if not altogether lethal to life
forces. "The road stood waiting," Archilde chastises himself at one point, illustrative of a
growing sense of entrapment, firustration, and doom in him. "You had only to go. But
you let them talk you into stayir^" (132). Stasis, as McNickle describes it in the novel, is
also something that runs counter to the nomadic tendencies within indigenous traditions.

In the old way of living one never stayed in one place for very long...
When the old way came to an end and the Indians had to live on the
Reservation, the habit of moving persisted; people went visiting. They
would live on their allotment imtil they got restless; then they would take
their teepee poles and travel to some relative's place or to some likely
vacant site; later they would try still another pl^e. (172)
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The physical stasis imposed upon Native Americans by the Reservation system,
however, need not necessarily take on a cognitive form. Considerable movement and
activity is still possible within the confines of a highly interconnected social body.

[Archilde] knelt at his mother's head, thinking as he did so of the night in
her teepee on Fourth of July night. The sparks flew up, e5q)ired, and he had
wished that a person might find oblivion as easily. It was a different mat
ter now. People grew into each other, became intertwined, and life was no
mere matter of existence, no mere flash of time. It was time that made the
difference. The time that was consumed in moving one's feet along the
earth, in learning the smell of coming snow, in enduring hunger and fear
and the loss of pride; all that made a difference. And a still greater differ
ence was this entangling of lives. People grew together like creeping vines.
The root of beginning was hard to find in the many that had come together
and spread their foliage in one mass. (258)

Also illustrative of this point for a brief moment in the novel is Modeste, an eld
erly patriarch of the tribe, whose "ranch was an accumulation, an amalgamation" of mod
ernity and tradition, whose "own house," for instance, was a "modem affair... [i]n addi
tion to [which] was a log cabin... [and] two tepees in use and two stacks of teepee poles
over which canvas could be stretched when any of the relatives came visiting." (196) Un
fortunately, this model for a way of life transcending clear-cut boundaries between cul
tures is dismissed shortly thereafter. Modeste also "tum[s] back to that world which was
there before the new things came" (210) in search of the febled and static "sweet peace of
the past." (214)
The result of this dismissal of nomadic potential is that indigenous people unwit
tingly internalize forms of State ideology that cripple them. Now they must constantly
guard against contamination. The "kind of chaos about an Indian's homestead" that
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McNickle describes in one passage becomes "inherent" in the process, and he seems un
able to inaagine a way out. It comes to "belong to the man" (sic) and comes to constitute
more than "a few of the evidences of a foreign world" (196). A sense of helplessness
pervades the entire novel, just as it does in many cases today the inhabitants of American
Indian reservations. Wherever State ideology has triun:Q)hed, power, embodied in the
United States government and its agents, becomes externalized, and the forces of critical
analysis, possible only in strongly centered individuals, balanced between State and no
madic ideologies, are displaced.
Catherine's inadequacies in this regard are plainly evident. Lamenting the
changes for the worse that she has seen taking place in Louis, her eldest son, beginning
with his drinking and stealing horses and culminating in his death, she remarks without
understanding that, although his self-destructive behavior "started after he went [ofi] to
school," she does not believe that the Fathers had "done it." The problem is singly one
that she cannot understand, because it is systemic, one that, like the mechanisms of trag
edy, transcends individual responsibility and blame (131). In her despair, she eventually
comes to be alienated from the seasons themselves. "The spring of a new life might be
coming to Sniel-emen but she [does] not...rejoice in it. It [will] not be her life and she
could not understand what it would be like." (168) Others like the Indian Agent, Mr.
Parker, who are synqjathetic outsiders to what is happening to Native Americans, like
wise lack comprehension and feel buffeted around by forces beyond their grasp. Ad
dressing the owner of a trading post on the Reservation, Max similarly describes the col
lective plight of indigenous people as produced by processes fer beyond their control.
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"They are starving!" he protests "They're freezing to death in those shacks by the
churcL They don't know why' they had nothing to do with it. You and me and Father
Grepilloux"—the first a trader, the second a fermer and rancher, and the third, a Catholic
priest, each a representative of the triumvirate of "civilizing" institutions of white society
(Parker 49)—^"were the ones brought it on" (The Surrounded 147).
Near the end of the book Archilde also succumbs to forces and people outside of
himselj^ and, in so doing, seals his tragic fete. He lets Elise La Rose, his young and im
petuous lover, lead him off into the mountains, against his better judgment. He fiirther
lets her:

choose the trails and the stopping places [along the way]. He [eats what
ever is put] before him. At night he [sleeps], never quite realizing that
Elise [sleeps] with him, curving her lx)dy against his and warming
him....He [cannot] remember having agreed to go to the moimtains, or
even having been asked what he wanted to do...(285)

As with any story, certain gains and losses are accrued in its constant retelling.
The emphasis on victimi22.tion and loss of agency that pervades this one is intended,
given McNickle's strong and long-standing activism on behalf of indigenous people, to
perpetuate the federal government's treaty obligations to its wards at a time when such
agreements seemed imder imminent threat once again. In treating Native Americans like
an endangered species, it implicitly argues for their entitlement to greater federal inter
vention in the form of special protective measures. Hence, we jSnd throughout the novel
the related value attached to status and preservation. Assimilationist policies, it strongly
suggests, also ought to be abandoned as a violation of this code.
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The dangerous paradox unintentionally conveyed to Native American communi
ties in McNickle's narrative is that:
the idea that [minorities] would be helped by revealing their conditions
of life to the wider society runs contrary to notions of group integrity...
[meaning that certain] researchers and policy makers, in trying to draw
attention to the results of class injustices, [might also become the un
witting instruments ofl.. .unwarranted intervention [on the part of the
government.] (Hannerz, 415)

While effective, then, in generating cycles of outrage and guilt, this narrative, intended
primarily for a non-indigenous audience, does little actually to empower those who are its
primary subjects. In feet, it may do the opposite, at least wherever it reinforces in and
between them and their would-be benefectors feelings of helplessness and patterns of
manipulation. The legacy of this social dynamic is evident in the misfortunes of Jim Loney, a character in a James Welch novel published in 1979, exactly forty-three years after
The Surrounded.
On a &st reading, these two narratives seem to bear much in common. Both, for
instance, feature young, male half-breed protagonists who, though supposedly at the peak
of their lives and potential, meet with imexpected misfortune and tragically premature
ends. Both derive jfrom dysfunctional femilies plagued by miscommunication and such
other social ailments as loneliness, depression, and alcoholism, and, as such, seem almost
predestined to Mure. Despite their backgrounds and personal hardships, both exhibit an
unusually high intelligence and sensitivity, a feet that heightens all the more the sense of
loss in us for them. Both attended mission schools and lived in Seattle, the nearest urban
center of any substantial size, and both returned to their respective reservations after a
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brief hiatus there. Both also want desperately to recover and leam about their "vanish
ing" heritages now that they are back, to retrieve, in other words, "lost" territory, because
they steadfestly believe that such knowledge will give them a sense of purpose and better
prepare them for future action. Both of their stories are even set in harsh, bleak, and un
forgiving Montana. Yet, as I hope to demonstrate, the more recent work implicitly cri
tiques the State ideology that pervades the earlier one.
At first it does not appear to do so. In fact, it might even be described as a sad
continuation of the chain of events set in motion in the earlier work. The patterns of so
cial and cultural disintegration that McNickle traced in his fiction in the 1930's reappear
starkly in The Death of Jim Loney and seem, moreover, only to have intensified over
the ensuing decades.
From McNickle's novel one can extrapolate that, Archilde, after having been
convicted of one count of murder and one count of accessory to murder, was paroled
fi-om prison for good behavior, perhaps in the late 1940's, but he returned to the reserva
tion a broken, dispirited, and entirely discredited man. Max's ranch had likely been auc
tioned off by then for back taxes.
The crisis point for indigenous people in Welch's work seems, indeed, long since
to have passed into history; their collective fete is now a foregone conclusion. By the late
1970's the "home team" has already lost. Its players, weaiy and mud-splattered fi-om the
effort, return home, only two pages into the novel, tails tucked between their legs, having
given it their best shot. Now iheir languages and traditions are fest passing into oblivion,
"going the way of the buf&lo," so to speak, a process suggested, among other things, by
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multiple absences in Welch's work. Consider how these work in the following scene, an
excerpt from one of several fitful dreanas described in The Death of Jim Loney:

He was alone, standing on the step and...looking up at the padlocked
plank doors [of the Catholic church down in the valley east of the
agency.]...He seemed to be searching for something, but it was not in
side the church. He started down the steps...[B]ehind the church...he
saw a woman....[S]he was wailing, the way Indian women wail for their
lost ones....When she turned he saw that she was young, and this sur
prised him....There was something old-feshioned about her makeup.
And Loney noticed that her dress was old-feshioned, the way women
dressed in pictures thirty years ago.. ..[S]he said, "My son is gone."
..."Who are you?"
"A mother," she said. "A mother who is no longer a mother."
"But you're more than that. You're young and beautifiil..."
"And I have no son." The woman looked down at the grave.
"He's not here."
"Then you are not a mother."
"He is somewhere—out there. But I will never find him because
he will not allow himself to be found." (33-34)

Loney, as so often is the case, is "alone" and "searching for something." Such
characteristics contribute to the "wolfish" nature others see in him. Appropriately
enough for a dream, what follows is quite strange. The woman he encounters in the
cemetery grieves not over a body but an empty grave. In so doing, she gives subcon
scious ejqjression to Loney's constant preoccupation with that which is missing, that
which has been lost. Ordinarily, the feet that her son apparently is still alive and roaming
about might be cause for comfort. But to a State ideologist, resting in peace is, in many
ways, more reassuring than wandering the eartL Spirits who do the latter are in limboforever suspended in a metaphysically migratory afterlife. Two aspects of the wailing
woman's appearance, meanwhile, are referred to as "old-feshioned," a detail perhaps in
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dicative of the temporally reversed direction of Loney's gaze. And he, like her ofEspring,
is so withdrawn and impassive as to be missing altogether.
The story of his life and death, devoid of meaning and purpose, even of angst,
seems to inscribe what happens to indigenous people who have lost their extended famil
ial and cultural connections, who have, in other words, stepped out of a tightly knit,
bounded, and unified tribal world and become, in this crossing, something else, some
thing vulnerable and anomalous and fiightening.

It always startled Loney that... [others] considered [him] an Indian. He
never felt Indian. Indians were people...[who] lived an Indian way, at
least tried. When Loney thought of Indians, he thought of the reservation
femilies, all living under one roo^ the old ones passing down the wisdom
of their years, of their family's years, of their tribe's years, and the young
ones soaking up their history, their places in their history, with a wisdom
that went beyond age. (102)

Loney feels very much a cultural Frankenstein, a being bifiircated in terms of his identity.
A State ideology that values unity in an individual compels him toward this self-concept,
and ultimately, in his case, toward self-destruction and despair. "When, for instance, he is
envied for having "two sets of ancestors," for being able to "be Indian one day and white
the next," he turns what could be an asset into a handicap.

It would be nice to think that, but it would be nicer to be one or the other
all the time, to have only one set of ancestors. It would be nice to think
that one was one or the other, Indian or white. Whichever, it would be
nicer than being a half-breed. (14)

This absolute, unequivocal separation between worlds is fiirther evident in the fol
lowing passage, when an elderly traditional woman spots Loney in a crowd at the airport:
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Later, when [the returning soldier would tell her, his grandmother,] sto
ries of where he had been and what he had seen, she would realize that
she had lost him. She sensed that now and it filled her with sadness, for
she knew that what he had gained would never make up for what he had
lost. She had seen the other boys come home. And she stared past her
soldier at Loney's wolfish fece and she thought. That's one of them.
(58)

Bodies of knowledge are conceived in temas of closed sets. Entry into one realm is configvired automatically as loss in another. No transmutations take place, only transfers.
The spiritual power base for the Native Americans in The Death of Jim Loney,
meanwhile, offers no solace for the protagonist. It has shrunk, in feet, to the extent that
ceremonies are not even mentioned, not even of the "cheapened" variety performed for
tourists. Those old forms of worship now seem to hold little, if any, significance for all
but a few surviving tribal members, the ones living "out there" on the more remote
stretches of the reservation, and they hold none whatsoever, certainly, for the main char
acter himself. The elderly and dignified medicine man, Emil Cross Guns, whom Loney
remembers as having been treated reverently by young children whenever he rode into
town, "was dead now and those days were gone... Everything was changed and the old
ones did not exist." Loney must also concede at this point that new values and new cri
teria for respect on the reservation have emerged to replace the old ones.

Even [his old high school classmate and fiiend] Pretty Weasel came
firom a different kind of femily. Both his fether and his mother had gone
to college, back in the days when Indians didn't go to college. And his
fether had been tribal chairman for a number of years. There was a pic
ture in their house of him shaking hands with President Eisenhower.
Now he was old, but in a white man way, thrown away. Not like Emil
Cross Guns. (102)
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As suggested in the last three sentences of the passage above, the fenaily and kin
ship system of traditional indigenous life has, like its spiritual counterpart, also continued
to break down over the last half century. Loney is an extreme case of this. He has "no
femily," in feet, to speak o^ besides his sister, Kate, who lives a continent away in Wash
ington, D.C. and his fether, Ike, with whom he has hardly spoken in years. He vaguely
remembers an "aunt" with whom he lived for a number of years whose "name was San
dra, or Susan, or something that started with an S" (19), but, as it turns out, she was not a
blood relative at all. In regards to his mother, Electra Calf Looking, Loney confesses, "I
don't even know what she looks like, or even if she's still alive" (18). Instead of having
two sets of ancestors, then, one Indian and the other white, "[i]n truth he had none"
(102). At one point he even thinks of himself as "something of a nonperson" (41) in the
community. Loney's plight in this regard is perhaps worse than that of the majority of
Native Americans, given that both of his parents abandoned him, first his mother, a fiillblooded Gros Ventre, and then his father, but his is certainly symptomatic of an increas
ingly widespread breakdown of femily values among the people everywhere. Evidence
of this, note social workers in Indian Health Service, can be found in the feet that cases of
child abuse and neglect are as commonplace on most reservations today as they are in
other eqiially impoverished areas of the coimtry.
Finally, indigenous languages have, with few exceptions, feUen into such disuse
that they can now convey only highly fiiagmented descriptions of the world. The literary
and philosophical bodies of knowledge for tribes became the first victims of this process.
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As the elderly generations continue to die ofl^ many of their words and concepts are not
passed on, leaving increasingly large gaps in the traditional sign system. Meaning be
comes much more difficult to detemaine. This, in turn, adversely affects the problemsolving abilities of the remaining speakers. To someone fiilly immersed and fluent in a
particular tradition, dreams and visions offer guideposts for waking decisions and action.
To Loney, suffering iiom cognitive and emotional dissonance, they become the source
only of greater confusion.

I see a bird—don't know what kind it is...I don't know what this has to
do with anything....It just comes every night, and every night I think.
This must have some meaning. Sometimes I think it is a vision sent by
my mother's people. I must interpret it, but I don't know how. (105)

One scene from the novel briefly but pointedly illustrates the enormity of this loss
in forms of communication. Loney and Myron Pretty Weasel, best fiiends back in high
school, meet by coincidence outside a package liquor store after not having seen one an
other for years and, in a half-hearted attempt to renew their companionship, decide to go
deer hunting together the next day. The dawn is bright and clear, the morning sun reflect
ing blindingly off the snow. Suddenly, Pretty Weasel spots what he thinks is a bear, a
rare sight since "[tjhey had been driven out of the valley years ago by settlers and hunt
ers" (117), and runs on ahead excitedly, disappearing with his rifle into a stand of cattails.
Loney follows, his gun also loaded, and finds himself uncertain as to whether he should
follow him in or stop at the edge. Afl:er waiting for what seems like an eternity,

Loney whistled and it startled him, for it was the whistle they had used
when they were kids hunting pheasants and rabbits, a quick wheet wheet.
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then a pause, and in that pause, he forgot the rest of it. There was one
other sound they had made to conoplete the signal, but those days were
so long ago and gone. He thought. If I could remember, if I could com
plete it. Pretty Weasel would either say, "Come ahead," or whistle back
that the hunt was still on.
Then he heard the brittle crashing of the dry stalks and he saw
the darkness of it, its immense darkness in that dazzling day, and he
thrust the gun to his cheek and he felt the recoil and he saw the aston
ished look on Pretty Weasel's fece as he stumbled two steps back and
sat down in the crackling cattails. (119-120, my italics)

The severity of miscommunication among people who once might have shared a
common language, lifestyle, and belief system is such that they now draw blood from one
another, both literally and figuratively. The world is closing in, self-destructing, implod
ing, much in the manner of Jim Loney, and consensus seems even less possible than ever
before in the distrustful, paranoid social environment that has emerged in the wake of the
old autonomous indigenous existence. Such, anyhow, is the way in which a State ideolo
gist would interpret the current social milieu of Native Americans living on Reservations
today. He or she would likewise attribute some of the social problems they are undergo
ing to their lack of "personal purpose."
Going over what had taken place beside that snow-covered patch of cattails, Lo
ney sees the bear,

its head bobbing as though it beckoned to them. The image spooked
him and he thought of the bear not as a bear but as an agent of evil—
how else explain the feet that there hadn't been a bear in that valley for
years and years?—and on Loney's last purposeful day he had suc
cumbed to that evil.
That it was an accident did not occur to [him]. That the bear, as
rare and inejqplicable as its appearance had been, was simply a bear did
not occur to him either. And so he was inclined to think that what had
happened happened because of some quirky and predictable fete. (129)
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Purpose, or the lack thereof is defined by State ideology primarily in terms of
linearity, as the fiilfillment of one distinct set of objectives as a prerequisite to progress
ing to another, and any deviation from those steps is reckoned as failure. Rhea, Loney's
erstwhile schoolteacher girlfriend, is thus encouraged by the sign that "Loney had put his
house in order" and concludes from this that "he had reached, and passed, [some] crisis
point and that he was on his way to some purpose." Much in the manner of other educa
tors and officials working for the Bureau of Indian AJBfeirs, she fiirther concludes that "it
was up to her to give him that purpose" (27). To her, Loney's getting over whatever was
ailing him fiirther entailed

his becoming "so involved with a new life that [his] past

would just fede away," something, of course, Loney wasn't sure he "want[ed] to happen"
(106). For Kate, he also needed new portals through which to move. Learning, after all,
took her from one place to another. It was, to her, "a way [for two half-breed kids] to get
up and out...[of] the slack water of a minor river" (90). She likewise tries to persuade
him to go elsewhere.

[Y]ou would have things worthwhile [in Washington]....[Y]ou would
have me, your sister. And other things.. .beautifiil coimtry, a city, the
North, the South, the ocean....You need that. You need things to be dif
ferent, things that would arouse your curiosity, give you some purpose.
(76)

Neither she nor Kate, meanwhile, consider Loney capable of "steering his own course"
(26). Both of them, in proclaiming earnestly their "love" for him, merely stake compet
ing claims as to who and what is "best for him" (85).
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Loney, meanwhile, is in no condition to decide for himself let alone refute their
arguments, so he can only resist their overtures in a passive manner.

Had he said yes [to either of them]? He couldn't have. He couldn't
make a decision like that. He needed to think. He wasn't ready to do
anything but sit on his step and think, and so...he thought, not of Seattle
[or some more distant place], but of the blue veins on the backs of his
neighbor's legs. (47-48)

In the end he does not board his sister's plane, and he does not get in Rhea's car. By this
point he is even having trouble keeping track of the day and year. He is too locked into
one way of thinking to see other possibilities, such as that the shooting of Pretty Weasel
was accidental after alL Monomaniac that he is, he feels that he can move forward in his
life only if he can "create a past, a background, an ancestry—^something that [will] tell
him who he [is]" (88).
Such thinking, interestingly, echoes the logic and arguments State ideologistspreoccupied as they are with the recovery, demarcation, and naaintenance of boundaries
and enclosures—employ in their pursuit of increased fimding by the federal government
for language and culture programs on Reservation schools. Complete femiliarity with a
self-enclosed body of knowledge—^whether in the form of a distinct place, culture, or
stage—^is thought a prerequisite to moving on with any degree of success. But an exclu
sively retroactive methodology does not necessarily enable individuals to make in
formed decisions in regards to their fiitures, especially when the approach becomes analretentive, amounting to little more than a meticulous conqjilation of cultural pottery
shards. Swinging momentarily to the opposite end of the ideological spectrum, Loney
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inwardly expresses his admiration for the ability of his sister, a professional woman liv
ing in the modem world, "to live in the present" at the same time that he "wonder[s] at
her lack of need to understand her past. Maybe," he speculates, "she had the right idea;
maybe it was the present that mattered, only the present" (88). He abandons this line of
thought, however, almost as quickly as it comes to him, retiaming instead to his obses
sive-compulsive attempt to:

connect the different parts of his life, [or to find] the one event, the one
person or moment, that would bring everything back [so that he could]
see the order in his life. But...all the people and events were as hope
lessly tangled as a bird's nest in his mind, and so for almost a month he
had been sitting at his table, drinking wine, and saying to himself
"Okay, from this very moment I will start back—will think of yester
day, last week, last year, until all my years are accounted for. Then I
will look ahead and know where I'm going."
But the days piled up faster than the years receded and he grew
restless and despondent. (26)

Elsewhere Loney fentasizes about a Utopia of absolutes, about a place where:
people bought each other drinks and talked quietly about their pasts,
their mistakes and their small triimiphs; a place where those pasts
merged into one and everything was all right and it was like everything
was beginning again without a past. (175, my italics)

The problem is that the State ideology that dominates Loney's thinking seeks always to
resolve paradoxes, the ideational embodiments of nomadology. It pulls him down, never
allowing for the coexistence of supposedly contradictory elements that live in him, as in
the bird of his dreams, this last creature being described as "neither gracefiil nor clum^'
but "botL"
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Sometimes [its] powerfiil wings beat the air with the monotony of grace;
at other times, it seemed that the strokes were out of tune, as though the
bird had lost its one natural ability and was destined to eventually lose
the air. (20)

Somehow, Loney goes on to note, the bird nevertheless manages to stay airborne. The
same might be said about the viability and adaptability of the surviving Native Ameri
cans, who, despite all the pessimistic predictions about their chances to the contrary, re
main very much a force in contemporary America. But that positive message is lost on
him. His en^hasis, as evident in the following conversation between himself and his
girlfriend, is, instead, on achieving closure.

"...This is your country, isn't it? It means a great deal to you."
Loney thought for a moment. "I've never understood it. Once in
a while I look around and I see things familiar and I think I will die here.
It's my country then. Other times I want to leave, to see other things, to
meet people, to die elsewhere..."
"Why must you think of it in terms of dying?... Is it just a matter
of dying? Don't you want other things? It seems so limiting." (106-107)

Loney's absolute fixation on the past is self-limiting and, as such, is treated with
dark humor in the following scene wherein he discovers his dog while returning home
from the grocery store.

Swipesy lay on his side, his mouth open and his blind blue eye staring up
at nothing. There was something odd in the way he lay....[T]hen Loney
saw that he was frozen into the mud.
Loney tried to lift [him] out of the frozen mud, but he had no luck.
He grabbed two handftils of Swipesy's ftir and tried to lift him. Then he
tried the two free legs.
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...[Standing at his side, Amos After Buffelo] handed [him] a
knife.
It was a fat old pocket-knife with one blade completely gone and
the other broken off about half its length.
Loney worked with the broken knife, chipping away flakes of the
frozen mud....He worked carefully, chipping away the mud from around
Swipesy's head, then his back, his belly, his legs. (53-54)

As unfortunate as the combined circunastances of Loney's life are, humor and tragedy
intertwine in them, and the events do not in themselves dictate any particular set of re
sponses. That is the fimction of ideology, and Loney very much follows his to its logical
conclusion. He, unlike Archilde, is not denied agency by events in the narrative. To the
contrary, he very much orchestrates his own self-destruction. "Somewhere along the line
he [starts] questioning his life," second-guessing himself and, in so doing, "Ios[es] for
ever the secret of survival" (155). Three passages illustrate this point feirly well. In one,
while looking down at his trembling hands, Loney realizes "that somehow, at some time,
everything had gone dreadfriUy wrong, and although it had something to do with his fam
ily, it had everything to do with himself' (134). In another, rather than blame his father,
he acknowledges his own responsibility for his current situation. He knows "who the
guilty party [is]. It [is] he" (146). Finally, after confessing that he has killed a man, per
haps by accident, perhaps not, Loney divulges his ftiture whereabouts to his fether, an
individual he feels he can cotmt on to betray him, thereby making sure that the authorities
will know exactly when and where to find him. "Mission Canyon," he says several
times, making sure his fether will remember the name of the place. This is done quite
deliberately, as "part of a dim plan that he didn't [yet] understand" (149). While the
downfeU of Archilde Leon may be traced back, as McNickle suggests, to the inability to
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recover his lost heritage, that of Jim Loney may be attributed to the waste and futility of
that very same project. No longer trapped in the self-limiting project of recovery, he be
comes a man of action, who, in his last gesture, readily offers himself as a target for the
policeman's bullet. His figure forms a cross against the skyline when he does this. What
does it mean? What is he? A sacrifice? If so, to what purpose? A martyr? If so, then to
what cause? But he is no mere victim. He, like most contemporary Native Americans
today, is something much more complex, more powerfiil, an indomitable enigma, a
meaning-rhizome two steps ahead of whoever seeks to fix and enclose it. Even in death,
Jim Loney will live on in the discourse of those who claim to have known him. It is as i^
in passing, he escapes from being, from the "State apparatus of identity," into becoming,
"the war machine of metamorphosis" (Delueze and Guattari, 361).
Though Native Americans have regained very little of the actual territory they
once held in North America, the ground they have achieved in terms of their importance,
value, and prominence in the contemporary United States has grown to a degree dispro
portionately large for their numbers. They still conqirise, according to the most recent
Census, only about three percent of the country's population. Even so, they hosted the
welcoming ceremony at the 2002 Winter Olympics, something even much larger minor
ity communities were not invited to do. Though poverty and a deadly combination of
other social ills still decimate their population, especially that part living on rural Reser
vations, their prospects for survival, overall, need no longer be viewed as pessimistically
as at the turn of the Twentieth Century. The warrior tradition, fer from having disap
peared, is thriving. Only the weapons and the nature of the warfere have changed.

Since the publication of The Death of Jun Loney, James Welch has written sev
eral novels that depict Native Americans as prevailing in the fece of adversity. One of
his protagonists is a lawyer with political aspirations. He exhibits none of Loney's selfdestructive tendencies. Most recently, Welch has stranded another. Charging Elk, in the
middle of nineteenth-century Europe, without clothes, money, identificatiori, or even the
ability to communicate. There, contrary to our expectations, he manages to make a life
and new home for himself one to which he becomes so bonded as to eschew, many years
later, an opportunity to return to America Today, thousands of Native Americans serve
the same military that once defeated and oppressed them On another battleground, the
one for their hearts and minds, they conduct forays into popular culture on a miaute-byminute basis. In the aftermath of such raids, they reinterpret and redistribute images and
symbols for consumption by the People. The most competent scouts among them do not
lose their way on these journeys into enemy territory.
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PART TWO: STATE AND NOMADIC PRODUCTIONS OF ETHNICITY:
CONTRASTING STRATEGIES FOR CHICANO EMPOWERMENT IN TWO
CONTEMPORARY NEW MEXICAN NOVELS

The manner in which Europeans colonized North America was by no means uni
form. The Pennsylvania Dutch were, in retrospect, much more himianitarian and enlight
ened in regards to their treatment of the indigenous inhabitants than the Scot-Irish who
later moved into their midst. Each ethnic group, in feet, brought to the "New World" its
own sets of cultural values and ways of conceptualizing the world that influenced, in turn,
its treatment of the terrain and people encountered in its newly adopted home. The
northern Europeans were joined, however, in one common practice: men and women ac
companied one another across the Atlantic Ocean. As a result, they tended to intermarry
among themselves rather than with the Native Americans.
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Such behavior contrasts markedly with that of the Spanish colonizers. For them,
so long as their ships were propelled by trade winds rather than fossil fuels, the distance
across the Atlantic was prohibitively long, tortuous, and costly. Only a very small minor
ity could afford passage for their wives and children, let alone their parents and siblings
and extended femilies. These fortunate few, designated gente de razon, tended to occupy
the highest echelons of Spanish colonial society, especially if they settled in the urban
centers and mining towns (Spicer, 301), and their privileged status was passed along to
their ofl&pring. The vast majority of Spanish immigrants, meanwhile, however, of single
males of modest means, and these entered, out of necessity, into relationships with slaves
and indigenous women. Usually, such unions were sanctioned by the Catholic Church.
The resulting miscegenation reflected not only sexual drive but also fundamental
differences between the Spanish and northern European programs of civilization. The
former, unlike the latter, never recognized tribes as having an internal logic, as being
"separate nations," in other words, with their own social, cultural, religious, and political
infrastructures (Ibid., 344), and so found it unthinkable to negotiate treaties with them.
"The Spanish view in respect to the process of civilizing was not that they were replacing
existing functional institutions and culture traits" so much as "that they were giving the
Indians things...the latter did not have" (Ibid., 282). Spanish colonial practices never
sought, then, to reduce, conqjartmentalize, displace, and assimilate indigenous aggregates
so much as to convert native individuals, at least outwardly, to "civilized" manners of
dress, worship, and governance. As a result, fiasion, not only in terms of race, but culture.
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language, and religion, took place to a larger extent throughout Latin America than in ar
eas colonized by northern Europeans.
When the United States vanquished Mexico in 1848 and appropriated virtually
the northern third of its conquered adversary's territory, it probably would have liked to
have deported all Mexican nationals, or, at the very least, have herded them onto land al
located for that purpose, much like the reservations for indigenous people. But the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo precluded it firom doing so. Instead, it adopted a host of quasilegal discriminatory practices to cheat the defeated population out of its land and to make
it feel otherwise exploited and unwelcome.
Of the recently acquired territories. New Mexico was demographically unique.
Many Mexicans living there descended firom recipients of original land grants from the
King of Spain, spoke Castelleno, rarely intermarried with the local indigenous people,
and, by-passing the country to the south, tended to trace their ancestry back directly to
Spain, and referred to themselves as "Hispano" to a much greater extent than their coun
terparts in Texas, Arizona, and California. Tellingly, they considered the Mexicans who
arrived in the Twentieth Century as immigrants, not fellow countrymen. Ramon A. Guttierrez and Joseph V. Metzgar have both documented this phenomena extensively in their
respective works: "Unravelling America's Hispanic Past: Internal Stratification and Class
Boundaries" and "The Ethnic Sensitivity of Spanish New Mexicans: A Survey and
Analysis."
Until the 1960's, Latinos constituted an "invisible" minority in the United States.
This was due to the feet that, on paper, they were classified as white, but, in practice.
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were treated as belonging to an inferior culture and race. Contributing to this blind spot
was the United States Census Bureau, which masked the indigenous component of their
heritage behind the term "Hispanic." In actuality, the term, meaning derivative of Spain
and its people, aptly described in terms of heritage, culture, and attitude only a very small
minority within the Latino population, namely, residents of New Mexico.
It should have come as no great surprise that a people left behind by one country
and mistreated and misunderstood by the one that took its place would eventually seek to
establish itself as a collective body apart from either of them. It should have come as no
great surprise, either, that such a population would initially adopt a nationalistic rhetoric
in doing so. Before, however, putting such strategies to use in an efifort to mobilize itself
the Mexican American people would have to undergo several cumulative changes in their
collective attitudes, perceptions, and ejqpectations.
No single event is thought to be more instrumental in sowing this shift than the
passage of the G.I. bill in 1947. It enabled more minorities to attend college within a
short period of time than had over the previous centmy combined. Naturally, increased
access for Mexican Americans to higher education produced higher ejqjectations among
them in regards to their employment opportunities, social standing, and political clout.
For a time they would continue in general to believe in the master narrative of modernity,
which included, among other things, the trope of assimilation as an imfortunate but nec
essary price for admission into the industrial economy and mainstream society.
Over the next two decades, however, the pace of progressive change for minori
ties proved to be unacceptably slow. The experience of Mexican Americans was no ex
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ception in this regard. During this time period, they, like other disenfranchised groups,
continued to constitute what the cultural critic W. Lawrence Hogue calls the "underbelly
and anchorage of modernity" (7). Despite rulings by the Supreme Court against de jure
segregation, the United States remained very much a country in which huge aggregates of
people were relegated to occupational and social strata roughly correlating to the relative
status and prosperity of their ethnic group. No elevation in their social status and power,
in other words, was accompanying their expanding but limited economic opportunities.
Democratic politicians, supposedly advocates for the poor, seemed, for their part, to take
so much for granted the loyalty of the Mexican American population that they often ig
nored the needs and interests of that key coalition of voters altogether.
It was not the warriors, though, the generation of veterans, but their ofepring, by
and large, who would give ejqpression in the most militant forms to the frustrations and
growing dissatisfection of their parents with the liberal agenda of the Great Society.
Their youthfiil indignation and rebelliousness would come to realization in the form of El
Plan Esprntiud de Atzldn, a "blueprint for emancipation" drafted by the First Chicano
Youth Liberation Conference, an event held in July 1967 in Denver Colorado and orches
trated, in large part, by the charismatic and vocal activist, Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzales.
This document proposed nothing shy of complete deliverance from the hegemony of the
United States through the attainment of social, cultural, political, and economic inde
pendence. As unrealistic as its ultimate goals might seem in retrospect, the manifesto
codified certain rhetorical gestures that would become foundational to what would soon
thereafter become known as the Chicano Movement.
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As one of its most significant historical contributions, it ofScially sanctioned
"Chicano" as the appropriate form of self-identity for political activists of the time having
a Mexican American background. Loaded politically firom the outset, that word became
and remains the source of considerable controversy within the Mexican American com
munity in terms of its origins, meanings, and use. Many scholars, for instance, accept the
theory propounded by Professor Philip D. Ortego that the term derives fi:om meschicano,
a Nahuatl word by which Aztecs identified themselves (Rocard, xiv). According to so
ciological studies conducted in the 1930's by Manuel Gamio, the word was used along
the Texas border with Mexico "to designate newly arrived inamigrants whose status was
not yet well defined and whom the local people had named cholos or chicamos" (Ibid.,
xiv). Others have suggested that it is a deformation of chinaco, the nickname by which
the French called the Mexicans during their occupation of that country, and still others
say it comes firom Chichimeca, an indigenous tribe of Mexico. On the downside, the
Spanish Academy, for its part, claims that the term comes fi^om "chicanery," or generally
dishonest behavior (Shorris, 102). In Chihuahua, meanwhile, it simply means marrano
or small pig (Ibid., 102). "[Hjistorically," it had been a "pejorative term applied to lowerclass Mexicans," but "[w]orking-cIass people themselves...had always used it playMy
to refer to each other" (Acuna 338). As a form of self-identification, Chicano, then, im
plies a political afBnity with laborers, and with the disadvantaged and exploited in gen
eral, just as it did when initially adopted by 1960's activists. Rhetorically speaking, it en
ables those who identify themselves as such to disassociate themselves from the domi
nant colonizing powers, whether Spanish or Anglo-American. Whatever the origins of
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the term, in the context of late 1960s identity politics and activism, it came no longer to
signify mere "lumpen elements" but to connote "political awareness and cultural rejuve
nation" on the part of the individual labeling him- or herself as such (Garcia 95).
In a contribution equally important to the popularization of Chicano as a form of
self-identity. El Plan Espiritual de Atzldn also established a foundational myth for the
Movement, one that emphasized, even privileged, the indigenous heritage of its members
over the Spanish, while skipping over the contemporary Mexican. It invoked an ancient
Aztec legend, according to which the members of that tribe, prior to establishing their
great empire in what would eventually become central Mexico, were forced ifrom the
place of their origins, thought to be somewhere in what would become the southwestern
region of the United States, to wander the desert for a period of time, one perhaps cover
ing centuries. This homeland was called Atzldn, and their involuntary exile from it
served, as it turned out, as only a prelude to the building of an even more magnificent
civilization. Guided by the Enlightenment concept of historical continuity and the master
narrative of oppositional, minority progress, the Chicano leadership utilized this narrative
to foment a nationalistic fervor in their ranks. If the ancient Aztecs could overcome ad
versity, the logic went, so, too, could their disenfranchised, metaphorical descendants.
What followed might be described as a period ki the Chicano Movement domi
nated by the thinking of "racial cultural nationalists" wherein ethnicity, constructed as a
feirly consistent set of cultural contents, was contrasted to the chaos of modernity, read as
"mainstream" or "Anglo" culture. This latter force was characterized by the "loss of
metaphysical meaning, rampant individualism, nihilism, hedonism, alienation, fragmenta
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tion, the lack of social identity, and the lack of historical continuity" (Hogue, 5).
Whereas the "racial traditions" held up the past as a guiding example, often conveyed
through ethnic folk tales and traditions, "modernity's hallmark [was] the impulse to ex
periment, to break with the past" (Ibid., 5). Whereas, finally, the former was primarily
associated with small communities, especially rural, agrarian ones, and conveyed by way
of nostalgia for such places, modernity foimd its most pure, vibrant expression in the
large, industrial and metropolitan city.
A Mexican American subscribing to racial nationalism naaintained, for the most
part, a non-Anglo image of him- or herselj^ and, ia so doing, defined him- or herself
largely in terms of what he or she was not. In order to maintain this construction, the
ethnic community to which he or she belonged was posited as isolated, distinct, autono
mous, homogeneous, and essentially authentic "zones of tradition" exhibiting the traces
of a "pre-modem, pre-industrial, pre-commercial, and non-capitalist" age (Hogue, 4).
During this time, Mexican Americans who identified themselves as Chicanos, much in
the manner of union organizers, simultaneously repressed, subordinated, and even ig
nored altogether, in the interest of group solidarity, the heterogeneity that existed among
themselves. This was because collective unity was seen as the best means to empower
ment in the political sphere, a strategy of mobilization heavily influenced by Marxist no
tions of the proletariat and otherwise known as "strategic essentialization." The prolifera
tion of boundaries and strategies of enclosure so emblematic of State ideology also en
abled Chicanos to juxtapose in no uncertain terms their values, culture, and belief system
to those of the "Anglo world." The largely unexamined irony in the nationalistic postur
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ing of the Chicano Movement, meanwhile, was that ethnic identity, so envisioned, could
exist only in a symbiotic relationship with that to which it was opposed.
Not surprisingly, Chicano authors who were "coming of age" between 1969 and
1979—namely, Rudolfo Anaya, Ron Arias, Raymond Barrio, Nash Candelaria, Ernesto
Galarza, Rolando Hinojosa, Tom^ Rivera, Richard Vasquez, Jose Antonio Villareal, and
Edmund Villasenor—structured narratives that similarly tended to dichotomize formative
experience into distinct ethnic spheres. The Anglo world was largely depicted in these
stories as an exterior entity, one imposing itself jfrom elsewhere, a place outside a clearly
delimited and authentic Chicano community. Its influences on that polity, moreover,
were largely portrayed as corrosive. Perhaps the authors of such works were greatly in
fluenced by the rhetorics of the Movement at the time in their writing. But, in another
sense, they were carrying on certain traditions or metanarratives vdthin the discourses of
modernism itself ones that, for instance, constructed as mutually exclusive imits nature
and culture in Romanticism, the primitive and modem in anthropology, and Gemeinshaft
and Gesellschqfl in sociology.
Criticism formed in response to any body of literature almost inevitably tries at
some point or another to identify an C/r-text. Ernst Rudin attempts to do so in describing
the quintessential Chicano novel of the "classical" period of the 1970's as exhibiting the
following features:

The main character is a male Chicano who shows autobiographical traits
of the author and is presented as an exemplary figure. The novel is a
portrait of an artist who grows up in a femify in which traditional Mexican-Hispanic customs and values dominate. Different members of the
protagonist's femily tend to embody different elements of a traditional
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Chicano way of life. Machismo can be represented by the fether or the
brothers of the protagonist, or by the protagonist himself; catholic relig
iousness and Mexican cooking appear through the mother of the pro
tagonist; and in various novels, Mexican (American) folklore, healer
wisdom, and naagic find their expression in the grandmother or another
elderly female femily member who is a good storyteller.
The hero undergoes a cycle of initiations that alienate him from
his femily and its values and that include, besides the initiations con
ventional in a Bildungsromcm—sisxixaii initiation, confirontation
death, fights with classmates—the confrontation with another culture
and another language....
...Cultural conflict, the search for one's "true" roots, one's iden
tity, and the step from a Hispanic environment into an Anglo-Saxon
one, are among the most frequently recurring features of the corpus.
(32-35)

The novel that most closely approximates this description in all respects is Bless Me,
Ultima, winner of the Quinto Sol Award in 1972. Delueze and Guattari characterize such
a foundational text, a "root-book," as "noble" and "signifying," as possessing a "subjec
tive organic interiority," and as governed by "the law of reflection" in regards to its
treatment of ethnic material (5). Not surprisingly, critics sometimes dub the author of
this work, Rudolfo Anaya, as the "father" of contenqx>rary Chicano literature. He does
not shun the title, as shown in a 1996 interview with Laura Chavkin, but "accepts it graciousfy." At the same time, he recognizes that it places a great deal of responsibility on
his shoulders in regards to the Chicano people for whom he serves as an "honorary"
spokesperson (Dick and Sirias, 172). In making him a patriarch, the title also strongly
suggests that he heads an artistic community that fimctions somewhat like an extended
femily, one that is linked by a genetic code and a common set of experiences. Speaking
on behalf of this "femily," he describes their coUective pmpose as the development of "a
literature for our community" (Ibid., 175), one that exists in opposition to the "dominant
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culture" that seeks unceasingly to "impose itself...by demanding assimilation" (Ibid.,
169). The development of this distinctly Chicano body of literature entails, among other
things, identifying, examining, and giving e3q)ression to:

[t]he language, the history, the folklore, the mythical beliefs underlying
the multicultural roots that are our heritage, the relationships that we
have to Anglo-America, the encounter with Anglo-America that oc
curred in the mid-nineteenth century, the continuing sense of tension be
tween the two communities. The shaping of the world view and how it
is different for the Chicano and different for the Anglo-American creates
a constant but very interesting kind of tension. (Ibid., 172-173, my em
phases)

Over the years, Rudolfo Anaya repeatedly reveals, just as he does above, that the
thinking that gives shape to his artistic production, the structure of his imagination, so to
speak, still relies heavily upon many of the oppositions and tropes so pervasive early on
in the Chicano Movement, especially the Crusade for Justice. One of these pertains to
the supposed antagonism between (Chicano) communities and (Anglo-American) soci
ety. In his work the former tend to be depicted as self-enclosed and self-sustaining, a safe
rather than constricting place for a child to spend his or her formative years. His rhetoric
is still heavily influenced by the nationalistic strategies of El Plan EspirituaL

Nationalism meant rediscovering, promoting, and maintaining those cultviral characteristics that came from the grassroots level Chicanos had
to preserve the familia as a social entity and not succumb to the decay of
urban life. The barrio needed to return to its role as a communal refuge
from the sterility of the Anglo-American world. The music and litera
ture needed to reflect positive aspects of the people in order to overcome
the sense of inferiority that many Chicanos felt. (Grarcia 97)
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Anaya describes himself as having been "bom and raised in a small village where
everyone knew each other" and where "[t]he sense of culture, of tradition, [and] of his
tory was always axoimd" him. His experiences there, he says, gave him "a firm sense of
belonging" (Ibid., 13) and, in so doing, contributed to his growth and maturity as an art
ist. To this day the memories of his childhood in the village remain, he says, both a posi
tive source of inspiration and jforce in his writing. Unfortunately, he notes, the locus of
values in the Chicano culture has shifted from the places he knew back then, the ferms
and hamlets whose nature he constructs as primarily communal and agrarian, to the
highly individuated, industrialized vortex of the city. Influenced in his thinking by
Marx's description of the replacement in capitalism of use values by those of exchange,
Anaya attributes this dissolution of the traditional "communal systems" to, among other
things, the abandonment of the "barter system" that made up such "an in^ortant aspect of
village life" (Anaya Reader, 339). Today, he observes, his tone imquestionably one of
lamentation, "[tjhere are Hispano members of the middle class, living in the cities, [who
are] adopting more and more the way of the Anglo." Their "country cousins," mean
while, though far out-numbered and shrinking in population, manage still to "follow the
folkways." Their ability to do so thus fer, according to Anaya, has been due greatly to
the feet that they have "held on to the land," the Spanish land grants of their ancestors
(Ibid., 340).

Woven into centuries of tradition was the imspoken rule: the land cannot
be sold. It is part of the heritage of the land grants, part of the heritage
gained fi-om the Indian view of the earth. To sell the land was to cut
your roots, and a man without roots lack[s] identity. Families without a
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village los[e] their allegiance to place. Allegiance to the land is as im
portant as allegiance to the femily and to God. (Ibid., 339)

In Anaya's way of thinking, a sedentary, agrarian lifestyle enables the mainte
nance of the stable and enduring sense of identity that he holds so vital to the health of an
ethnic community. In referring to "roots" in the passage above, he invokes the metaphor
of human-being-as-plant, most likely a tree, which he describes elsewhere as "a dominant
symbol of the Americas" (Ibid., 365). This proverbial tree embodies the processes of cul
tural syncretism and, in so doing, "embraces the many roots" of mestizaje, of the mixed
heritage of La Raza (Ibid., 360). It is anchored firmly in what Deleuze and Guattari de
scribe as a totalizing unity wherein the "pivotal taproot" of identity, namely, peoplehood,
is "support[ed by a series ofj secondary roots" comprised of the components of culture
(5). "We seek to know our roots, to know ourselves," Anaya writes elsewhere. "When
we encounter the taproots of our history we feel authentic and able to identify sel^ fam
ily, and community" (Anaya Reader, 361). In utilizing such imagery, Anaya expresses
most unequivocally his allegiance to what Delueze and Guattari elsewhere label "arbor
escent culture" (15), a schema in cultural criticism whose governing logic is that of "trac
ing and reproduction," and whose goal, in regards to literary production, is:

to describe a de facto state, to maintain balance in intersubjective rela
tions, [and] to explore an unconscious that is already there firom the
start, lurking in the dark recesses of memory and language. It consists
of tracing, on the basis of an overcoding structure or supporting axis,
something that comes ready-made. The tree articulates and hierarchizes tracings. (12)
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In passages further illustrative of the influence of such ideology on his writing,
Anaya describes "many of the symbols" that recur in his work as "well[ing] up from [his]
subconscious." They "were not learned," in feet, but emerged from his "ethos," from "the
archetypal memory residing in [his] blood" (Anaya Reader, 376). Yet the agrarian way
of life he frequently invokes is quickly disappearing from the fece of the earth. Even he
must admit, though reluctantly, that it resonates decreasingly among Chicanos as a model
for cultural survival "The pueblo plaza [and] village post ofiBce," he observes, no longer
fimction as places "where the community [gathers] to conduct both business and cere
mony." They are being "engulfed," instead, "by chaotic urban sprawl." He then closes
this set of pessimistic observations with a passage that reveals, perhaps more than any
other, the extent to which State ideology, ever concerned with the maintenance of power
through territorialization, pervades his thinking in regards to ethnicity: "The center is be
ing lost" (Ibid., 348).
Despite the fact that, in Delueze and Guattari's terminology, the "tip" of the "prin
cipal root" of ethnic identity may now be dying, Anaya contends that a sense of solidarity
may yet be revitalized among Chicanos. An "immediate, indefinite multiplicity of sec
ondary roots [may] graft[ ] onto [the original]." If so, "the root's unity [will] subsist[ ], as
past or yet to come, as possible" (Delueze and Guattari, 5). This renewal may be initiated
by Chicano writers, who "salvage elements of beauty for the future" by "preserv[ing] the
legends and mythos" of a by-gone era in order "to rekindle the spirit of the old relation
ships" between the landscape and the people who inhabit it (Anaya Reader, 350). But
that alone may no longer be enough. Nor will mere "defiance of the white model" suflSce
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any more as a paradigm for self-definition (Dick and Sirias, 21). Atzldn, Anaya con
cludes, may ultimately need to become "a homeland wdthout boundaries" (Anaya
Reader, 382). Making it so, according to Anaya, would require that Chicano authors
search for and explore "archetypes" and "values" and "symbols" that, on a deeper stra
tum, one persisting beneath the surfece of cultural dififerences, Chicanos "share in com
mon with all [hujmankind" (Dick and Sirias, 22). Despite changes in the Chicano topog
raphy, Anaya never fiilly abandons State ideology as the means to empowerment. He
merely reinstates it through master narratives that occur on a metaphysical plane.
As the cultural critic W. Laurence Hogue astutely observes, the very "assumption
of race imposed by the hegemonic community" had to be "internalized by proponents of
racial traditions" in order that they might better "advocate for [such] Enlightenmentderived rights" as social equality (22-23). Ironically, then, the very rigid forms of segre
gation that the Chicano Movement sought to dismantle may have actually enabled, if not
necessitated, the conceptualization of ethnicity in terms of fixed orders and strata wherein
the diverse perspectives and interests of minorities within the minority were deemphasized or put aside, at least temporarily, Chicano lesbians, for one, were largely ex
cluded from the minority discourse. So, too, for that matter, were Mexican Americans
whose political outlook and social agendas might be described as conservative. State
ideology during this early period of ethnic self-awareness nevertheless seemed effective
in galvanizing political activisnt Such continued to be the case, at least, until certain de
velopments within the Mexican American community itself rendered such strategies un
tenable. One of these changes pertained to the proliferation of minorities in higher
education and, eventually, in high-paying, high-profile positions. Divisions within
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cation and, eventually, in high-paying, high-profile positions. Divisions within minority
groups have since formed and hardened along class lines, a development which has
served to highlight only further the differences within collectivities once posited as ho
mogeneous. Finally, as women experienced greater mobility both economically and so
cially, they, too, demanded that their needs and interests be better heard.

[As the] racial traditions diminished, mini-narratives, new forms of sensi
bilities, and new conceptions of the subject bec[a]me visible, which are in
contrast to the modalities of the racial traditions....[PJeople of color, along
with gays and women, in their emphasis on assinailating differently, in
their emphasis on exploring forms of gender- and race-based subjectivity
in aesthetic production and experiences, and in their re&sal to be limited
to standard canonization,...[have] help[ed] to issue forth a postmodernism
that allows alternative forms of culture to emerge. (Ibid., 17-18)

In such an environment, a different set of aesthetic principles began to emerge in the pro
duction of Chicano literature. These stressed, among other things, the deterritorialization
of the ethnic subject, heterogeneity within the ethnic commimity, and the high degree of
interconnectedness between the ethnic and mainstream cultures.
One of the writers whose work exemplifies this evolving trend is Denise Chavez.
Interestingly, Rudolfo Anaya himself early recognized her talent and took her under his
wing, so to speak, as a protege. When he encouraged her to enroll as a student of creative
writing at the University of New Mexico, he doubtlessly foresaw that her work would
possibly give expression through new paradigms to the e)q>eriences of a new generation
of Chicanos.
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The rest of this chapter briefly considers two novels by these authors that seem
almost perfectly siiited for juxtaposition. Both explore in very different ways issues and
situations important to contemporary Chicano identity. One is written by a male; the
other, by a female. Both are set in New Mexico along the Rio Grande valley—the first,
Alburquerque, in the northern half, and the second. Face of an Angel, in the southern.
Both novels, though the products of authors firom dififerent generations, were published in
the mid-1990's. Unfortimately, neither one, in my estimation, represents the best of its
author's work, but each does illustrate contrasting approaches to narrative that will likely
persist in their subsequent novels, and the weaknesses in their respective techniques de
rive, interestingly, from quite divergent impulses.
The novel by Anaya, on the one hand, exhibits, if anything, a certain overdetermination on his part, especially in terms of plotting. No description, detail, or mem
ory is allowed a life of its own. Each is, instead, subordinated to the master narrative of
the text, namely, the search for familial and cultural roots. The highly linear nature of his
work might be traced back to his writing technique. When interviewed by Laura Chavkin
in 1995 about how he composes, he tells her he writes "from beginning to end" (Dick and
Sirias, 175) and revises afterwards. By way of contrast, the novel by Chavez suffers, if
anything, from an excessively discursive nature. Many of her chapters might be best de
scribed as vignettes that lie imcooperatively in the path of plot, lending it no readily ap
parent sense of forward progress or closure. It often seems, in feet, that the digressions in
her work could be edited out altogether without the novel suffering immeasurably as a
result. She describes the "genealogical chart" by which she attempts to organize Face of
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an Angel as "an enormous tapestry of things that [she has] spread out on the wall" and
that she has to consult frequently to keep straight in her mind. It is an extremely "in
volved and conplex" map that seemingly "go[es] on forever," encompassing not a plot
with sub-plots but "three stories going on at the same time" (Balassi, 166). Her book
seems to resemble what Delueze and Guattari describe as a "rhizome," the creeping rootsystem of grass, in which "[t]here are no points or positions" like those foimd in a tree, no
distinct stages in development, but "only lines" (8) of narrative. Not surprisingly, her
writing technique stands in marked contrast to that of Anaya, whose work consists of the
plotting of points and fixing of order. When putting together her novel, for instance, she
describes herself as "junip[ing] from one chapter to another," even confessing at one
point that she "sometimes [doesn't] know if [she is] connecting, or [if] the linkages are
seamless enough" (Balassi, 167). Even such flaws as those mentioned previously in re
gards to these two novels prove, then, to be quite instructive in regards to understanding
the contrasting State and nomadic ideologies that largely inform the creative output of the
authors in question.
Alburquerque tells the story of Abran Gonz^ez, who one day receives a letter in
which he suddenly leams that he was adopted. He fiirther finds out that his biological
mother is dying of terminal cancer and that she would very much like to see him and set
tle some matters before she passes on. Such information would be traumatizing for any
one, given the way it severs femilial ties taken for granted throughout childhood, but it is
particularly so for this yoxmg man. His biological mother, an artist named Cynthia John
son, is a complete stranger to him in every sense of the word, not only because he never
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knew her, but because she is, as it turns out, an Anglo as well Theretofore, he had always
naanaged to consider himself a Chicano, albeit one with light skin. "What was he now?"
He is no longer a unified subject, but a divided one, "[h]alf Anglo, half Mexican" (30).
His light complexion and eyes, already the source of some derision and discomfort for
him at the hands of "old people" in the barrio who "called him guerito" (19), reinforce his
feelings of exclusion from the Chicano community, one which Anaya constructs as the
fusion among Mexican Americans between Spanish and indigenous orders, to the exclu
sion of the Anglo-American. As Anaya writes.

The Hispano and Anglo worlds [have] remained apart, meeting to con
duct business in an ethnic mosaic, but seldom creating a personal com
mingling. The genetic pools have not mixed in a significant way, and
only in a small way is it occurring in contemporary times. (Anaya
Reader, 377-378)

The dichotomy that Abr^ ejqieriences in regards to his identity, then, mirrors that be
tween the Chicano and Anglo-American cultures in the southwestern United States. By
way of extension, any synthesis he might undergo in the story on a personal basis would
embody similar processes on the societal scale. In the meantime, his father's exact iden
tity remains a mystery, since his mother, a regionally renowned artist, passes on before
she ever has the chance to divulge his name. No new alchemy, no fiision of elements,
seems possible without the protagonist's first knowing the constitutive parts, namely, the
maternal and paternal bloodlines. Proceeding by way of this binary logic, Abran sets out
in search of himself and the quest for the missing pieces of the puzde that is his life
gives impetus to the rest of the stoiy.
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The narrative technique Anaya deploys in this endeavor is familiar to readers of
the detective novel Alburquerque even boasts a private investigator. Sonny Baca, who
is a minor character in this work, but becomes the protagonist of later novels by Anaya in
what become known, collectively, as The Alburquerque Trilogy. Seeking self-knowledge through the unknown Other, Abrm first goes to meet his maternal grandparents.
He asks them questions about his father. The information they reluctantly, even shame
fully, convey is fragmentary and, as such, unsatisfactory. His deceased mother's diary is
no more enlightening in terms of finding his father; she merely refers to her high school
sweetheart, the young man who impregnated her, not by name, but merely as "mi ^be,"
a racially essentialized being. Nor is her depiction of him any more helpflil in the paint
ing entitled "The Lovers." His back is turned. We share in Abr^'s fnistrations. Mean
while, clues, incomplete forms of knowledge, come to light one by one, tantalizing us in
the synthesis of more totalizing insights. Coincidence, otherwise read in a more spiritual
sense as Fate or the Will of God, plays a substantial role in this unfolding. Abr^ and the
man who turns out to be his father cross paths repeatedly, even shaking hands on occasioa At his mother's deathbed, Abr^ meets his destiny in the form of Lucinda, a young
Chicana to whom he feels strongly drawn to marry, a woman who eventually takes him to
meet her family, life-long residents of the mountain village of Cordova, and, in so doing,
introduces him to the more traditional aspects of Chicano culture. Despite the fact that
old prejudices and solemn vows between individuals create temporary blockages in his
quest for knowledge in regards to his ancestry, the long-held keys to that which he seeks.
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Otherwise read as preexisting and enduring truths, surfece after having been buried for
decades in the climatic moment at which his fether reveals himself.
In this novel, "[e]ach small event" is significant in that it "connects us to the web
of life." No leaf is left unturned in the plotting of this painstaking, investigative process.
No pertinent information is left out, no inconsistencies are allowed, no extemporaneous
material is left in, no mystery is left unsolved, and by the end of the novel, no desire for
closure is left unfiilfilled in the reader. We even learn that Abr^'s mother was the prod
uct of adultery. What enables such imequivocal and absolute knowledge is, in the final
analysis, the belief that Truth endures in some pure state beneath the fickle surfece of
temporal life. It has been there all along, waiting patiently on a deeper stratimi to be dug
up by a carefiil and attentive investigator. Delueze and Guattari describe in A Thousand
Plateaus this predisposition to layer experience as an expression of State ideology. In
terestingly, this tendency also carries over into Anaya's conceptualization of Chicano cul
ture. Beneath the disorienting and materialistic influences of modernity remains, as pre
viously discussed, a core set of values, customs, and beliefe known collectively as the
Chicano Tradition, one emerging from a once supposedly pre-industrial and unitary way
of life, one that, although beleaguered, still persists through adversity to this day.
True to his convictions, Anaya posits in this novel, as he has done elsewhere, that
a land base is necessary to the preservation of this Tradition, that ancient and wise body
of knowledge which enables a greater understanding and appreciation of the self and the
world to which it belongs. Fanning is posited as integral to that process, and the fermer,
as a guardian.
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At the soul of survival for the Hi^ano village was the earth and the suste
nance it provides. The growing season in the northern mountains [of New
Mexico] was short. Farmers had to sense changes in the weather and the
earth. They irrigated with acequias, the irrigation ditch system that is a
communal endeavor, engendering a feith that developed between the peo
ple and their earth. The patron saint of each village was taken out to bless
the fields, and soon stories developed of saints who nightly walked in the
fields, guarding and blessing the crops. (Anaya Reader, 335)

Agrarian values clearly pervade this passage. In the novel, too, those who till the soil and
harvest the fields are depicted, without exception, positively. Abr^'s adopted fether, for
instance, a "gardener" with "dark skin," is described as exuding "warmth" and an "earth
smell" (Alburquerque, 30). Joe Calabasa, one of Abr^'s drinking conapanions, belongs
to a femily whose paternal line has lived in the ferming community of the Santo Do
mingo pueblo^ "the center of the earth, according to their legends." They have done so
since "the beginning of the world....That was stability" (Ibid., 47-48). Joe, likewise, is
portrayed fevorably. It is at his insistence, in feet, that Abr^'s fether reveals himself
\V^th extremely few exceptions throughout the novel—Cynthia Johnson, an extraordinary
individual with an artist's sensitivity and insight, being one of them—only those individu
als whose ancestors settled on the land and have stayed there for generations truly share a
mutually respectfiil, nurturing relationship with it.
The nomad, by way of contrast, only passes through, forever condemned to a su
perficial existence. As one minor but sympathetically treated character comments:

[M]ost of the newcomers [to the Southwest] only see the surfece of things.
They build million-dollar adobe homes, but they don't know anything
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about the people.... There's religion in this earth, but when you only come
to rent the condo and you don't touch the mud, then you're not connected.
That's the secret of the place, you have to put your hands in the mud. His
tory's in the mud, in the earth. (Ibid., 158)

"In the old days," we are told repeatedly, "the people of the [Rio Grande] valley
lived in harmony with the earth and their neighbors" (Ibid., 105). Unfortunately, "the
world of things," what Anaya elsewhere describes as the "corrosive" influence of materi
alism (Anaya Reader, 348), "presses around" those still knowledgeable in the TraditionIt "pushes [them] out of [their] center." Anaya's territorialized ethnic subject cannot, as
he writes, move "[b]eyond the boundary of [the] pueblo"~a word meaning both village
and people—without risking the loss of his or her "spirit" (Alburquerque, 184). Those
former inhabitants who, having strayed from this enclosure, having "left the valley for a
middle-class life in the city," returning only "once in a while to visit the parents and the
grandparents" or to attend the fiestas, have "almost forgotten the old ways" (Ibid., 97).
Their disrespect for the Tradition is symptomatic of a deeper and more generalized im
balance in their lives having to do with displacement. They, like Joe Calabasa, have, in a
curious quantification, "learned too much of the white man's way" (Ibid., 48, my empha
sis), and only by reestablishing "the link between past and fixture generations," by retrac
ing the lines between points of past and present, can they save themselves from the
"chaos" of an atomized and meaningless existence.

"A lot of things changing," [Abran] muse[s at one point in the
novel].
"Yes," [his adopted mother] agreed, "but when things change,
you should not forget what is at the core." (Ibid., 149)
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The trajectories of modernity, of course, only create static in this noble endeavor. Enclo
sure, however, shuts out that noise. It, like settlement, is a strategy of State ideology that
Anaya promotes as minimizing interference in the recovery of the "old ways." Among
other things, it proceeds by a binary logic and, in so doing, limits the contamination of
the culture by establishing clear boundaries. It keeps, in other words, "the world of
things" at bay. Hence, we find in Anaya that those Chicanos who have not con:q)romised
themselves have redrawn boundaries around themselves in an urban setting. They live,
almost without exception, in the barrio along the river bottom. They eat only at local res
taurants, never at fest food chains, and only Mexican American food at that, such things
as tortillas, sopapillas, Mjoles, guacamole, came adovada, machaca, and chile—never
sushi or stuffed grape leaves. On their car radios they listen only to Mexican American
music, corridas and nortehos, never to alternative rock or "world" music. Anaya consis
tently capitalizes "Chicanos" to emphasize fiirther this unitary nature. Those fictional
characters who exhibit positive qualities in his works also invariably bear certain unmistakably Chicano cultural markers. They have "santos" (Ibid., 9) on their bookshelves, or
they see visions of La Llorona, the wailing woman of the wash in search of her lost chil
dren (Ibid., 22), or they write epic poems about "the mythic Aztldn,...the original home
land of all Chicanos" (Ibid., 214), or they go to curanderas for spiritual counsel (Ibid.,
181), or they become "santeros" (Ibid., 93) by learning to make traditional wood carv
ings, or they seek out "the isolated villages" of such places as the Sangre de Cristo moun
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tains, there to leam the "old customs" and hear the stories of the people (Ibid., 93). The
lines between cultures are as clearly drawn as the walls of a fortress.
Having learned of his mixed heritage, Abr^ however, cannot close himself off
within the fixed boxmdaries of a preexisting community. He must step fi-om behind the
walls of his old self into unfemiliar, and therefore, firom the point of view of the State
ideologist, dangerous, territory. The first of the borders that he must cross is mentioned
as he is on his way to meet his maternal grandfether for the first time.

He drove firom one of the poorest barrios in the city into one of
the wealthiest neighborhoods. People of the barrio went to work in the
homes of the Coimtry Club area or at the golf course, but one didn't
cross to socialize. Mexicans stayed in the barrio, and the Anglos came
to the barrio only to eat Mexican food at the cafes. One didn't cross to
date Anglo girls, Abrm thought. Not now, not then.
His mother had crossed, and the young man who was his father
had crossed. And they suffered the punishment of the old prejudices,
prejudices which still existed. The city was still split. The Ar^los lived
in the Heights, the Chicanos along the valley. The line between Barelas
and Country Club was a microcosm of the city. One didnt have to go to
El Paso and cross to Juarez to understand the idea of border. (Ibid., 2>138)
Borders clearly fimction in this passage as a tool of social segregation and eco
nomic oppression, as an obstacle to positive growth worthy of our contempt. One would
ejqpect Abr^ "a child of [such a] border, a child of the line that separated white [firom]
brown" (Ibid., 37-38), to reject them and advocate for their destruction. At no point, in
feet, does he abandon the idea of boundaries. Instead, he reinvokes their use for more
positive purposes. He carries the paradigm with him in the hope that he, like the ancient
Aztecs, can establish new borders, new states of beirg. The necessity of the reterritorialization of the subject as a means to empowerment, in other words, is never called into
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question. Ultimately, "others like him, Chicanos who had one parent who was Anglo or
Black or Asian," will have to undergo ordeals similar to his in the process of their selfactualization. These "new mestizos" will likewise have to stake out their own claims, "to
find their identity, as he was trying to find his" (Ibid., 193). Significantly, the operative
verb in this last passage, is not "forge" but "find," a word choice which suggests that an
identity is not constructed, but, like a piece of land, exists as a space to be discovered and
occupied. Its "core," meanwhile, persists through time and space, like Hegel's notion of
Absolute Spirit, or like the soul in the Christian feith. Eventually, he will "create his own
image" through synthesis, by "drawing the two worlds" of his mother and fether "to
gether, not letting them tear him apart" (Ibid., 215).
During the course of the novel, Abran's search for his fether leads him into the
belly of the beast, the marbled halls of big city politics, where borders proliferate in the
form of political coalitions, configured in the novel primarily in terms of ethnicity rather
than class. These grapple ceaselessly for ascendancy. The relationships between such
groups are described as "fiagile" (Ibid., 231), and Alburquerque, we are told, comprises
not one city, but many. There are the people who live in the "South Valley, the North
Valley, the West Mesa." There are "the Anglos in the Heights. The Blacks on Broadway.
The homeless on the streets." It is perhaps "too spread out and too different to puU to
gether" (Ibid., 65) as a totalizing entity.
Family lineage, as an organizing principle, reduces somewhat this fi:agmentation
within the groups themselves. It is for that reason that "Quien es tu femilia?" is a query
that resonates so strongly throughout the novel It preoccupies not only Abran in his
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search for his fether but the entire Chicano electorate in their assessment of the mayoral
candidates. It is "one of the first questions that was always asked. One was known by
one's family" (Ibid., 93) and, by extension, one's ethnic affiliatiorL Reflecting this out
look, Anaya depicts the relative quality of a politician's leadership in terms of how trace
able is his or her genealogy. The more unbroken the chain, the more distinct the line of
descent and layering of generations, the greater the integrity and authenticity of the can
didate in representing the people.
The incumbent, Marisa Martinez, is clearly the most qualified individual in this
regard. She comes firom "one of the old South Valley faniilies," one whose wealth and
reputation were established in an enterprise typical of and appropriate to Chicanos. They
sold "tacos and tortillas, first in the barrio in the forties, then, as the Anglo newcomers
discovered a taste for Mexican food," in a local restaurant (Ibid., 62). The first of her
challengers, Walter Johnson, claims, for his part, no ethnicity whatsoever. He is simply
white, and he readily enibraces the absence of color this coimotes. When he learns that
his wife "was a Jew," he feels only more strongly bonded to her than he otherwise would
have because he realizes they are both "outcasts" in their own ways,

[s]he because she had Jewish blood, and [he] because [he] claimed no
bloodline. [He] was intrigued by her past, intrigued by that one sailor
[that ancestor of hers] who [so long ago] gave up everything to start a new
life...[Both Johnson and that ancestor] had given up [their] past[s] to cre
ate a new life, each had given up his heritage. (Ibid., 43)

His departure from genealogy, imlike that of Abran, is complete^ voluntary, and for that
reason he feels no sense of displacement. This actual desire in him for the erasure of
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heritage poses a grave threat, certainly, to a world view such as that of Anaya in which
ethnicity is held in high regard as an organi2dng principle, and it is for this denial primar
ily that Walter Johnson is painted as so patently eviL He denies even his own grandson.
Equally dangerous, however, are felse claims to ethnic identity, and it is Frank Dominic,
the third of the candidates for mayor, who is guilty of exactly such a transgression.
Throughout the campaign he makes repeated and spurious claims to an ancestry he has
tried desperately to trace to some of the first Spanish nobility to arrive in the territory of
New Mexico.

[He] yearned to be a scion of the Spanish conquistadores. Frank grew up
with the Mexican kids, learned the language, and fell into the dream that
he really was a descendent of one of the old Spanish femilies. Sure,
Dominic's mother was Italian, she came fi-om one of the first femilies in
the city, but Dominic's fether had no known ethnic past. (Ibid., 68)

As one character comments later, "for all we know, his fether could have been Egyptian"
(Ibid., 291). Dominic's only verifiable claim to royalty could be made, as it turns out, by
way of marriage through his wife, the former Miss Gloria Dominguez, whose genealogy
could authentically be traced back several centviries all the way to the original Duke of
Alburquerque himselt Dominic's repeated infidelity to her, however, imdercuts any
credibility he might have otherwise established through that channel
In keeping with his spurious identity, Dominic promotes as part of his election bid
some pretty spurious ideas in regards to developing the downtown district and rejuvenat
ing the city's economy. He proposes to divert the waters of the Rio Grande to build an
aquatic park, complete with canals for transportation between casinos. When questions
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are raised as to water rights and the ecological impact of diverting rivers and further de
pleting the city's aquifer, particularly as these concerns relate to the valley fermland,
Dominic shrugs them ofi^ replying nonchalantly that:

The only cash crop the Alburquerque valley area has been growing for the
past twenty years is alfelfe. Alfalfa, to feed horses, and it's a very small
cash crop at that!... In short, agriculture in the city valley area is a thing of
the past. Let's use the water to build this concept! Tourists coming to
gamble are our new industry (Ibid., 119).

For the remainder of the novel, Dominic, as the chief spokesperson for the renunciation
of agrarian lifestyles and values, is completely and forcefiilly demonized, much more so,
even, than Walter Johnson, who is pretty much relegated to the background and even to
the role of an impotent cuckold. Increasingly, readers are led to focus upon Dominic and
to look forward eagerly to his downfall and discreditation. The extent of the danger his
cock-eyed proposals pose is raised to genocidal proportions in the following passage:

If [the Indian pueblos sell their water rights], the way of life they hold sa
cred will be sacrificed. Once they can't irrigate the fields of maiz, they'll
die. Then they'll have to come into Dominic's city to work for minimum
wages, make hotel beds, and hold Indian dances in the casinos for the
tourists. The minute you become a tourist commodity, you die. (128)

Anaya, in his typically Manichean manner, authentic ways of making a living, those
emanating from a fixed and homogeneous plane of ethnicity, to those that are simply
false and ejq)loitative. No discussion of culture as performance is admitted into the dis
course of Alburquerque.
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Interestingly, the layering that takes place in Anaya's conceptualization of culture
is replicated in that of history. Beneath multiple and spurious versions of the past exists a
true one, a plane of knowledge hidden from the view of all but an anointed few, which
conveys the e;q)loitation and oppression of the Chicano people. To some extent, Domi
nic is aware of it. It is he, after all, who becomes the vehicle for disseminating informa
tion about how the spelling for the city's name got changed.

He remembered that it was a gringo stationmaster who had taken the first
'r' out of Alburquerque. Because he couldn't pronounce the"Albur" he
dropped the 'r' in a move that symbolized the emasculation of the Mexican
way of life. Frank Dominic knew his history, and he realized that beneath
the surfece of poverty that affected the Hispanics of the valley lay a tre
mendous potential. (Ibid)

The chief difiFerence, however, between the restoration of Chicano culture, identity, and
pride and what Dominic has in mind lies in the purposes for which knowledge is ex
tracted and in the contrasting political agendas such information serves. "If [the people]
had someone like the old patron to lead them," Dominic fentasizes inwardly at one point,
the reason for his name's soimding like the verb "dominate" becoming increasingly clear,
"they would gather around him and approve the ambitious plan he had for the city" (Ibid.,
112). "We all make history serve our needs," the writer, Ben Chavez, who turns out to be
Abran's fether, divulges in a remarkably nomadic and potentially disruptive passage.
Among Dominic's greatest sacrileges, however, are not his revisionist leanings but his
cynical desire to manipulate history for personal gain. The discrepancies between his
version of events and the "true" one, however, ultimately expose him as a fraud. The
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common people, exhibiting the wisdom of the folk, see through his elaborate subterfiiges
as he struts about on the political stage above them.

"El Dorado?"
"A bit schmalt2y, isn't he? Wearing that cape."
"You notice the casinos are all lined up on real estate Dominic owns."
"Yeah, and where's he gonna get the water?" someone asked, the question
gathering momentum as it rippled across the crowd.
..."Dominic a descendant of the Duke's family? He's got about as much
Spanish blood as nty Chihuahua dog." (Ibid., 276)

In the end, Abr^ much to the satisfection of the reader, has considerably greater
luck in terms of finding his femily than Dominic does in winning over the electorate. Not
only does he learn the identity of his father, he learns about the heroic deeds of his grandfether, Clemente, as well, "the man who had led [a] strike [in the barrio against the rail
road] twenty-one years [before]" (Ibid., 288). His fether, a writer and teacher of creative
writing at the University of New Mexico, finally steps forward and acknowledges his pa
ternity, breaking a long-held vow to Cynthia that he would never do so. This takes place
during the prizefight between Abr^ a former Golden Gloves champion and local &vorite, and a professional boxer with a national reputation, an event that Dominic has orches
trated to promote himself The moment of the young man's epiphany in regards to his
fether's identity occurs simultaneously with that of the crowd in regards to Dominic, the
false prophet, and the feet that it does so only finther strengthens the metaphorical link
between Abrm's destiny and that of the collectivity that would appropriate him. The
knowledge Abrm has been seeking concerning his bloodline, once established, clearfy
empowers him, just as, presumably, would be Chicanos who learn about their own cul
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tural bloodlines. It "fIow[s] through him like raw energy," enabling him to stalk his op
ponent in the boxing ring, a fighter with a national reputation, "and cut him down with
an exhibition of punches that electrifjy] the crowd" (Ibid., 283). A "hero" emerges from
the xme3q)ected triumph of a local figure over a national one, "a kid out of the barrio
[who] ha[s] beaten a fighter with a reputation." That, Anaya's writes, is "what the people
wanted," what the people needed, someone they could appropriate as an extension of
their own desires, someone behind whom they, an ethnic aggregate, could rally in a rep
resentational democracy,

[sjomeone who came out of their own backgroxmd to make something of
himself The Barelas Kid, the Duke City BCid, a kid they had seen grow
up in the barrio. El guerito, the kid who had the gringa mother. He was
all right. He was one of them, (Ibid., 284)

By the end of the novel, we are reassured that time is a "cycle," one that comes
back to "reveal things," such as the feet that Cynthia Johnson would not have even been
conceived if her mother. Vera, had not gone for fertility medicine to dona Tules, the
seemingfy immortal curandera who, for longer than anyone can remember, has nightly
wandered the barrio in which Abrm grew up, often being mistaken in the darkness for La
Llorona. "The memory of the people," we are assured in the final pages of the novel, will
not perisL In the fece of the fether is revealed the son (Ibid., 288). The "channels of
transmission" through which Anaya's characters move are "preestablished," for the "ar
borescent system" he invokes "preexists the individual, who is integrated into it at an
allotted space" (Delueze and Guattari, 16). What Delueze and Guattari elsewhere
describe as the "unity of totalization," deq)ite its being "thwarted and obstructed in the
object," reasserts itself in "another, circular or cyclic dimension," that of "the eternal
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reasserts itself in "another, circular or cyclic dimension," that of "the eternal return" of
archetypes and myth (Ibid., 6). As we are told, then, near the beginning of the novel, "the
past," read also as Tradition in regards to Chicano ethnicity, "is never dead" (Alburquerque, 10), although individuals like Dominic and Johnson will always put it in
jeopardy. Its continued survival constitutes one of the high dramas of life, both in the
novel and in the realm of identity politics. So long as there is still Tradition to assist in its
recovery, however, we can rest assured that its "[sjtrands" can still be tied together (Ibid.,
10) and sense be made of the world.
Time and again, Anaya inscribes such concepts as identity, family, and commu
nity as distinct and unitary categories that are rarely, if ever, problematized. Time and
again, Chavez, the author of the next novel to be considered, does almost the complete
opposite. Her novel, then, is characteristic of others written in the era of postmodern eth
nicity, interrogates
traditional racial categories, meanings, and identities. It exposes race as
being something that is not essential, but a construct. Of course, this is
not to minimize the importance of race in our society, for it still plays a
big role in how individuals are perceived, defined, and treated. But now
race becomes one of many fectors that comprise a racial individual's so
cial identity. (Hogue, 21)

The contrasting metaphorical treatments by Anaya and Chavez of a common im
age, that involving an onion, may serve as a case in point. The former emphasizes that,
no matter what happens to its outer layers, the "core" of an onion cannot be stripped
away. "It will endure forever" (174). Certain aspects of Chicano identity and culture, in
other words, will remain constant. In the closing passages of Chavez's work, however, an
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onion is chopped into fine pieces and mixed into a tuna fish salad. It enhances the overall
flavor of the dish, but does not remain distinct from it, a cooking metaphor suggestive of
a very different social dynamic between the Chicano and "mainstream" populations. "It's
all in the way we do things.... Finitos. Finitos" (Chavez, 467). Action is what defines us,
not status. Ethnicity, while an important ingredient in social dynamics, is not the primary
one. It is one of many. Gender, class, sexual orientation, femify size, birth order, and
even geography can, under various situations, be forces equally constitutive to identity
and behavior.
Despite this and other differences between the novels. Face of an Angel is like
wise about an individual's attempts to reconstruct her past in the hopes of better under
standing herself and her present situatioa But her ability to do so through a linear retrac
ing is immediately cast into doubt, for knowledge, in her case, is as evasive as it is multiferious. Its markers shift and elude her constantly, sometimes successfully. At one point
in the novel, the form of which is a femily portrait, Soveida, its chief narrator and archi
tect, despairs that her femily is one "without a real history" but "a history of lies." It is,
rather, "[sjomeone's invention of what a femily should be" (Ibid., 53). Thus we find that
even though the principal storyteller of the work grew up knowing her familial relations,
she, like Abr^ is parentless, only in another sense. The roles have become jimibled.
She consequently dispenses with the hierarchical structure of the femily and replaces it
with an "acentered one" in which "individuals are interchangeable, defined onfy by their
state at a given moment" (Delueze and Guattari, 17, emphasis in the original). Hence,
"[her] mother, Dolly, is more like a sister to [her] now than a mother," and her "fether.
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Luardo, was never a real fether, [but] more like an unpleasant uncle." Bloodlines simply
do not constitute the same guidelines and personal anchors they do in Anaya. Soveida's
"real femily," as it turns out, skips around, consisting of her "grandmother. Mama Lupita,
and [her] cousin, Mara" (Chavez, 3). Even her namesake has little significance in terms
of a femily history and the larger meanings it might otherwise convey. It was taken at the
whim of her mother jfrom an obituary in the local paper.
Unlike Abran, Soveida, the protagonist of this second novel, is no fighter—not, at
least, in the traditional sense of the word. She is no leader either, no hero to the naasses.
Her stage is no boxing ring. She draws no crowds of admiring spectators. She does not
aspire to signify anything. She simply waitresses in El Parol, a Mexican restaurant
owned by Connie Larragoite and managed by her son, Larry. Her battles there are fought
on a daily basis and pertain to more interpersonal issues, and they are, as often as not,
primarily introspective in nature. She is not imbued with any sense of a greater (i.e., ra
cial) destiny. In her spare time, between ruminations about her life and femily, she is
writing a handbook for waitresses entitled The Book of Service.
The narrative tapestry of Face of an Angel, meanwhile, the work to which she
belongs, is not nearly so tightly woven as that of Alburquerque. Strands of stories,
though rich and colorfiil in detail, often trail ofl^ seemingly to nowhere, thereby finistrating any desire for closure in the reader. So it is, also, with the plans and lives of the char
acters described thereiiL Never turning out exactly the way they should, hopes and
dreams are as often abandoned as not, if they are not first interrupted prematurely by
events beyond the control of their authors. As Delueze and Guattari put it, the "tree" that
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pervades Anaya's narrative "imposes the verb 'to be,' but the febric of the rhizome" found
in Chavez's novel "is the conjunction, 'and...and...and...'" (25).
Consider the case of Manuel Dosamantes Iturbide, Soveida's great-grandfether on
her fethefs side. Bom in Guanajuato, Mexico, he came to the United States by way of
Nuevo Laredo. He worked for a while in Texas. Fearfiil of getting trapped in a rriarriage
to the daughter of his enq)loyer there, a woman he could not love, he hurriedly slipped off
like a coyote into the night, unintentionally leaving behind the pictures of his mother, fether, siblings, and himself After he lost those photographs, we are told, "he lost contact
with the world of his birth," a region in which the ancient, mummified dead "with leath
ery, caked limbs, dusty, sparse hair, flaccid breasts and crumbling penises" are not treated
with the reverence one would e^qject in Anaya, but "dug up and displayed for the tour
ists" (Ibid., 7-8). Contrary, also, to what one would expect in Anaya, this schism, this
severance from homeland that this man experiences, does not disable him. He simply
does not look bacL "Where are you going? Where are you coming from? What are you
heading for?" From the perspective of nomadic ideology, Delueze and Guattari describe
these as "totally useless questions" (25). Instead of adopting retrospection, Manuel Dos
amantes Iturbide merely sets out, his mindset very much that of a Walter Johnson, even a
nomad. "His view was now of another land, a land where his children would grow and
flourish" (Chavez, 8). We are told that "[h]is destination was California, but he never
made it" (Ibid., 5). Eventual^, his journey yet unfinished, he settles in Agua Oscura, a
small ferming community in southern New Mexico, but there his heart remains ever rest
less, ever nomadic. "[TJhere was no one" in his immediate vicinity that "he could love.
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If he was to love anyone, it would have to be someone from fer away, someone who
would come to him out of the vast unknown" (Ibid., 8). He does not seek stability, in
other words, in someone from the same place, someone with the same background,
someone of a similar ^pearance. He seeks emichment through difference, and he finds
it in the person of Elena Harrell, "a radiant young woman with blond hair [and] blue
eyes" whose fether, an American working in Mexico as "a miner and speculator," spoke
"impeccable Spanish" (Ibid., 9). With him as her companion, "she [feels] so comfortable
[that] she didn't have to be Elena HarreU, American citizen. In her heart, she was Elena
Harrell, a Mexican whose fether was an Anglo" (Ibid., 10). The two lovers remain for
the rest of their lives indifferent, if not oblivious, to the issues of status and the boimdaries between aggregates that so preoccupy Anaya. Their attitude in this regard pervades,
in feet, much of the rest of the novel
Together Manuel and Elena establish a ferm that eventually stretches to over five
hundred acres. But that period of prosperity in the femily ends abruptly when their only
son, Profetario, angered that they intended to divide the land equally between the male
and female offepring, storms off to town, there to set up La Esquina Market. It was that
departure, we are told, precipitated by the selfishness of a male heir, and not the ones that
preceded it, that signaled the demise of "whatever peace there ever was in the Dosamantes family" (Ibid., 135).
The land base of such paramoimt i^:^)ortance in Anaya to Chicano identity is most
certainly lost in this story, but, rather than being taken, it was abandoned by the very per
son who stood most to benefit from it. It is this very self-destructive tendency on both an
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individual and community level among Chicanos that becomes the subject and focus of
much of Chavez's work. In Anaya, placing blame creates no internal conflicts. Those
who exploit and endanger the Chicano community are, almost without exception, outsid
ers to it. In Chavez, however, those who do so are, as often as not, Chicanos themselves.
Such individuals, themselves belonging to "an oppressed culture," participate in what she
calls a vicious "cycle of oppression" of which women have often feUen victim, as well as
"those who have dark skin or people who are laborers and so on and so forth." She de
scribes, in feet. Face of an Angel as "exploring a lot of those themes" (Balassi, 164).
Her fiction, then, like that of Anaya, as well as that of many other Chicano authors, may
still be said to be traditional in that it is "committed" to a political agenda on behalf of the
downtrodden, but it exposes very different forms of exploitation and in very different
places. Her lens is merely turned inward. Such an enphasis opens up an entirely differ
ent set of issues in regards to ethnic relations, one that might be described as "postmod
ern" in its recognition of the conflicting and sometimes contradictoiy network of desires
that are at work within the ethnic commimity itseL^ an entity once posited as homogene
ous and unified by the culturalist discourse of modernism.
Profetario most certainly exhibits immaturity, selfishness, irresponsibility, and
shortsightedness in his abandonment of the ferm. "[Ljiving with two wives, two femilies," he proves himself to be a "rascal" in other ways as well. "The Dosamantes name fit
him," we are told, given that, throughout his life, he is "eternally split between two lov
ers" (Ibid., 11). Biterbo Loera, great-grandfether to Soveida on her mother's side, like
wise has two femilies, one in Chihuahua and the other in Agua Oscura. Their split lives
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might be likened to a bipolar pull in terms of allegiance between languages and cultures
of the United States and Mexico, respectively.
Luardo, Soveida's father, ejqjands even fiirther upon the lifestyle and lessons of
his male progenitor. He does so by fiirther fiiagmenting his love interests among a much
larger array of women, this in a process best described, perhaps, as the "reification" of
romance—the treatment of women as objects on an assembly line. Unfortunately, he is
forever "a divided man, unable to ever come together within himself' (Ibid., 11). The
reasons for this compartmentalization of the self are not so difficult to determine. To
abuse those closest to oneself such as a q)ouse, son, or daughter, one must first build an
elaborate set of internal divisions that allow the coexistence of contradictions. One mani
festation of this is the hidden maintenance of a polygamous lifestyle in the midst of a
monogamous value system. At least in this respect, Luardo comes to represent "a multi
tude of men" to Soveida. "All troubled. Sick. U^thout boundaries" (Ibid., 402), none of
whom can satisfectorily resolve such contradictions in their lives as a woman with the
"fece of an angel" who nevertheless "likes to fiick" (Ibid., 375).
As the novel proceeds, other male characters similarly prove themselves incapa
ble of monogamy. Soveida's first husband, Ivan Torres, stands as yet another case in
point. Rhetorically speaking, he is basically a good man, one who identifies hiojself as
Chicano, espouses solidarity with the campesinos "breaking their backs in [the] lettuce
fields" of California, and awakens in Soveida an awareness of "the people [she] was sup
posed to be connected to and yet barely knew" (Ibid., 131). "I want to do something for
my people, I mean, really do something," he announces in all sincerity to Soveida on
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their first date. "Not just talk about equality, but make some kind of impact on our life
here" (Ibid., 130). But for all his good intentions on the theoretical level, Ivan ultimately
comes up short on the personal one. He betrays his idealism and high ambitions in ex
change for the sexual prowess of "La Virgie," a "floozy" known in Agua Oscura for regu
larly befiiending women, then stealing their boyfiiends or husbands at her first opportu
nity. Chavez's treatment of him, however, is never judgmental in tone. It is, instead,
wistfiil and sad. Dazzled by fleeting images of beauty, Ivan, a potential leader in the
Chicano community, abandons a long-term relationship for short-lived pleasures, first
with one woman, then another and another.
Infidelity, however, is only one of many ejqpressions of this inability to synthesize
the self that gives rise to internal contradictions. These the author exposes without apol
ogy, one by one. The product of State ideology and its preoccupation with issues of
status, they occur whenever a Chicano tries to amputate some aspect or component of his
or her being in an act reminiscent of Julia Kristeva's sense of the "abject." Luardo, for
instance, only speaks Spanish when he has to and looks down on many of his fellow
Mexicans, especially those having a heavy accent (Ibid., 119). "You should marry above
yourselj^" he advises his daughter at one point, alluding to racial and linguistic hierar
chies within the Chicano community itself. "Don't date anyone too dark," he emphasizes,
"especially Mexicans." Apparently suffering firom anmesia in regards to his own family
history, Luardo fiirther forbids his daughter even to consider marrying "someone fi-om
another country" (Ibid., 38). Other subterfiiges abound elsewhere. Mama Lupita,
Soveida's grandmother, tries to deny that she has any Indian blood in her, despite the feet
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that she has the same brown hands as her loyal and life-long maid, Oralia (Ibid., 139),
who she also refuses to

is her best fiiend, until it is almost too late. In another case

of prejudice, the very "viejitas" who "would never allow their daughters to many a black"
(Ibid., 56) are the same ones who revere San Martin de Porres, a patron saint of the
Catholic church and a black man with "think curly hair" not unlike that of some Chicanos.
Such hypocrisy gives rise to other moments of irony and humor. One character
previously mentioned, Connie Larragoite, sends her Chicano son off to Vermont to meet
"someone nice," a "suitable" mate in her estimation, meaning, "someone Anglo." She
learned her lesson, having once been married to a man from the barrio named Eddie, a
lover of Mexican polkas and a "card-carrying member of La Raza Unida." "The combina
tion [between her husband and her] could never work." Though both of Mexican Ameri
can descent, he was from the working class, and she, from the upper middle (Ibid., 146).
Now she wants her middle-aged son to do better than she did. Sure enough, Larry, ever
the dutiiiil child, returns with an Anglo bride, but one who insists on his learning Spanish,
a language he had theretofore refused to speak, and who eventually becomes more fluent
at it than he. Sometimes, Chavez suggests through her fiction, "outsiders" to an ethnic
group who enthusiastically embrace it validate its culture and mechanisms in ways that
"insiders" cannot. There are no absolute boundaries in terms of membership.
The feilure of ethnic categorization becomes especially apparent in regards to
Chavez's treatment of foods and cooking. One scene in particular contrasts markedfy in
this respect with Anaya's more purist aesthetic. The best-tasting Mexican dip, as it turns
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out in Face of an Angel, is made from Velveeta cheese. "That's not Mexican," com
plains one of the customers. Hell," retorts the cook, "it's more Mexican than you think....
You want real Mexican food, go out and buy a can of Spam and fry it up! Or get some
potted meat and sl^ it on a tortilla" (Ibid., 167). Material culture is dismissed as the de
terminant of ethnic authenticity. What is Chicano, Chavez seems to say, is whatever
Chicanos do. For Soveida, in terms of whatever Chicanos eat, it is junk food. Her Manaa
and Oralia, though both excellent cooks, are "never above a meal of canned corned beef
or canned salmon, with a side of canned creansed com and canned cling peaches for des
sert, with small-curd cottage cheese." Soveida confesses ftuther that she has always
loved "fried Spam sandwiches or a tortilla filled with potted meat and mayonnaise,"
while her mother loves hamburgers, and her fether, "fried chicken and fish sandwiches."
She recalls that Ivan, her first husband, "thrived on pork with red chile," while Veryl, her
second, an Anglo, "loved hot Mexican food with plenty of cheese... [and] flour tortillas"
(Ibid., 253). Time and again, individual tastes prove not necessarily to be an extension of
group identity. One of the best cooks in the history of El Parol turns out in Chavez, not
surprisingly, to be an Afro-American. Although "[s]ome of the stafi^" we leam, "had
vigorously opposed" his hiring, "[t]he whole matter surge[s] up, [i]s briefly unpleasant,
and then, like everything else about [the place], bec[omes a part ofj accepted and colorful
history" (Ibid., 361).
Such positive, redemptive moments are inter^rsed throughout the novel with
those of disappointment and heartache. Soveida, clearly the character with whom the au
thor wants her readers most to empathize, does not lead an easy life by any means. As a
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waitress on her feet all day long, she is underpaid and largely unappreciated. She seems
especially to have bad luck with men. But her problems, whatever they may be, rarely
pertain to identity. In direct contrast to Anaya, Chavez celebrates, overall, rather than
censures, a world in which individuals partake in multiple cultures on a daily basis. Their
willingness to do so, moreover, does not constitute a betrayal to the collectivity to which
they supposedly belong. Illustrative of this point, Soveida regularly waits tables in a
number of eating areas, each decorated in such a way as to simulate a culture and place,
primarily for the benefit of tourists. One day she is in the Teepee Room, its tables situ
ated beneath large canopies, and another, in the Kachina Room, its walls filled with the
carved figures of Hopi deities. On yet another day, she might be assigned to work in ei
ther the Stalactite Room, the Roadrunner Room, or the Turquoise Room.
Soveida does not consider her work demeaning. Friends and femily, however, of
ten ask her what she plans to do with her life, questions that imply that they feel she is
squandering her talents and potential In their estimation, her job is not worthy of her;
she needs to adopt and pursue a profession, they feel, if she ever hopes to gain any sense
of self-worth. Such thinking reflects the influence of State ideology on feminism,
whereby work conducted in the office is more highly regarded than that in the home.
Mara, her cousin, sees Soveida's waitressing as analogous to her relationship with men.
She sees her as falling into the same role as their aunt and mother, respectively, as "bow
ing to all the men who come into her life and then scraping up their crusty filth and say
ing thank you, sir" (Ibid., 53). What few seem to understand is that Soveida actually
finds fulfillment in her work, even divine purpose. "My waitressing," she writes in The
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Book of Service, "is connected with, some might say based, even bound, in a divine,
preordained beKef in individual service" (Ibid., 171). Seeing the world in layers only,
they confuse what she advocates with "subservience." Only Soveida seems to recognize
that State ideology inevitabfy produces hierarchies, even when employed for positive
ends, such as the empowerment of women in a male-dominated economy, or of a minor
ity group in a pluralistic society, and that these always, sooner or later, result in the re
placement of one form of oppression with another. Only Soveida seeks their elimination
altogether. As evidence of this, she notes elsewhere in her handbook that "[l]ife... is ser
vice, no matter what our station in it" (Ibid., 172), and, in this respect, her political beliefe
are perhaps the most radical of alL
By the end of the novel, all that remain of the Dosamantes femily, Soveida notes,
are the women.

Grandmothers. Mothers. Daughters. All of us with a chain of absent
men. Men who might have touched us. Instead, we eased each other's
discomfort as best we could, as much as we were able at the time. (Ibid.,
399)

She herself is pregnant with the child of Tirzio, an unhappily, but nonetheless steadfastly,
married man. Her situation, however, does not pron:5)t her to anger and the rejection of
the notion of service. Instead, she clings to it all the more fiercely. Her abiding loyalty
to the concept suggests that she recognizes, if only on a subconscious level, that State
ideology, for all its contributions to Chicanos in terms of political representation and af
firmative action, reproduces hierarchies that have done little, if anything, to improve the
situation of women in the home.
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Significantly, the tone of this passage expresses disappointment, but not despair.
Such a distinction reinforces the impermanence of emotional as well as other states and
the highly nomadic nature of contemporary experience. Indignation at collective mis
treatment, whether its basis pertain to gender or ethnicity, is important in terms of fueling
political activism on behalf of the injured party, but it relies upon retrospection and, in so
doing, its vision is limited and represents only one method for promoting positive change.
After the suicide of her second husband, Veryl, Soveida would sometimes seek
solace at his graveside. Oralia, her mother's maid, a character invested with the virtue of
strong coimsel, protests that she does so on much too regular a basis. She cautions her in
the following manner:

Stop going to there, Soveida. It isn't good. The spirits of the dead have a
way of capturing you after a while. They want company, Soveida. They
want living flesh to hold and warm hands to grasp. Pull yourself out of
there, or your soul may fly away.... Release the dead. You are living and
they have moved on.... No sorrow can fill the crowded earth. The dead
aren't there anymore, Soveida. You're praying to ashes. (Ibid., 264)

In a similar manner, fixed, homogeneous ethnic categories have become too constrictive.
They are like dead things that have largely outlived their constitutive quality and useftilness and need now, more or less, to be abandoned. The following passage m^ht be said
to describe, in metaphorical terms, the fiitility in attempts to impose them.

[It got to where] I was afiaid to sleep, because Veryl would appear in my
dreams. But it was always a double, a Veryl inq)ersonator...There was
always something amiss, incon:5)lete. And as much as I wanted to see
and talk to the Veryl I once knew, he was always out of reach, in another
room, behind a filmy curtain, and my feet would be as heavy as earth,
imable to move. (Ibid., 262)
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Face of an Angel, then, like so many other works of postmodernism, embodies a "rhizomatic direction" in that it "overthrow[s] ontology, do[es] away with foundations, and nullifi[ies] endings and beginnings" (Delueze and Guattari, 25). Its unifying theme, if any
thing, pertains, in Chavez's own words, to "a sense of acceptance and mercifiil love for
characters" who, as human beings, are, without exception, "not perfect" (Balassi, 168).
This stands in marked contrast to the theme of establishing place and definition that per
vades the works of Anaya.
In closing, it might prove instructive to contrast the ways in which Anaya and
Chavez imaginatively reconstruct "home" as the basis for better understanding the ways
in which State and nomadic ideology dominate their work, req)ectively. Our experience
of home, after all, gives shape to the first paradigms through which we view ourselves
and those aroimd us. It often serves as the seat of our nostalgia and a standard by which
we measure the rest of the world. It lives on in us in what Anaya describes as the search
for the "core of values" that persists in the "archetypes" and "primal symbols" that all
humankind "share[s] in common" (Dick and Sirias, 22) and in what Chavez describes as
the "search for order and clarity" in action, "in whatever [we] do" (Chavez, 166). For
Anaya, home wiU forever remain nestled in a river valley, protected by the surrounding
mountains, a place where autonomy is valued but ever threatened. Its "structure of feel
ing," in the terminology of the Marxist cultural critic Raymond M^Uiams, is that of enclo
sure configured positively- For Chavez, however, it will be always elsewhere, and
therein lies the source of her stubborn resistance to bounded experience in the form of
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categorization. Though she says she loves New Mexico, she has always felt most "truly
[at] home" in Mexico, the place where her mother, who "instilled in [her] a love for the
country and the people and the literature" (Ibid., 163), went to school, the place beyond
borders.

PART THREE: STATE AND NOMADIC CONSTRUCTIONS OF
WHITENESS IN TWO SOUTHERN NOVELS

Every extended family has at least one—the ne'er-do-well cousin who shows up,
uninvited, at the femily reunion. Clothes mismatched and rumpled, hair slightly dishev
eled from sleeping in the back of his car, he staggers garrulously among his relatives,
alternately entertaining and scandalizing them with his drunken oratory, a pint of Sloe gin
or whiskey or some other appropriate beverage ensconced in his back pants pocket.
Inevitably, the gathered kin will begin tease one another as to whose genes are to blame
for such antisocial behavior, and they wiU seek, as much as possible, to disassociate
themselves from any defective elements in the genetic pool At such times, they are
seized with the sudden desire that the femily be "deterritorialized," that the "arborescent"
schemata that dominate Western reality and entrap individuals in fixed forms and
destinies be dismantled. But the femify "tree," despite their momentary misgivings,
remains a potent and steadfest model in their minds for the organization of human
relationsh^.
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In genealogy, the child is grafted onto one or another of its branches, "is made to
take root in the femily, be photogr^hed under the fether, be traced onto the mother's
bed" (Delueze and Guattari 14). Similar processes occur in Western agriculture. "[T]he
fields carved fi-om the forest are populated with seed plants produced by cultivation based
on species lineages of the arborescent type" (Ibid.. 18). Com, sugar cane, and grass are
related, according to this schemata, by way of a common, long-ago ancestor. Animal
husbandry likevwse "selects lineages forming an entire animal arborescence" (18). Cows,
oxen, and bufi&lo share "roots." They form branches or ofifehoots of the same species.
Atavistic cultures inscribe trees. In them the entire "community takes shape
around a Genesis, a creation story in \\iiich there is uninterrupted lineage firom fether to
son, with no illegitimacy" allowable (Glissant 114). Their loyal subjects consider that the
extent to wiiich designated traditions have been modified measures the degree to which
the intervening generations have succumbed to contamination from the "outside." One is
here reminded of the Taliban in AfghanistaiL Indignant and self-righteous, they scrawl
hasty borders in the dirt between what belongs to the culture and what does not; they dare
anyone to step across the line; they consolidate their power by way of taboos and other
restrictive practices.

The commimity's ontological relationship with territory is so tight that it
not only authorizes aggrandizement of territory—^as with colonialism—
but also foresees y/hat is to come, -what is going to be conquered, and
what is going to be discovered.. .Just as the community tries to keep it
self pure firom any outside assault, so it seeks to establish its own su
premacy in the outside world, inqjosing upon that world the fiiture it en
visions for itself (Ibid.. 114-115).
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Atavistic regimes, in other words, territorialize and striate not only that which lies within
their boundaries but in their paths, as well They do so unrelentingly by way of what Delueze and Guattari describe as "tree logic."

All of tree logic is a logic of tracing and reproduction....[IJts object is an
unconscious that is itself representative, crystallized into codified com
plexes, laid out along a genetic axis and distributed within a syntagmatic
structure. Its goal is to describe a de fecto state, to maintain balance in
intersubjective relations, or to explore an imconscious that is already
there from the start, lurking in the dark recesses of memory and lan
guage. It consists of tracing, on the basis of an overcoding structure or
supporting axis, something that comes ready-made. (12)

Epic literature, particularly that of atavistic cultures, also forms trees. IndeKbly
connected to the people who produce it, it seeks always, but especially in critical times,
"to fortify a community's identity and sense of destiay" (Glissant 18). It does so by way
of tracing the founding set of experiences, principles, and actions—the cognitive territory,
so to speak—that forges in any given human collectivity a sense of nationhood and com
mon purpose.

Observe how American cinema...is bent on sublimating, through epic,
the country's crushing defeats: the Alamo, Little Bighorn, Pearl Harbor,
Vietnam—anafyzing tiie tenqwraiy and precise reasons for the defeat
and magnifying the eternal reasons that, out of defeat, have led and will
lead to new and enduring victory. (Ibid.. 18)

Ultimately, epics seek to restore to the community that produces them a sense of dignity,
order, and legitimacy. They do so by way of showing a people's capacity to sublimate
temporary defeats into a final, just, and enduring victory. Hence, in the aftermath of Sep
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tember 11,2001 in the United States, the search for heroes, whose actions trace epics,
became almost as frantic as that for survivors.
To feil in this sublimation, this transformation of great losses into even greater,
future gains, observes Edouard Glissant, is, for any society, "intolerable" (21). Yet that is
precisely the situation in which the Southern white leadership found itself still languish
ing one hundred years after having suffered an ignominious defeat in defense of an un
conscionably cruel and blatantly exploitative regime. The landed aristocracy could have
recovered the charred but still solid beams from the ruins the Yankee armies left in their
wakes and begun immediately the work of rebuilding a new and better version of the
original "great house" it once inhabited. It could have, in other words, envisioned a more
just, equitable, and inclusive society for its citizenry, regardless of race or creed; it could
have been proactive. Instead, it hung on bitterly to its past "glory" and adopted igno
minious practices ranging from Jim Crow legislation to lynchings for reasserting its old
will to power. In so doing, it became hnpotent, unable to manage its own afi&irs hu
manely, until, due to this incapacity, it would be cuckolded by federal intervention.
Meanwhile, slowly, ineluctably, its remaining plantations, its large, constitutive parcels
of land—once "[ajbsurdly geometrical, almost unreal in the surrounding proliferation of
wilderness"—^would be "broken up piece by piece," some of them sold for such mundane
purposes as a golf course (Glissant 41). This dispersal would occur hand in hand vwth
that of the old economic order and ways of thinking and living that had depended upon
them.
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Everywhere in contradistinction to the logic of the tree lies that of the rhizome.
This methodology proceeds by way of mapping, instead of tracing. In so doing, it fosters
connections between diverse fields rather than distinctions, and the removal of blockages,
rather than their reinforcement. Under its banner, seemingly disparate elements give
shape to a rhizome. Delenze and Guattari, by way of explanation, ask that their readers
consider the wasp and the orchid, "heterogeneous elements," one an insect and the other,
the reproductive organ of a plant—completely unrelated by way of tree logic. Yet, when
one crawls into the other to gather pollen, a "capture of code" occurs,

a veritable becoming, a becoming-wasp of the orchid and a becomingorchid of the wasp... [T]he two becomings interlink and form re
lays...There is neither imitation nor resemblance, only an exploding of
two heterogeneous series on the line of flight conqwsed by a common
rhizome that can no longer be attributed to or subjugated by anything
signifying. (10)

The rhizomatic South blithely dispenses with purist and atavistic definitions of
identity. It recognizes that the many cultures circulating within its body intermingle on a
regular basis, and have done so for centuries, and, further, that the boundaries between
them continually shift, overlap, and dissolve, if ever they even existed in the first place.
It celebrates rather than laments this process, this interpenetration of multiple machines
and economies, and it generally perceives and portrays itself as in a state of flux rather
than decline.
*

*

*

*

*
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The fina l section of this dissertation considers two Twentieth-century authors
whose works interrogate constructions of whiteness in the southeastern United States.
The first, "\\^lliam Faulkner, does so by means of trees. His methodology is evident in
the way in which femily figures so prominently in his literary landscape. This basic so
cial unit looms on the horizon, giant and silhouetted against the sky, oppressive in some
respects, liberating in others, but dwarfing all else in its influence on his protagonists.
His work, though, does not convey State ideology so much as it critiques and subverts it.
The second, Cormac McCarthy, a postmodernist Southerner, operates by way of rhi
zomes. In his novels, the role of the femily tends to be negligible, obscure, one vine
among many weaving its way through the foliage, glimpsed intermittently, if at alL His
human subjects are imbedded in so many forces operating simultaneoxisly, and sometimes
quite precipitately, on their lives as to render them almost objects themselves, com
pressed like fossils between layers of shale. AH of those influences vie for ascendancy in
the forging of destinies. None of them, though, least of all those pertaining to femily,
achieve any overpowering or enduring influence. Ultimately, his life works, inherently
incon^atible with settlement ideology, eschew territorialization altogether. They, like
Huckleberry Finn, restlessly strike out for the territory, leaving any would-be Yoknapatawpha County behind, becoming in subsequent novels vectors headed westwardly.
Before proceeding fiirther into a discussion and analysis of Faulkner's and
McCarthy's works, it is worth noting that other authors studied thus fer in this disserta
tion have been paired on the basis of their sharing a common ethnicity. In this respect,
this last section seems to represent a radical departure fi-om those that have preceded it.
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As Southern, white males, Faulkner and McCarthy, to put it plainly, are arguably more
marked by their report than their ethnicity. Certainly, neither author's ancestors were
historically and collectively relegated to any secondary status in society due simply to the
pigmentation of their skin—treatment resulting in alienation from their nationhood. But
cultural forms of discrimioation might be just as effective as racial ones in galvanizing
ethnic identity.
It is no great secret that miflattering portrayals of white Southemers have long
proliferated in the nation's popular culture, sometimes deservedly, sometimes not. H. L.
Mencken, the newspaper columnist and cultural commentator from Baltimore, indulged
early in such public bashing in his dismissal of the entire South as "the Sahara of the Bozart." Such stereotyping persisted throughout the Twentieth Century. Long after it becanae unacceptable in the wake of the Civil Rights Movement to poke fiin at ethnic mi
norities in polite circles, it remained fashionable to ridicule white Southemers without
quarter, especially the poor ones. They "ma[d]e a perfect target for displaced white racist
aggression, for one c[ould] denigrate them [without] feeling like or even beii^ called
'radst'" (Newitz 152). Such primetime television programs as The Beverly Hillbillies,
The Dukes of Hazard, and Hee Haw well illustrate the widespread acceptability of this
practice. Sometimes, as in the case of the best-selling Tobacco Road and Deliverance,
Southemers themselves engaged in the portrayal of their region and many of those who
inhabited it as backwards and perverse. The cumulative effect of such negative stereo
typing, regardless of its accuracy, and source, inevitably engenders a siege mentality in
any groiqj subjected to it on a systematic enough basis.
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The race-tribe exists onfy at the level of an oppressed race, and in the
name of the oppression it suffers: there is no race but inferior, minoritarian; there is no dominant race; a race is defined not by its purity but
rather by the impurity conferred upon it by a system of domination.
(Delueze and Guattari 366)

"A group that is the object of discrimination or believes itself to be," notes the so
ciologist Lewis Killian, "may react by developing a defensive group consciousness that
sets it apart even more and serves to preserve its distinctiveness" (5). In the case of white
Southerners, many seem to have come to consider themselves a beleaguered minority in
regards to the rest of the country. Such sentiments are e)q)ressed by way of "a regional
ethnocentrism that has become the basis of a minority psychology" (Killian, 12) and indi
cates the type of lingering separatist mindset necessary to the maintenance of ethnic
boundaries.
The sociologist John Shelton Reed, a longtime feculty member of the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, now considered a "resident expert" on Southern iden
tity, finther supports this theory that white Southerners constitute an ethnic group, that
they are, in many ways, more "like immigrant groups" than not. Collectively, for in
stance, they speak closely related dialects, which together serve as an "ethnic markef'
(29), and they maintain such speech patterns despite the ubiquitous influence of "stan
dard" English on television and film. This lends credence to the claim that they do not
desire erasure altogether of those traits that keep them distinct from other groups, though
they are sometimes conflicted about this collective association. Reed's exhaustive re
search, the result of a longitudinal study of over ten years, fiirther documents consider
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able cohesiveness among white Southerners in terms of their attitudes, behaviors, values,
beliefe, and expectations. It finds this to be the case despite myriad "outside" influences,
ones which, if anything, have intensified over the last several decades. The numerous
differences, meanwhile, that exist between white Southerners and their American coun
terparts in terms of their "religious beliefe and practices (even [when] conaparing only
Protestants), [and] in [their] attitudes toward the femily and local community" cannot be
attributed in "any obvious way" to "regional and economic" variables (34). Perhaps, as
Reed notes, such patterns emerge fi-om the feet that, historically. Southerners—^and this
includes Caucasian and Afi^o-American alike—either remained or became, as the case
may be, Americans "against their will" (29). Whatever the reason, white Southerners,
Reed concludes, have developed "a sense of group identity based on their shared history
and their cultural distinctiveness in the present" (6).
Like other ethnic groups studied in earlier chapters of this dissertation, white
Southerners who stake out their identity by way of territorialization invoke a Grand Nar
rative, one told in jxixtaposition to that of the rest of the nation. It begins with what
Charles Reagan Wilson describes as a "mythic perspective" on history, with "the idea of a
Colonial Eden." During this earliest time period, white settlers, the founding fethers,
carve great plantations fi-om vast tracts of wilderness—never mind the inconvement feet
that Native American tribes had been clearing and ferming them for centuries. What
emerges firom such monumental effort is a highly ordered civilization, but one that is ul
timately doomed, due to its moral contamination by the institution of slavery. Its fell is
resisted in the form of a great and bloody Civil War. The military campaign, led by such
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heroic figures as Generals Robert E. Lee and "Stonewall" Jackson, constitutes a noble but
nonetheless "Lost Cause." What follows is a dark, shamefiil period, the "materialistic
New South," one ushered in by outsiders, carpetbaggers and northern industrialists,
among others, who in:5)0se, collectively, a shift firom agricultural to industrial commerce.
The social upheavals their economic invasion engenders peak in "expressions of a Savage
SoutL" It is largely to this time period and version of Southern history that Faulkner's
works attend, "^thin a few generations, this shamefiil era subsides, however, supplanted
by "the idea of the Sun Belt," \\iuch somewhat redeems the South, fusing it with southern
California m a prosperous world anchored, on one end, by Disneyland and, on the other,
Disney World (4). Eventually, the long-sufifering South, a noble but tragically flawed
and misunderstood player on the North American stage, emerges, phoenix-like, from the
ashes of History. As evidence of this ascension, it has even managed to produce four of
the country's last eight presidents.

[One] measure of Faulkner's enormous literary achievement is his con
struction of race as central to his fiction, to his representation of charac
ters, specifically his construction of white characters and whiteness, and
to the metaphorical power of his language struggling with an interroga
tion of what it means to be white. (Davis 177)

Yet the South and, by extension, the whites that inhabit it, have always been
marked by much greater diversity than any such dominant, linear, and unitary version of
their history would ever allow. When asked by the developer of an orientation program
for newcomers to the South for his advice as to \diat someone moving to the region
should know, John Shelton Reed acknowledges as much when he responds:
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W. J. Cash wrote a half-centuiy ago [in The Mind of the Southi that there
are many Souths, and that may be even more true now. The South in
corporates several different economies, many different landscapes. It
has some of America's largest and festest-growing metropolitan areas,
with some of the country's wealthiest suburbs. It has some of the na
tion's poorest counties, which have lost population for decades. It has
university towns and military bases, elegant resorts and tacky ones.
Even among its rural communities and small market towns there are ob
vious differences: the mountains aren't the piedmont, and both of those
are different jfrom the coastal plain. The Southwest is something else
again. And then there's Florida. (137)

While going through old femily photographs for the first time, some of them dat
ing back to the mid-1800s, I recently discovered the extent to \\iuch my own, seemingly
homogeneous Southern heritage exhibits, on a much smaller scale, such diversity as is—
and always has been—^found throughout the region. My paternal grandmother, who spent
her entire life in Mississippi, was the third child and eldest daughter of an Irish Catholic
foreman for the railroad. In 1926, she entered into matrimony with my grandfether, a
long-waisted individual of some Norwegian but primarily Scotch-Irish descent who had
moved into the region firom Illinois after World War I. Given the hostility that still ex
isted between those ethnic groups and their respective religions at the time, let alone that
between "Yankees" and "Rebels," their marriage amounted to the equivalent of a tum-ofthe-century mixed-race household.
As it turns out, my grandmother was also one quarter Chickasaw. Her grand
mother, Fannie May Gray, was a full-blooded and registered member of the tribe. No
one in my femily, of course, had ever bothered to mention any of this to me, until a few
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years ago, when a daughter was bom to me of half-Navajo descent. Growing up, I had
only known nty grandmother, now deceased, as having blue eyes and white hair—^not the
"typical" phenotype for indigenous ancestry. In a photograph I recently acquired of her
as a young woman, she smiles lovingly at vay prematurely balding grandfather, her long,
dark braids—^almost jet-black at the time—tied up on top of her head.
My maternal grandparents, by way of contrast, seemed even more generic in
terms of their Southern heritage. One of my great-great grandfathers on that side, accord
ing to the family history, served as a cook in the Confederate army. His family belonged
to that most maligned of the disenfranchised groups of the South—^not the AfroAmericans, former slaves and Freedmen whose righteous struggle for civil rights came to
capture the imagination of the country in the 1960s, but poor Whites, today often desig
nated disparagingly as "White Trash." They lived in the midst of Choctaws in the hill
country northeast of Jackson, Mississippi, along the Pearl River. Then comes the frag
menting detail in terms of their purported conventionality. They lived in Union County,
so renamed after the Civil War because its inhabitants, though mostly White, were
largely opposed to slavery and secession from the United States. The land there was ill
suited for large-scale agriculture. So, too, for that matter, were the piney woods and
swamps located elsewhere throughout much of the South, not to mention the foothills and
mountains of Appalachia. The relatively impoverished populations traversing such topogr^hies frequently held—contrary to the popular stereotype—enlightened, anti-slavery
attitudes. Thomas SoweU, a contemporary Afro-American sociologist, reports, in fact,
that "[t]he first periodical in the United States devoted exclusively to the abolition of
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slavery was [actually] published in eastern Tennessee" (191), in areas occupied by people
of mostfy German and Scotch-Irish descent. They were White collaborators with the Un
derground Railroad whose histories have been, for the most part, marginalized by the
Grand Narrative of the South, just as has been the plight of the Irish in New York City
during the same time period.
Like my femify, the South con^rises, then as now, more a "composite" than an
"atavistic" culture, one that emerges, in feet, from "many contradictory atavistic cultures"
with no single, unitary creation story sufiScient to satisfy the needs of its various popula
tions. Its ever disruptive elements, its "outside," appeared not only in the form of Yankee
industrialists and, much later, multinational corporations, what Delueze and Guattari call
"huge worldwide machines," but also in "the local mechanisms of bands, margins, [and]
minorities, which continue to affirm the rights of segmentary societies in opposition to
the organs of State power" (360). The people belonging to such diverse strands as ex
isted not only in my femily but throughout the South could never achieve as binding a
consensus on the subjugation of one people by another as might have once been popularfy thought. They could never render the colonial e^ansion and the slave system that
enabled it as "naturally legitimate" (Glissant 115). This feilure, according to the tenets of
tree logic, produces an epic tension, a legacy, or lack thereof and a cry for legitimacy.
The South, in keeping with its conqjosite nature, might be said to this day to have
elements that correspond imaginatively to tree and rhizome alike. On the one hand, there
is the Deep South, home to genteel traditions and charm. Its hub is the plantation, pre
sided over by a landed aristocracy, speakers of a soft and melodious dialect, such as that
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emulated by Val Kilmer in his portrayal of Doc Holiday in Tombstone. Such terrain con
stitutes what Delueze and Guattari call "sedentary space." It is "striated by wails, enclo
sures, and roads between enclosures" (381). Such territory in the South is organized
along straight horizontals of cotton and other crops, ones interrupted perpendicularly by
roads, fences, and fields for livestock, and along verticals of clear-cut racial hierarchies,
divisions of labor—even the Corinthian columns of the plantation homes themselves. It
embodies the triumph of State ideology in that "the territorial principle becomes domi
nant," (Ibid.. 388), overlaying even the slaves themselves. In its realm, "phenomena con
stituting an overcoding are produced, phenomena of centering, unification, totalization,
integration, hierarchization, and finalization" (Ibid.. 41). Each creature is allocated its
place in this grand design. Appropriately, what becomes the emblematic plant for such a
world is a tree, specifically, the magnolia, and the domesticated variety at that, its blos
soms so white and fi-agile that they bruise at the slightest touch.
On the other hand, there is the Appalachian, Snuffy Smith South, the region's
"smooth" or "nomadic" space, useless for agricultural purposes, resistant to lineal princi
ples, even to lineage itself and portrayed, whether feirly or not, by property regimes as
home to extreme backwardness and perversity: racist, illiterate, xenophobic, incestuous,
cruel, slothfiil, and dirt poor. Significantly, such negative attributes are assigned primar
ily to the poor and uneducated "White underclass"~a dispossessed, disadvantaged, "sub
species" deserving of our ridicule and, on rare occasions, our pity (Carr, 3). Only the
"hillbillies" and backwoodsmen exhibit the worst pathologies in this equation.
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[S]tereotypes of white trash and "hillbillies" are replete with references
to dangerous and excessive sexuality; rape (both heterosexual and ho
mosexual), incest, and sexual abuse are supposed to be common prac
tices among poor rural whites. Yet we know that sexual abuse occurs in
all segments of the population. But white trash is associated with and
blamed for the kinds of sexuality people may experience no matter what
their class background. This is likewise the case when poor whites are
stereotyped as virulently racist in conqiarison with their wealthier white
counterparts. As long as the poor are said to possess such traits, people
can convince themselves that the poor should be cast out of mainstream
society, that they deserve what they get. (Wray and Newitz 171)

Such individuals generally live in inhospitable places on the fringes of society. In
the rural areas of the South, these rhizomatic spaces include swamps, hollows. Big
Woods, and hill country; in the urban, they include railway yards, hobo camps, ghettos,
run-down trailer parks, highway imderpasses, and riverfronts. What becomes the em
blematic plant for marginalized denizens is no tree but kudzu, a vine, erstwhile weed,
spread by way of rhizomes. Imported from Japan in the 1950s to stop erosion along rail
road tracks, it proliferated—in what Glissant might characterize as a "Snopesian" fashion
—beyond anyone's wildest expectations, even to the point of threatening in some places
not only to overtake homeowners' yards but even telephone poles and fiill-grown trees.
The fear of those who, for the time being, dominate the status quo in the South is that,
ultimately, the only ones who will prevail in the region "are those with the ability to
adapt and the greed of insects or rats (the Snopeses, for exawple)" (GUssant 67).
The drawling and nasal accents of such elements, unlike those of the landed aris
tocracy, are stigmatized; their manner of speaking supposedly indicates a decided thick
ness and malfunction in their thought and action, again, as opposed to that of the well-to-
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do. Their feinily histories are rarely, if ever, portrayed as extending beyond the immedi
ate generation. Their legitimacy is never, like cards laid on the table, called into ques
tion, presumably because it never existed in the first place.

The novels that survey striated topography tend, not surprisingly, to invoke tree
logic, even when they are critiquing it. They do so by way of the centrality placed not
only on the inmiediate femily and "the interplay of parents and children and of siblings
with one another," but on "the relations [between] the generations," not to mention the
"sometimes dimly legendary" ancestors, "whose dead hands press on the living present"
(Marius 7). Clearly, the bulk of Faulkner's work belongs to this genre, to this geography.
In his novels, especially those pertaining to the "great femilies" of Yoknapatawpha
County—the Sutpens, Sartorises, Compsons, Edmondses, and McCaslins—

[mjemoiy has a punctual organization because every present refers si
multaneously to the horizontal line of the flow of time (kinematics),
which goes from an old present to the actual present, and the vertical
line of the order of time (stratigraphy), which goes from the present to
the past, or to the representation of the old present. (Delueze and Guattari, italics in original, 294-295)

Old orders, ever endangered, materialize on the pages of Faulkner's works in the
form of decaying mansions, either to be renovated and occupied anew in altered forms or
abandoned and torn down altogether, or in that of ghosts, whether literal or figurative, or
legendary figures, whose business on this earth remains yet unfinished, not only by them
but by their descendants. For the most part, these narratives follow the paths of "pre-
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traced destiny...whatever name is given to it—divine, anagogic, historical, economic,
structural, hereditary, or syntagmatic" (Ibid.. 13). They resemble, structurally, the huge,
ancient and spreading limbs of live oaks. "The rhizome," meanwhile, as note Delueze
and Guattari, "is an antigeneology. It is short-term memory. [It] operates by variation,
expansion, conquest, capture, offehoots" (21).

Specifically, in regards to Faulkner, this study looks in depth at Go Down,
Moses. Contrary to what is widely thought, the stories therein are not predominantly set
in the vast stretches of the flat, fertile, irrigated, and "stratified" Mississippi Delta—^the
so-called Deep SoutL They transpire instead mostly in the swamps and low-lying hiUs at
its fringes. The presunqjtive plantation owners in these narratives are handicapped not
just by their own personal shortcomings but by the second-rate quality of the land itself.
Its characters endure on the perimeter of the once prosperous but morally bankrupt "ru
ins" of the slave economy. All of them remain in some way cursed and denigrated by a
past that still informs and contaminates their present.
This work especially warrants singling out in that it represents a watershed in
Faulkner's literary production. It is pivotal, for instance, in terms of his style. Prior to its
publication, Faulkner spoke primarily through the juxtaposed and highly subjective per
spectives of his characters, often in the form of stream-of-consciousness. In Go Down,
Moses, however, we find him adopting increasingly the omniscient perspective that sur
faces repeatedly in much of his later work. This book is also unquestionably his most
sweeping in terms of its scope; though limited in terms of setting to Yoknapatawpha
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County, it grapples with nothing less than the entire history of the South. It encompasses
so much, in feet, as to straddle and even defy the boundaries of genre. Some insist it is a
novel, due to the feet that its stories achieve their greatest and most complete resonance
when read in conjunction with one another. Though they shift dramatically in terms of
time and point of view, they are bound inseparably on the thematic basis of race. Others
consider it a collection of short stories, arranged chronologically and spanning over a
century, each piece achieving its own satisfactory sense of closure.
Whatever its form. Go Down, Moses ejqilores the interwoven destinies of several
generations of the black and white strains of a common ancestor—^and o^ by extension,
the "femily of man" whose limits ultimately transcend race. It begins with the twin
McCaslins, Buck and Buddy, sworn bachelors for life (although one of them proves to be
less committed to that cause than the other). They are the grandsons of Carothers
McCaslin, whose legacy, both good and bad, and whose "feding and diluted ghost" (Go
Down, Moses 272) informs the entire work. In "Was," the first of the seven short stories
and novellas, these brothers have exchanged places, more in terms of living arrangements
than social Station, with the slaves they inherited from hini. They have set up housekeep
ing in "one of the cabins in the quarters where the niggers used to live," and "moved all
the niggers into the big house" (Ibid. 6). Such behavior would certainly have been taken
for eccentric in its day. It divulges the contradictions they have internalized as a result of
their simultaneous immersion in conflicting value systems, one related to democracy and
the other, to the slave economy. On the one hand, prompted by the awful discovery that
their grandfether had not only had sexual relations with one of his slaves, but with his
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daughter by her as well, they disavow the status of slave owner. Perhaps to prove to
tnenisclves their sincerity in this regard, they abandon the plantatioii home for a rough*
hewn cabin and allow the slaves to take up residence in the 'Tjig" house. In reversing the
stations of master and slave, they attempt to rebuke and overturn the racial hierarchy in
which their grandfather so fervently believed. At the same time, they refiise to relinquish
completely the ownership of these slaves. The egalitarianism suggested by their original,
voluntary role reversal is undermined, therefore, by the knowledge that these same two
brothers, at the onset of the story, are about to embark upon the pursuit and recapture of
an escaped slave. In a hunt as ritualistic as that for a fox, they stubbornly seek his resto
ration to their estate. Their repudiation of the slave economy and the property made pos
sible by it, therefore, is only half-hearted. The gesture, like the big house itself, is as yet
incomplete, half finished, and their complicity in perpetuating the system, though con
veyed in a humorous, indulgent tone, is not mitigated in the least by the fact that the slave
in question, hardly worth all the effort expended on his recovery in terms of productivity
alone, turns out to be their half-brother.
To a large extent, though, it might be said that the McCaslin twins inherited their
situation, especially, as we shall see, in Faulkner's conceptualization of the world, which
makes the feet that they rail against it remarkable, even if they do so in only certain, lim
ited ways. The accumulation of forces known as history is arrayed against them. Carothers McCaslin, the reader learns, has left in his will an inheritance of one thousand
dollars—^in gold, a metal that never decays or loses its luster—to the oSspring of his slave
mistress. His doing so amounts to a belated and ultimately empty acknowledgement of

paternity, one that was, as his great-grandson Isaac McCaslin sardonically notes decades
ialer, slill "cheaper than sayiiig my son to a rugger" (Faulkner 269, italics m ongmal
eliminated). He hadn't the insight and moral fiber to acknowledge in his lifetime his cul
pability in the slave economy. Neither can the next two generations of his descendants.
This curse, this dark legacy, this blight on the present, attaches itself like a chromosome
to each succeeding generation. In so doing, though, it holds forth the promise that past
wrongs might yet be righted, if not in the current generation, then perhaps in the next.
For in the State ideology, positive value is often placed on whatever elements that persist
through time in an unaltered, unadulterated state. God serves as one such constant. The
knowledge that He has an Ultimate Plan, one that weaves its way through time and space,
gives solace to the Faithful, even if they can rarely, if ever, glimpse it. The Soul, which
lasts forever, also counts much more than the flesh. It stands to reason in this system of
thought, then, that the body must sometimes be punished to rein in and save the immortah'ty it houses. In the economic realm, gold never tarnishes or deteriorates despite the
passage of thousands of years; hence, the high worth attached to it. The most powerful
truths in Western humanistic traditions have, for hundreds of years, been those that have
"universal" applications, that apply as well to one cultural context as the next. On a
much more personal basis, parents seek reassurance that their children have inherited
fi-om them various traits, or, failing that, fi-om their parents before them. In so doing,
they isolate and emphasize those physical features they can readily trace to themselves
and dismiss, in the meantime, that which is more anomalous in terms of its origins.

In Faulkner, "we have a dizzying dramatization, a mise en vertige, of the question
of bloodlines and the issue of descendants" (Glissant 44). These are the preoccupatioiis
of State ideology, and they permeate Faulkner's world. Specifically, in "The Fire and the
Hearth," the second story in Go Down, Moses, the reader finds that Lucas Beauchamp,
the grandson of Carothers' mistress, "the oldest living McCaslin descendant still living
on the hereditary land" (Faulkner 39), is a mere sharecropper on it. He harbors resent
ment about the much larger inheritance in terms of social and economic status to which
he feels entitled but which is denied him on a daily basis. "[I]n the world's eye he de
scended not fi"om McCaslins but from McCaslin slaves... [He] would own the land and
all on it if his just rights were only known, if people just knew how [he had been beaten]
out of his patrimony" (36). As the story progresses, he comes increasingly to project his
outrage onto the "two white men that slipped in...that night three years ago and dug up
twenty-two thousand dollars [from a nearby Indian mound] and got clean away with it
before anybody saw them" (131), the result being that he becomes obsessed with search
ing for the overlooked remnants of this stolen treasure. Exaggeratedly aristocratic in atti
tude and dangerously pretentious for a man of his station in the racial hierarchy of the
time, Lucas exhibits a decided and sometimes undisguised arrogance towards those who
lack, in his eyes, any comparative genetic inheritance. George Wilkins, for instance, is
unfit to many his daughter, not so much because he is a garrulous "fool" as he is "an in
terloper without forbears and sprung from nowhere" (40). Lucas likewise disdains the
local sheriff for being "a redneck without any reason for pride in his forbears nor," he
adds, "hope for it in his descendants" (43).
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Others in the story share similar preoccupations with lineage. Most notable
among them is Roth Edmonds, who inheriieu the McCasUii property by way of liis
grandmother, the so-called "distaff' family (3). As a boy, he knows no racial hierarchy
and plays freely with his black foster-brother, even, on occasion, sharing a bed with him.
"Then," Faulkner writes, "one day the old curse of his fathers, the old haughty ancestral
pride based not on any value but on an accident of geography, stemmed not from courage
and honor but from wrong and shame, descend[s] to him" (111). Approaching manhood,
he enters into this "heritage" and eats "its bitter fruit" (114). He inherits the curse of his
slave-holding ancestors. As a full-grown man, one who has developed an expanding
sense of humanity, he comes to acknowledge that "the same blood" runs through him as
through Lucas. But he experiences some insecurity in this regard. This McCaslin blood,
this genetic code passed from one generation to the next, "had not only come to the negro
through male descent while it had come to him [in diluted form] from a woman, but had
reached [Lucas] a generation sooner" (70). While the bloodlines of Lucas Beauchamp
have been relatively "pure ten thousand years," his own "beginnings" are "anonymous"
and "mixed" (71). He worries that he cannot trace his personal history along any definite
path. His inability to do so betrays an absence or lack in him. The net result is that he,
like so many Whites sense, envies the perceived ownership or territorialization of ethnic
ties and identity in unmitigated form that Lucas enjoys.
In "Pantaloon in Black" Faulkner poignantly tries to enter into the mindset of
many Afro-Americans in the South by way of a character named Rider. This tragic fig
ure, grieving about the loss of his young wife, comes to question too rigorously the sys
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tematic injustices of his world. He rejects his aunt's urgent pleas at his wife's burial that
he pray, that he submil himself lo the will of God, aiid tliat, in so doing, he accept the
dominant social order, the same one that has allowed Birdsong, the white foreman at the
lumber mill, to run "crooked dice on [the] mill niggers"—already exploited labor—for "fif
teen years" without punishment or hope on their part of recompense (156). Even after
having gulped down several pints of moonshine. Rider cannot "quit thinking" (159), and
comes to self-destruct as a result. But he does not do so by his own hand. After exposing
Birdsong's treacheiy for all to see at the regularly held crap game, Rider slashes the white
man's throat, killing him instantly, an act he knows fiiUy well will bring on his own death
at the hands of a lynch mob.
Significantly, the reader is provided no information as to Rider's heritage.
Clearly, he is less anchored in terms of his inheritance than Lucas Beauchamp. We knowlittle of his extended family and nothing whatsoever of his ancestors. This absence of
personal history leaves him forever embedded, as though in amber, in the present. As a
result, though Rider certainly grapples with historical forces, he cannot perceive them as
such. Like most minorities in Faulkner, he is portrayed, except in his final rampage,
burning itself out like a meteor, as having been a primarily silent, passive, and inscrutable
witness to and catalyst for the historical process. He can be no agent, not in Faulkner's
conceptualization of the world.
Nor can Boon Hogganbeck, "the quarter Indian." He is, after all, the "grandson of
a Chickasaw squaw" (227), not, like Sam, a tribal chief His "touch" of Indian blood is
"remote" (220); his ancestry, of a "plebeian" strain (222). It is fluid, indeterminate, and
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resistant to social and ethnic striation. As such, he occupies a lower rung in the social
order, when, for instance, at the hunting camp, he lends to the dogs, a task Sam disdains,
like so many others, this arrangement is as it "should have been" (222). On some occa
sions Boon:

resent[s] with his hard and furious fists the intimation of one single drop
of alien blood and on others, usually after whisky, afBrm[s] with the
same fists and the same fiiry that his fether had been the fiill-blood
Chickasaw and even a chief and that even his mother had been only half
white" (227).

In Faulkner, constructed forms of identity, such as that suffered by Rider and insisted
upon by Boon, breed unpredictable and volatile behavior and create dangerous social
vacuums.
Joe Christmas in Light in August exhibits this pathology splendidly. His identity
is entirely constructed—or imposed, rather, on him as a child. A nomadic and vaguely
ethnic loner, he disturbs and oflends the Southern community he enters almost immedi
ately by defying its processes of categorization. "He look[s] like a tramp," yet, at the
same time, he does not. "He [does] not look like a professional hobo" either, "but there
[is] something definitely rootless about him, as though no town nor city [is] his, no street,
no walls, no square of earth his home" (27). Later, people come to think he may have
Afro-American blood in him, a suspicion he himself harbors and confesses, despite the
fact that nothing much about his appearance would indicate as much. Then again, subse
quent information casts some doubt on his convictions; he might just as well be part
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Mexican, if one is to believe what his mother and one of his biological father's co
workers protest (353-54).
The best hope for the Southern community in Faulkner seems to reside in the
remnants of the landed aristocracy, those who, by way of their lineage and inheritance,
whether in the form of property or guilt or both, are capable of the "long view." Histori
cal aoencv is relegated thenx Faulkner turns to their construction in much of the work in
W
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w

Go Down, Moses that follows "Pantaloon in Black." He does so, specifically, by way of
the archetypal Isaac McCaslin, the last of old Carother's male line, whose influence on
the Southern commura'ty is quickly waning. Though, by the end of the book, this figure
is to become "uncle to half [the] county," he will remain unto death 'Tather to no one," a
widower living in a rented apartment on the edge of town and known in his dotage as old
"Uncle Ike" (3), whose hold on this world, like his moral vision, is tenuous, at best.
"The Old People" takes place in the days when this same Isaac is coming of age
and, as part of that process, undergoing his apprenticeship as a hunter. He does so under
the tutelage of Sam Fathers, extremely knowledgeable in the ways of game and the ritual
of hunting, likewise the last of his line, a figure as barren and marginalized as Isaac will
one day become. The symbiotic nature of their relationship is suggested in the fact that
as much attention is devoted in the story to the teacher as to his pupil.
Sam Fathers, the reader learns, is the "direct son not only of a warrior but a chief
(Faulkner 167-168). He is the offspring, on the one hand, of Ikkemotubbe, otherwise
known as du Homme, or Doom, and, on the other hand, a "quadroon" brought up from
New Orleans.
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This confluence of bloodlines in the mother is significant. It would have been es
pecially so in this port city, connected culturally as much to the Caribbean as North
America. Equal parts Spanish, Native American, Afi-o-American, and French, she would
have been considered likely to possess supernatural powers by New Orleans' practitio
ners of voodoo, an African-Haitian belief system. That in itself would have been cause
enough for Ikkemotubbe to fear and loathe her, having himself come to power in his tribe
by violent and illegitimate means, and becoming, as a result, obsessed with "the worry
that haunts [all] usurpers: the legitimacy of their bloodline" (Glissant 78). But she also
represents crossbreeding par excellence. She is a living, genetic rhizome, and, as such,
an anathema to the desperate quest for primordial identity in atavistic regimes, a threat to
anyone who "seek[s] truth in Being, trying [by so doing] to insure [him- or herself]
against the risks in Becoming," who seeks "to return to a source that would legitimize
everything" and "pass down [that] legitimacy without error or interruption" (78).
So, Ikkemotubbe marries off the quadroon, now pregnant by him, to "one of the
slave men he had just inherited," and then, a mere two years later, sells the couple, along
with "the child who was his own son," into slavery, specifically to "his white neighbor,
Carothers McCaslin," (Go Down, Moses 166). In so doing, he cuts off all possibility for
what Glissant describes as "Creolization"—the mixture of cultural as well as genetic
lineages—from within the ancestral ranks. What blood he leaves behind him comes to a
definite end, one that he might have found perversely satisfying. His genes run for a
while in "another race" and "for a while even in bondage," but they eventually "draw to
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ward the end of [their] alien and irrevocable course" (165), since his son, Sam Fathers,
has no children and never will.
This betrayal by Ikkemottube of his own progeny is so morally outrageous as to
throw into doubt not only his own humanity but, by extension, the legitimacy of the en
tire Southern community he makes possible by his sale of land to Isaac's grandfather. As
Glissant notes, many of Faulkner's works:

aic shaped by aii uiisufpassablc a pfiofi, a question puttmg cveiytliiiig ii'i
vertigo: How to explain the "beginnings" of the South—this monopoly
of the laiid by Wliites fioiii EufOf>c, actually Soui iiowhefc...? They
clearly had no right to buy [the] "Big Woods" from the hands of the last
Indians,...who themselves clearly had no right to sell it. (21)

Such heinous behavior on the part of Ikkemottube, first noted by J. Douglas Canfield in
his article "Faulkner's Grecian Um and Ike McCasIin's Empty Legacies," is, of course,
matched in the same generation by Carothers McCasIin's rape, first, of his slave nustress,
then his own daughter by her. The fact that such transgressions in regards to bloodlines
occur in more than one racial group also underscores the fact that no aggregate holds an
absolute monopoly in the subjugation and exploitation of one people by another.
"Whites, Blacks, and Indians" alike are caught, like prey in a spider web, in a mutually
dehumanizing system. Faulkner "wants to draw attention to the stunning and apparently
impossible connection...between ...[them]" and to "the sustained honor, courage, and
will, whatever their race or condition, of those who oppose [that] system, for whatever
reason" (Ibid.. 73). In Faulkner, though, this resistance is explored among adherents to
State ideologv rather than those outside its realm.
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In The Bear, Isaac McCasIin, the former initiate, has, by the time the narrative
achieves forward momentum, already become an accomplished hunter, unsurpassed in
skjU and knowledge even by those much older and presumably more experienced than he.
But the Big Woods, the domain in which he has achieved his notoriety, is quickly reced
ing before the onslaught of technology, embodied in the corporate forms of railroads and
lumber companies. Once "an area almost a hundred miles square, its "edges [are] being
constantly and punily gnawed at by men with plov,'s and axes" (193). Its epoch is almost
done; its end, already foreseeable. It is "doomed," just as are those characters whose be
ing derives from their juxtaposition with it. Like Old Ben, the bear whose pursuit sus
tains the narrative and whose death spells its end, they are living anachronisms, bom of
"an old dead time," "indomitable and invincible" (193), unsusceptible to change, and pre
sumably all the more admirable for being so, since their passing is treated with such mel
ancholy.
Certain patterns emerge and accumulate in this work in such a way as to give fiirther shape to Faulkner's theorv- of history. It is one that is clearly evolutionary. Sam,
"the wild man not one generation from the woods," (246) belongs to this overlaving
structure. His life urxfolds along segmentary lines. For seventy years, he "ha[s] had to be
a negro," but that time, much to his relief, is "almost over" (215, italics removed). Isaac
McCaslin's life and apprenticeship similarly unfold in increments. He leams first hovy,' to
find the deer stand on his own, then those game trafls hidden to the less practiced eye. He
becomes adept in the ways of the woods gradually, first by leaving behind his gun, then
his watch and compass, until, untainted by the trappings of civilization, he crosses over
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completely, relinquishing himself fiilly, though only temporarily, to the Big Woods (206208). The search for the dog that will eventually bring to heel Old Ben, the bear, "an
anachronism indomitable and invincible out of an old dead time, a phantom, epitome and
apotheosis of the old wild life," (193) also occurs in stages. First, comes the fyce, "not
much bigger than a rat," fierce to the point of "foolhardiness" (211). He is "almost the
one" Sam is looking for, but not yet (212). Then Lion, his canine eyes neither fierce nor
malignant, just yellow, depthless, cold, and impersonal "like some natural force," (218)
arrives upon the scene. Isaac senses almost immediately that "he should have hated and
feared [him]," (212) because his initial appearance "was like the last act on a set stage."
It foreshadowed "the beginning of the end of something," (226) something as yet inde
terminate. On a much grander scale, even God's Plan, at least as interpreted by Isaac in
Part IV of The Bear, seems to unfold according to this sequential, striated fiiamework.

Maybe He saw that only by voiding the land for a time of Ikkemotubbe's
blood and substituting for it another blood, could He accomplish His
purpose.... Maybe He knew that [Carothers McCaslin] would not serve
His purpose because [he] was bom too soon too, but that [he] would
have descendants, the right descendants. (259)

The South, home to such processes, is likewise depicted as evolving in stages. So many
of the key figures have died by the end of The Bear that the region must be on the verge
of some huge, epistemic shift, one bound for finiition in the rich, loamy soil of past hu
man feilure. But it is one that never quite occurs in Faulkner.
The Big Woods itself exhibits this failure of rhizomatic possibilities. On the one
hand, it is described as "timeless" (200), as the "limbo fi-om which time emerged and be
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came time (204), or as "markless wilderness" (208). As such, it comprises "smooth
space," which Delueze and Guattari describe as consisting of "nonmetric, acentered, rhizomatic multiplicities that occupy space without 'coimting' it and can 'be explored only
by legwork'" (371) such as that accomplished in the treks by Isaac McCaslin. It is terri
tory, they explain fiirther, that does not "meet the visual condition of being observable
from a point in space external to them" (371). Again, this characteristic applies. One is
reminded of the way in which the woods envelop the approaching wagon of the himting
party in the following passage from The Bear.

[T]he wilderness closed behind his entrance as it had opened momentar
ily to accept him, opening before his advancement as it closed behind his
progress, no fixed path the wagon followed but a chaimel non-existent
ten yards ahead of it and ceasing to exist ten yards after it had passed.
(195)
On the other hand, the heterogeneity, the "myriad" quality of the Big Woods, is quickly
subsumed to the unitary logic, to the "ancient and immitagable rules" (192), and to the
enduring, universal truths of State ideology. The men, then, who write the Bible struggle
and ultimately feil in their endeavors precisely because "there is only one truth and it
covers all things that touch the heart." Their work was doomed in that "[t]hey were try
ing to write down the heart's truth out of the heart's driving complexity" (260, italics
added). Rather than spill out in every direction like spores, Faulkner forces the wilder
ness to "coalesce" (209) in the form of one single, solitary bear, doomed in its individual
ity from the outset.
Any space or territory, write Delueze and Guattari, can be represented either by
way of maps or tracings. The map, unlike etchings, rubbings, or tracery, is perpetually
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"open and connectable in all its dimensions; it is detachable, reversible, svisceptible to
constant modification" (12). A "roadman" of the Native American Church, for example,
might study the multi-colored embers

in the coals beyond the moon-shaped, earthen altar.

As he does so, he surmises from what he sees the causes leading up to his patient's sick
ness. Someone sitting at a different place in the circle, meanwhile, staring at the same
exact text, v«ll likely visualize something else entirely. In this scenario, the coals form
the map; the interpretation, the tracing.
It is inaccurate to say that a tracing reproduces the map. It is instead like
a photograph or x-ray that begins by selecting or isolating, by... restric
tive procedures, which it intends to reproduce...The tracing has already
translated the map into an image; it has already transformed the rhizome
into roots and radicles. It has organized, stabilized, neutralized the mul
tiplicities according to the axes of significance and subjectification be
longing to it. It has generalized, structuralized the rhizome...That is
why the tracing is so dangerous. It injects redundancies and propagates
them. What the tracing reproduces of the map or rhizome are only the
impasses. (13)
Faulkner, for whatever reason, never quite envisions the map of the South beyond its
tracings. He insists repeatedly, if subconsciously, that the multiplicity of the wilderness
be treated not in its "pure state" but be reduced to "a numerical firagment of a lost Unity
or Totality," the lost metanarrative of History, and perhaps as "the organic element of a
Unity or Totality yet to come" (Delueze and Guattari 32).
One particular passage illustrates this methodology in Faulkner. Travelling down
a "mild unhurried ferm road" that runs into "the main highway leading from Jefiferson to
the world," Gavin Stevens sees all of Yoknapatawpha Coimty laid out before him.
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First is Jeflferson, the center, radiating weakly its puny glow into space;
beyond it, enclosing it, spreads the Country, tied by the diverging roads
to that center as is the rim to the hub of its spokes...the cradle of [his]
nativity...the record and chronicle of [his] native land proiBFered for [his]
perusal in ring by concentric ring.. .this miniature of man's passions and
disasters...all bound, precarious and ramshackle, held together by the
web, the iron-thin warp and woof of his rapacity but withal dedicated to
his dreams.
They are all here, supine beneath you, stratified and superposed,
osseous and durable with the firail dust and the phantoms—^the rich allu
vial river-bottom land of old Issetibbeha,.. .the same fet black rich plan
tation earth still synonymous of the proud feding white plantation
names... Then the roadless, almost pathless perpendicular hill-coimtry
of McCallum and Gowrie and Frazier and Muir translated intact with
their pot stills and speaking only the old Gaelic and not much of
that...then and last on to where Frenchman's Bend lay beyond the
southeastern horizon, cradle of the Vamers and ant-heap for the north
west crawl of Snopes. (315-317)

The community is first mapped out on a horizontal plane, its landmarks falling in loca
tions increasingly distant fi-om the epicenter, the town square itself Next, it is described
in terms of the layers of history. Vertical boundaries set off the origins of various clus
ters of femilies. What we find emphasized in Faulkner's work, then, are roots and radi
cles as opposed to rhizomes, blockages as opposed to openings. On the verge of discov
ering a map, a world of multiplicities, Faulkner reverts to a tracing. It is for that reason
that so few of his characters can effectively cope v^th the changes that are sweeping by
mid-Twentieth Century across the Southern landscape and that so many exhibit obses
sive-compulsive behavior. The past haunts them, obsesses them, and impedes their for
ward momentum. "The model in question," as observe Delueze and Guattari, "is one of
becoming and heterogeneity, as opposed to the stable, the eternal, the identical, the con
stant" (361). In Faulkner, though, the "whole land" is cursed, locked into Being, and not
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just any parcel of it, and not just any fection living on it either, but all "who derive from
it, whom it ever suckled." Try though he or she may, no one who inhabits it can ever es
cape this fete. He or she can only stave off its inevitable arrival, for as long as possible,
and dread that moment when his or her "turn" comes to an end. The shift to a more in
clusive, egalitarian era in Faulkner, the removal of blockages, is always "not now. Not
yet" (Go Down, Moses 278). As Manfred de Spain notes in The Town,

[Y]ou simply cannot go against a community. You can stand singly
against any temporary unanimity of even a city ftiU of hunaan behavior,
even a mob. But you cannot stand against the cold inflexible abstraction
of a long-suffering community's moral point of view. (312)

Such is the case, ultimately, with Isaac McCaslin. He travels hundreds of miles to
deliver the inheritance left to the offepring of Tenny's Jim. In so doing, he follows or
retraces his patrimony rather than rejects it. Despite all his purported sympathy for the
slaves and their descendants, and despite his repudiation of the land gained by immoral
means, even as an old man left behind at the hunting camp in "Delta Autumn," he is
never quite able to reUnquish his heritage completely and embrace as equals those of his
kin who are products of miscegenation. "A maverick on the border between two heri
tages, one white, the other mixed," he "ultimately fails to cross over" (Canfield 11), to
repudiate and abandon fiiUy the system of contanaination that paralyzes him morally. "AU
of Faulkner's works," notes Glissant, "are built on [a] lack" similar to that exhibited by
old Uncle Ike, "which they would never openly declare. This is where deferral plays out
and builds up: speaking lack without proclaimiog it" (20).
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By the end of The Bear, the wisdom of Sam Fathers devolves into the maniacal
territoriality of Boon Hogganbeck firing inejBfectually into a tree fiill of squirrels. The
tiny game. Boon declares madly and repeatedly between shotgun blasts, once hardly
worth noting, let alone fighting over, back when bear and deer still roamed the earth in
abundance, is now his. Such extreme acquisitiveness foreshadows the arrival en masse of
the Snopeses, whose collective prominence in Faulkner's work marks the point at which
he turns "firom the race binary in the construction of whiteness to class dynanaics as it in
scribes white raciality" (Davis 176). This clan, no mere family, the epitome of "White
Trash" in Faulkner, evokes the same discomfort in the Southern community as that en
gendered by Joe Christmas. Collectively, they represent a disruptive force, one whose
origins are unknown and allegiances, like those of Afghan warlords, in constant flux.
Ab, the femily's foundational patriarch, shows loyalty to neither side in the Civil
War; he is merely a self-serving horse thief caught in the act and woimded for it by the
landed aristocrat. Colonel Sartoris. As such, he occupies a liminal space in regards to the
"Lost Cause." Faulkner makes him into a figure worthy of his reader's contempt. Even
his eyes betray a nondescript quality. They are a "cold opaque gray" (The Hamlet 9),
much like those of his son, whose are "the color of stagnant water" (24). The father de
velops a propensity for burning the bams of anyone who offends his warped sense of
dignity and pride, a recourse that naturally poses a serioxis threat to the propertied class.
The acquisitive son, Flem, who, like Anse Bundred, is a supreme lover of prop
erty, even at the expense of femily, will come, in his own way, to pose an equally serious
challenge with his business acumen and crass materialism. Almost amoebae-like in his
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conquests, he achieves his "local enunence almost by osmosis through a series of struc
tures that he owns but does not build" (Polk 26). He is a consumer of people and things
alike. Along the way, he will recruit from places unknown "a horde of his relatives" to
overrun the community of Frenchman's Bend "like field mice, devouring everything,
cheating everybody" ("Editor's Note" to "The Peasants" in The Portable Faulkner 366).
These family members will eventually move on to the local seat of power itself the town
of Jefferson, where, once again, a conquering force, they will swarm "like mice [on]to an
untouched field of grain" (Ibid.. 366), then fade into the woodworks just as rapidly, as
though eradicated by a good dose of arsenic. They are the instruments of modernity, de
fined as those social, economic, and political phenomena arrayed to "rob the individual of
[his or her] capacity to act as an individual" (Polk 227). They are portrayed as inauthentic in their habits and tastes—^imitators who acquire their mansions rather than build
them. The "standardization" and "intolerable confonxdsm" (Ibid. 227) they so readily
propagate ofiend the genteel class they threaten to displace. They and their kind "never
know tragic torment or the broken flight of the epic," and, for that reason, notes Glissant,
they "are described in language that is flat, the only cadence suited to them" (60). The
potential for inflation and greatness in the region is, like the language in Faulkner, in a
state of dissipation.
In general, poor white Southerners in Faulkner, whose forefathers lie mostly in
forgotten graves, their wooden markers having long disintegrated into dust, lack histori
cal agency. "[They] came from the northeast," writes Faulkner in the Hamlet, "through
the Tennessee moimtains...[and] from the Atlantic seaboard and before that, from Eng
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lish and the Scottish and Welsh marshes," many of them with surnames that "could have
come from nowhere since no man would deliberately select one of them for his own" (5).
Such individuals appear intermittently in Faulkner's work. They live in nondescript
"two-room cabins" that they never bother to paint. They live on the fringes of the racial
divide that characterizes the plantation economy. But they do not, on the whole, hold en
lightened views in regards to race. Not one "negro landowner" lives in their midst. None
of that race would dare pass through their neck of the woods after dark. Yet they are not
tied by heredity to the ignoble practice of slavery. Their bloodlines do not persist in such
a feshion through history. They are annual, not perennial plants, weeded fitfully by rem
nants of the landed aristocrats. Their origins lack definition as much as those of the de
scendants of half-breeds and slaves.
In Go Down, Moses, their numbers include the gaunt "swamp-dwellers" who
"[run] traplines and [live] on quinine and coons and river water" who appear periodically
at the hunting camp to squat and observe and comment upon the feats of those who really
seem to matter, given the narrative emphasis. They also encompass "the fermers of little
com- and cotton-patches along the bottom's edge" and "the loggers from the camp and
the sawmill men... and the town men from fiirther away than that" (248), all clustered
together anonymously in the fiction as though in packs. Having followed in the wake of
the plantation founders, lacking in ancestry, their femilies are portrayed disparagingly as
derivative rather than constitutive, as products of constructed rather than inherited and
naturalized forms of identity. Witness the time when Gavin Stevens glimpses the interior
decor of Flem Snopes' mansion and realizes "where [he] had seen the room and hallway
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before." It was "[i]n a photograph, the photograph from say Town and Country labeled
'American Interior'" (The Town 221). The Snopeses and their kind are ultimately too
"mundane" to assume leadership in any pursuit besides that of ephemeral, material goods.
After all, as Glissant observes, "[t]hey never lived in the Big Woods, they never signed
any treaties, they never fell from any upper class" (59).
Significantly, the descendants of displaced natives, oppressed slaves, and "white
trash" all traverse in one way or another "smooth space"—^territory resistant to striation—
in the South. The indigenous people hunted it, knowing no fixed boundaries, no superimposition of straight lines, only the trails and vectors of game. Upon their departure, the
poor whites swarmed into the gaps, the leftovers allowed them by the landed aristocrats,
the so-called "bottomlands," territory subject to periodic flooding, to the erasure of the
"grids and generalized parallels" (Delueze 384) that pervade agriculture, and the rocky,
uneven land "along the edge of the hills" much like that occupied by my own ancestors in
Mississippi. There, they subsisted on small, poorly maintained plots of cotton and com
and regularly engaged in the illicit manufecture of moonshine in "secret coves" (The
Hamlet 5), ultimately to be recruited as low-wage labor for the cotton gins and textile
mills. The Afro-Americans, long denied even the minimal freedom and rights of squat
ters, kept, for their part, in moral abeyance the property regime that overlay the land
scape. They did so by way of their exploitation, poverty, and exclusion. Together, these
offended parties watched as the agrarian system, originally made possible and now sus
tained by their displacement, collapsed and sank, a "tremendous abortive edifice" (Go
Down, Moses 262) in the shifting sands of modernity. Collectively, what these marginal
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ized figures once ofifered—^and still do, for that matter—is an extended critique of settle
ment ideology and the ruin it imposes on those who, for whatever reason, do not or can
not subscribe to it.
But no contrary ideology is ever allowed in Faulkner to form in its place. Though
he might delve in his works into the domain of tree and rhizome alike, and the figures
determined by them, he exhibits an abiding distrust of the latter, as evident in his treat
ment of the Bundrens and Snopeses. Rarely does he afford his reader an empathetic
glimpse into their terrain, their geography, the most notable exception occurring in the
short story "Bam Burning" (CoUected Stories 3-25). So, while Ab, Flem, and their kin
are discussed at length in the trilogy devoted to their ascension, they themselves are
rarely allowed to speak, and, when they do, it is almost always through the filters of other
narrators. In a term coined by Henry James, the "center of consciousness" in Faulkner's
work generally lies elsewhere. Presumably, so, too, do the author's sympathies. They
reside instead primarily with the remnants of the old order, their severe flaws notwith
standing.
The power and enduring nature of Faulkner's vision derives firom the tree. Even
as his works expose time and again that its root system, its foundational moment, is dis
eased, illegitimate, and that it probably deserves to die because of this, he nonetheless
laments its deterioration and collapse. Ke does so precisely because he can envision
nothing but chaos if it were to disappear fi-om the fece of the earth altogether. Hence
emerges his intense trepidation in regards to miscegenation and creolization, "plus their
unforeseeable consequences" (Glissant 83). Any such anarchic mixing of social elements
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threatens the arboreal root system, which forms by way of its traces the basis for an abid
ing moral order. Gavin Stevens espouses such a view in Intruder in the Dust. Cauca
sian Southerners, he argues, must defend their "homogeneity," their collective identity.
After all, "only from homogeneity comes anything of a people or for a people of durable
and lasting value" (154). Federal intervention on behalf of the disenfranchised AfroAmerican population likewise threatens this network. Legislated morality absolves
community members of their individual responsibility to reform laws and behavior at the
local level. Hence Faulkner's "[o]ften reiterated desire to hold at bay any sort of outside
intervention into Mississippi's aflfeirs" (Polk 227). Hence the reason behind his now infemous utterance that, given a choice between the United States government and Missis
sippi, he would, much in the manner of Robert E. Lee, choose the latter, even though he
felt "that the Southerners [of his day were] wrong and that their position [was] untenable"
(Faulkner qtd. in Polk 224).
In the iSnal throes of The Bear, the reader finds Isaac McCaslin passing not into
the wilderness but by "one of four concrete markers set down by the [limiber company]"
to whom Major de Spain has sold his once vast tract. In Faulkner, the "[a]bsurdly geo
metrical" land concession has, all along, been encroaching upon and overtaking by in
crements the "surrounding proliferation of wilderness," devolving, on the one hand, "into
a wild, mixed-up degeneracy, like putrefying vegetation no longer in regeneration but in
steady annihilation" (Glissant 41), and, on the other, into hyper-striated subdivisions and
golf courses. The effects on those forced to scavenge this wedge are not promising, not if
Boon Hogganbeck is in the final scene of The Bear in any way taken to be a representa
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tive figure. He is caught "between two striated spaces: that of the forest, with its gravita
tional verticals, and that of agriculture" and is "controlled by these two flanks" (Delueze
and Guattari 384). The final image of him beneath the lone gum tree in a clearing is sug
gestive of a schizophrenic response to an impeding apocalypse. His gun lies "scattered
about him in a half dozen pieces." He is hammering at his "disjointed barrel against the
gun-breech with the frantic abandon of a madman" (Go Down, Moses 331). The wilder
ness is felling away. Eventually, it will succumb to the onslaught of the saw. The stumps
of trees to which it will be reduced will sow madness, desperation, and despair like a con
tagion.

The ordered existence of the past, teetering in Faulkner, has collapsed altogether
in Cormac McCarthy's Suttree, resulting in, as Glissant describes it, a Snopesian "tri
umph of vulgarity" (50). On the one hand, the outward signs of modernity's ascendancy
pervade the novel: "the drone of machinery, the lonely industry of the city" (63); the
crowded streets, the constant movement and sound of traffic; row after row of houses and
stores; the skyline "traversed by lightwires" (80), the last of these being by-products of
Tennessee Valley Authority dams and hydroelectric plants just off the horizon. On the
other hand, the landscape is decidedly postmodern. The industrial economy, portrayed
fi-om the retrospective of thirty years, exhibits considerable dysfiinction and disrepair.
Signs of its systemic feilures punctuate the landscape in the form of rusting, discarded
machinery parts; vacant, weed-infested lots; raw sewage leaking onto streets; abandoned
cars and dilapidated buildings. But McCarthy's work, unlike Faulkner's, does not lament
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the Mure or abandonment of the Great Plan of Southern civilization. It questions,
rather, whether such a thing ever existed at all.
The novel unfolds primarily in McAnally Flats, itself a disreputable slum of
Knojcville, Tennessee. Such placement is significant in at least two ways. Perched on the
edge of Appalachia, this mid-sized city belongs to:

an erosion-prone region with "lean soil," [in which] [n]either the slave
plantation nor the racial ideology that justified it [ever] took as deep
roots...as in [much of] the fertile Mississippi delta and the rich land of the
"black belt" stretching across Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
and Georgia. These Deep South states have historically been the most ex
treme and intransigent on racial issues—^first slavery and later civil
rights—^while the liberal elements in the South came largely firom the
Piedmont region. (Sowell 191)

Historically speaking, its white inhabitants have been more ambiguous in their relation
ship to the "Lost Cause" than the descendants of slave owners so prominent in Faulkner.
Their relationship with the Grand Narrative of the South has, for generations, been like
wise murky, like water at the bottom of a catfish pond. Many an Ab Snopes, derived of
lumpen elements and origins, has lived in their hearts and midst. Equally significant
about Knoxville, thoxigh, is that it is situated on a large, navigable river. The overlaying
and mixing of cultures made possible by such an open conduit to the outlands renders the
status quo less rigid than in the relatively isolated and land-locked town of JeflFerson. Ra
cial divides, for instance, do not dominate its social landscape to the extent they do in
Faulkner. As a result, there is less of a sense in McCarthy of what Vereen Bell calls a
"specifically human evil," such as the racist sheriffs deputy in "Pantaloon in Black" in
sinuating his worldview by way of an extended monologue in the narrative. "Even the
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forces of oppression—^representatives of... gratuitous injustice such as the [local] po
lice—^are...kept pretty much offetage throughout" the novel (Bell, 83).
Not only is Knoxville home, like Yoknapatawpha County, to various dialects,
such as the "field" talk of the "BCnoxville blacks," or the "mountain twang" of the back
woodsmen "with its Elizabethan cadences," or the "broad valley accent" of the wealthier
whites reminisced in Marius' folksy accoimt of the region, but to constantly new influ
ences—to the burgeoning country music industry of the day, for example, and to other
forms of newly arrived commerce along the riverfi-ont, train tracks, and highways. Such
multiple points of entry and departure transform many of the city's inhabitants who trav
erse them into wanderers dispersed across an open field of activity: atomized, discon
nected fi-om one another, lacking in a sense of history, destination, or duty. They and the
city to which they belong are alike "beset by a thing unknown" that cannot be walled out,
because "lo[,] the thing's inside" (McCarthy 4). It exists in multiferious voices and
forces vying for influence in their heads.
The prologue immerses the reader fully in this rhizomatic domain, this "world
within a world" of "alien reaches, ...maugre sinks and interstitial wastes" (4). Viewed
disapprovingly by the "righteous" from the sanctums of their carriages and cars, not to
mention their books, its ranks include the uprooted and cast off people of so-called re
spectable society: hopeless alcoholics, homeless beggars, rag-pickers, vendors, bellhops,
waitresses, traveling salesmen, railroad workers, street-comer preachers, and prostitutes.
Its landscape, punctuated by abandoned lots and trolley-tracks, is dominated, meanwhile,
not so much by domesticated crops and ancient trees as "sumac and pokeweed and with
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ered honeysuckle vines" and other nondescript "weeds sprouted from cinder and brick"
(3). The very plants themselves defy striation.
Specifically, McAnally Flats finds itself in a sitxiation similar to that of the Big
Woods in Faulkner. It is similarly about to be torn down, denuded in the name of "pro
gress," only this time in the form of an Interstate highway. There, the old, hierarchical
orders and the meaning they once aspired to convey through and across time will be dis
carded like piles of warped and worm-eaten lumber, supplanted by something more gran
diose in design, something as yet and perhaps never to be fiilly understood or realized.
Though the neighborhood's "old stone walls" contain fossils, "limestone scarabs
rucked in the floor of this once inland sea," and, in so doing, exhibit signs of history, their
meaning, their "old purposes," are already so long "forgot" as to be irretrievable. Al
ready, their construction is dismissed as belonging to "no known paradigm," their archi
tecture, as "mongrel" in style, and their forms, as ramparts to a "ferther world forsaken"
(3). Yet their dismemberment is not chronicled in the tone of a lament. It is conveyed
matter-of-fectly.
The fete of this particular neighborhood, in feet, may safely be generalized to that
of the entire South. Suttree takes place in 1951, less than a decade after the events that
transpire in the last and title story of Go Down, Moses. By no means static, the region is
expanding, sprawling, and percolating. It has always had rhizomatic elements, to be sure,
but the acceleration of such changes makes those components more prominent.
The story—^appropriately enough—^begins along the banks of the Tennessee
River. There, the title character, Cornelius Suttree, "[rjeprobate scion of doomed Saxon
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clans" (McCarthy 136), recently released from jail, has moved back onto his houseboat,
one left him by a noan whose only legacy and instructions were "not to look for him
back" (240). Suttree seems to have said as much to his femily in severing his relations
with them, or, in the words of Delueze and Guattari, "deterritorializing" them. The rea
sons for his doing so in regards to his fether are not hard to fethom. He treats Suttree's
mother like a glorified housekeeper. "He has no real belief even in her goodness" (20).
Why Suttree has rejected his mother as well, though, is much more complex. Perhaps it
has to do with his wanting to disengage himself from their domestic drama and any pos
sible Oedipal conflict. He wants to be rid of all that. She tries only once to see him while
he is in jail for being at the wrong place and time and in the wrong company. Once is
enough. He sends her away brokenhearted. What exactly was said is left imdisclosed.
Only occasionally will he break his commitment to this self-imposed exile from
family- These exceptions invariably involve brief visits with members of his mother's
line, the "distaffkin" (126). On one such occasion he thumbs uncomfortably through an
old femily album, the feces of deceased kin staring back at him, each an "artifect of prior
races." He glimpses himself in one picture as a baby, the "[cjold eyes bor[ing] at him out
of the cowled coverlet." He sees in that image of himself even at that tender of an age,
the early indications of congenital disaffection (128).
Between debaucheries, some so severe as to be almost suicidal, Suttree scrapes by
on money made from running trotlrnes up and down the river. One day, while rowing
about in his skifi^ he spots a pair of rescue boats trolling the channel for a drowning vic
tim. He goes ashore. A small crowd of spectators has gathered along the waters. Ashe
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disembarks, loaded down with his own catch, he sees the workers "taking aboard a dead
man,...[his] face soft and bloated and [wearing] a grappling hook in the side of it and a
crazed grin" (9), as if, only in death, has the apparent suicide finally gotten the joke. This
will not be the last gruesome sight of the novel, not by a long shot. "The river as a sym
bol [in the book] incorporates the adversary world around it, drawing all vanity, meaning,
and illusion into it" (Bell 74). Suttree notices in passing the watch on the dead man's
wrist, its second hand moving indifferently to the departure of its bearer for an imper
sonal oblivion. Time is running out—^for all of us, by extension. This is underscored by
the fact that, before the last page is turned, the protagonist will have undergone several
near-death experiences. The bloodhounds are always at his heels.
Suttree's fether, a man of some means in the city—one of its patriarchs, in factbelieves likewise that his son is wasting precious time on this earth, only his concerns are
more materialistic in nature. The marginalized domain of McAnally Flats is no place, he
lectures, to make acquaintances and headway in society. Such unwelcome fatherly ad
vice, conveyed in a business-like letter, goes as follows:

[T]he world is run by those willing to take responsibility for the running
of it. If it is life that you feel you are missing I can tell you where to find
it. In the law courts, in business, in government. There is nothing occur
ring in the streets. Nothing but a dumbshow composed of the helpless
and the impotent. (13-14)

Much later, delirious firom typhoid fever, Suttree imagines that he is hauled before
a magistrate, one whose disgusted, self-righteous tone sounds like that of his fether. The
accused is asked to stand, then read his charges. They include going to the "shire of
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McAnally" and "squander[ing] several ensuing years [there] in the company of...assorted
and felonious debauchees"—conduct, on the whole, contrary to that "befitting a person of
[his] station." He is then asked to enter a plea. "I was drunk," he protests cheekily, unapologetically (457).

As the novel proceeds, [the reader] leam[s] a variety of external, back
ground details that round out Suttree's characterization: that he has been
imprisoned for inadvertently sleeping in his fiiends' car while they
robbed a drugstore (S, 321); that he has been to coUege (47); that he has
repudiated his fether's bourgeois existence to live in McAnally flats (1314); that he sleeps in a houseboat he bought upon release from prison
(15); that his almost suicidal drinking sprees are in communion with his
ne'er-do-well fiiends (23); that he is a twin whose other identical brother
had died inexplicably at birth (14,17-19). (Jairett 38)

Unconsciously echoing the fiiistrations of the father, only in regards to the con
ventions of plot development, the literaiy critic D. S. Butterworth writes:

[I]ncidents and actions [in Suttree] do not appear to stand in relation to
one another, [and] causal development of character and action is deemphasized or absent altogether....[V]eiy little attention [is paid, in the
meantime,] to what precisely happened in the past, why [any given char
acter] does what he [or she] does, what he [or she] hopes to achieve.
There is no progress, [in other words,] no advancement. (47)

Illustrative of this principle are the narratives of the two main characters of McCarthy's
novel. Gene Harrogate and Cornelius Suttree. Their stories, though seemingly inter
twined throughout the novel, ultimately shoot off in different directions, only as related to
one another in terms of outcome as tendrils on opposite ends of the same vine. It is as if
McCarthy wilMiUy abandons the linear elements of narrative and disperses ejqjlication en
fetiro across an even, unmarked plain. Points of view shift and blur into one another
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without transitions. There are no breaks, no changes in font, such as recur in Faulkner, to
signify discrete leaps in perspective. The distinction between reality and hallucination is
often equally hard to determine. Consider the passage below, in which Suttree, left to
sober up in an abandoned vehicle, finds himself in the midst of his fimk the imwitting re
cipient of a "golden shower."

He lay with his head on the moldy upholstery of an old car seat among
packingcrates and broken shoes and suncrazed rubber toys in the dark.
Something warm was running on his chest. He put up a hand. I am
bleeding. Untomydeatihu
A warm spatter broke across his fece, his chest. He twisted his
head away, waving one hand. He was wet and he stank. He opened his
eyes. A black hand was putting away a limber hosepipe, buttoning, turn
ing. An enormous figiure toppled away down the sky toward the mauve
and glaucous dawn of the streetlamps.
Sot's skull subsiding, sweet nothingness betide me.
I'd like these shoes soled I dreamt I dreamt. An old bent cobbler
looked up from his lasts and lapstone with eyes dim and windowed. Not
these, my boy, they are too fer gone, these soles. But I've no others. The
old man shook his head. You must forget these and find others now.
Suttree groaned. A switchengine shimted cars in a distant yard,
telescoping them in crescendo coupling by coupling to an iron thunder
that rattled sashwork all down McAnally Flats. (79-80)

The resultiog near-sightedness, found not only in this passage but throughout the novel,
conveys very little in the way of grandiose patterns, such as are inscribed in the passing
of one era into the next. Just as there is no "border between barbarism and civilization"
in Blood Meridian (Canfield 39), there is no orderly procession in Suttree of epochal
dimension, no Sam Fathers to disappear off the fece of the earth, no exact moment at
which the prized hunting rifle is passed from one generation to another. Rarely does the
reader glimpse a panorama, a sweeping, overarching, coherent layout of the "county,"
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such as that provided through Gavin Stevens in Faulkner, let alone a sense of where Suttree or even the story is headed and why. Instead, the world, replete with the signs of de
cay, is portrayed close-up, as though through a microscope. As Vereen Bell remarks, the
"[d]etail [with which McCarthy fills his pages] is etched and dense and yet proliferates
fer past the requirements of conventional realism" (74). The narrative technique:

suggest[s] a structure of reality that is ever-flowing, something in the na
ture of a river, a current or stream that is sometimes chaotic, sometimes
not, but always subject to the random, always menaced by the unfore
seeable. (Pratherll2)

The events of the novel might be said to unfold in a largely rhizomatic manner,
one that defies the striations of time and place. Rodent-like, the reader is compelled non
stop alongside Suttree through endless corridors, passageways, and back streets. He scur
ries through "rooms that never [cease]" and past "formless walls unordered [and] un
adorned." He enters into "regions wet and bluish like the inward parts of some enormous
living thing" (McCarthy 461). He passes through "maze[s] of shacks and [chicken]
coops, nameless constructions of tarpaper and tin" and through 'Svhole blocks of hovels
cut through by no street but goatpaths and little narrow ways paved with black sand
where children play and graylooking dogs wander" (81). He goes "down alleys and over
fences," traversing the vast circuitry of urban space, one lacking in fixed, reliable land
marks, forever "trying to keep a fix on his destination" (82)—only after such monumental
effort to that end, to be picked up by the police and thrown in jaiL Indeed, "[t]he no
mad's trajectorial movement is complicated when...[he] encounters those who attempt to
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Striate and regulate the open territories" (Evenson 42). Most of the time, it seems, the
stuff of life just gets in the way.
Knoxville, meanwhile, is in the midst of epistemic changes—ones noted, no
doubt, in the ledgers of "those willing to take responsibility for the running of it." The
proportion of Southerners, regardless of ethnicity, who live and work on ferms has been
going down steadily since World War I, but in the 1950's it is doing so at a more precipi
tous rate than ever before. The migration of the landless poor from the South to the large
manufecturing centers of the North and Midwest is particularly pronounced. It will not
subside, in feet, until well into the 1970's, at which time the population flow will jSnally
reverse (Sowell 211). Recently, the city has contracted for the construction of its first
Interstate highway. In only three years the federal government will mandate the desegre
gation of public schools and deal a fetal blow to racial hierarchies as perpetuated by law.
McCarthy eschews such an "epistemic perception of the world" (Jarrett 55), such
large-scale thinkings though, precisely because its deployment demands the subjugation
of the raw data of experience to segmentation, analysis, and abstractioa Such mediation,
expressed by way of measurable increments in time, disrupts our knowing of the world.

By devoting massive attention to descriptive detail, to the lovely and dis
gusting stuff in the world, McCarthy equates things and people, suggesting
that whatever value or significance can be achieved is to be arrived at
through the play of surfece relations. (Butterworth 50)

His characters may seem completely awash in "an acentered, nonhierarchical, nonsignifying system," one seemingly "without a General and without an organizing memory or
central automaton" (Delueze and Guattari 21), but his method gives ejqjression to an en
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tire theory of ejq)erience. McCarthy posits in his narrative technique and structure a dif
ferent path for knowing, a "more primal, disordered form of perception" (Jarrett 55). He
asks his that his readers "detranscend" to a level where "existence precedes essence"
(Bell 114) in order find a "meaningflil form of transcendence" (73), that they surrender to
the "instructive power of negative capability" (73).
One scene from the novel illustrates this principle splendidly. Gene Harrogate,
ever the schemer, ever "exuberantly resourceflil," and the opposite, in that respect, of
Suttree, who is "existentially paralyzed" (Bell 84), is working his way through a network
of caves, "stone bowels whereon was founded the city itself' (McCarthy 259) in an at
tempt to reach the underbelly of a bank vault downtown that he can blow up and rob.
Gradually, though, he becomes so engrossed in the e3q>loration of these underground pas
sages that his original plan becomes secondary. One day, coming upon a shaft of light in
the darkness, he spies a pine tree through a crack, but he can never find it from the out
side. "Poring over obsolete city maps, tracing out [his] course on paper scrawled with
incomprehensible runes," Gene despairs at ever establishing an eflfective correlation "be
tween the above and the below," the abstract and the real (262). "[T]here appears to
him," in other words, "to be no chartable relationship, real of symbolic, between [them]"
(Bell 88). We would be wise to leam from his feilure, one from which he emerges all
covered in feces. McCarthy's technique throws off the excessive intellectualizing of ex
perience, the so-called "tyranny of signification" (Bell 87). It is so "intensely mimetic"
(Jarrett 50) as to privilege, in Verren Bell's words, "unmediated feet over mediated
value" (98).
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McCarthy's usually unselfconscious realism—obedient to the truth of ob
jects—^is a theme [in and of] itseU^ not simply a medium through which
theme is conveyed. The high proportion of raw material, in the larger
span of structure and in the smaller span of phrase...is his novel's way of
expressing how rich the world is on tihe one hand, how unhumanized it is
on the other, and how irrelevant to anything except our own inner lives
our Gatsbylike dreams of it are. (Ibid., 78)

Discernible patterns, the handiwork of critics, occur only as an afterthought, and they,
like Harrogate's maps, are fer from reliable. Life itself holds to a different principle. It is
"prior to abstraction" (Bell 98). It has fits, felse starts, infinite choices, and redundancies.
Often "[i]t rises [unexpectedly] in one massive mutation" or another, each producing
changes, con:5)lete and irreversible. This rule "prefigures for all time the way in which
historical orders proceed" (McCarthy 459).
Illustrative of this principle on an individualized scale is the tragedy along the
French Broad River. A man named Reese, his wife, two daughters, and son befriend Suttree and ask him to join them in an entrepreneurial venture: shucking mussel shells to sell
by the ton with the occasional added bonus of a "fresh-water pearl." The work is hard,
and their resources, meager. Suttree, though, feels somewhat obligated to stick it out,
especially after he becomes sexually involved with Wanda, though the oldest of the
daughters, still barely an adolescent. In one moment Suttree, satiated from intercourse
with her, is lying beneath "the turning firmament," suddenly "struck by the fidelity of this
earth he inhabited" (354), and in the next, "all this is changed forever" (361): a wall of
slate above their encan^ment, loosened by several days of rain, crashes down on her
sleeping form, making of her perfect body "sheared limbs and rags of meat" (362). The
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universe McCarthy constructs, very consistent with that of Blood Meridian, is "imper
sonal" and, as such, "watches [entire civilizations, let alone the individuals who inhabit
them] violently come and go with indifference" (Canfield 38). "[A]ll souls are one and all
souls are lonely" (J4cCarthy 459). Other lives in this book are yanked from the pages in
an equally capricious manner, but none to such heartrending effect, and, by the close of
the novel, McAnally Flats itself will succumb to history, its remains to be crushed by
demolition crews and picked over by salvage workers, both of whom, as servants of State
ideology, seek, in the removal of such clutter, of the disorder of everyday living by eve
ryday people, to make way for a "higher world of form" (464) in the construction of an
Interstate highway. Significantly, in the same passage, McCarthy describes these
"workmen" as "[g]nostic." They achieve a measure of feith in a transcendental order by
way of striation, much in the manner of Enlightenment thinkers wanting to "taxonomize
everything,...to conquer the world and dominate it by not only military but cultural and
scientific imperialism" (Canfield 42).
If change, though, ultimately is the fete of the region, and, indeed, of our lives,
then longing for the past, for stasis in the midst of such accelerated upheaval, is counter
intuitive. Vereen Bell has noted that, despite the grotesque elements that pervade the
work, the novel's "prevailing spirit," overall, "is an oddly happy one, as if adversity itself
made the overcoming of it possible and joyfiil" (83). Becoming simply does not despair
in the midst of such carnage and ruin as pervades this novel. Becoming embodies the
warrior ethic. Ever forward-looking, its allegiance is to process and change, to leveling
and experimentation. It is, as Delueze and Guattari note, "the movement by which the
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line frees itself from the point, and renders points indiscernible: the rhizome, the opposite
of arborescence...[It] is an antimemory," the antithesis of memoiy and of the "reterritorialization" such a strategy engenders in its search for patterns (294, italics in the original).
It follows, then, that McCarthy dispel the "will&l nostalgia for transcendence at
least in the past, like all myths of a Golden Age, of Eden, of pure Origin" (Canfield 17)
that characterizes so much of Southern literature. Standing as a case in point is the way
in which McCarthy's work is lacking in a "veneration of a described femily past" (Marius
7), traces of the very system that bind and persist in Faulkner, that allow for the
juxtaposition of human temporality and megalomania against infinite wisdom and
timelessness, that anchor seemingly fragmentary moments to a larger, longer story, and,
in so doing, enlarge meaning. In that respect it is also diflFerent from many Southern nov
els. As the narrative proceeds, Suttree's past, unlike Ike's, is plainly not "indelible"
(Canfield 23). As a matter of feet, it is as ephemeral as a breath of air. He cannot even
hear his grandfether's last words (McCarthy 13), let alone distill any lingering meaning
or purpose from them. The reader learns that Suttree is divorced, but it is for reasons that
are made no clearer than why he married in the first place. He learns that the only child
by that union, a boy, dies, but it is likewise due to unknown causes, and that when the
fether tries to remember his son's face, he can only recall fragments: "the tiny hand in
his as they went to the carnival feir and a fleeting image of elf s eyes wonderstruck at the
wide world in its wheeling" (McCarthy 150). But the name of his young progeny re
mains as out of sight as the body. Ancestry in McCarthy is an "unmediated feet" (Bell
98).
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His treatment of the abandoned house, a trope common to the Southern literature,
stands as a second case in point. In Faulkner it invokes the end of the plantation era, the
ghosts of past and inherited injustices, but, in McCarthy, such is not the case. Though
drawn in immense detail, it is curiously ahistorical (Jarrett 47). Its "walkway of herringboned brick" is "all but overgrown with weeds." The paint on its "tall fluted columns" is
"shattered." A crystal chandelier lies broken on the floor, and the balustrade on the
stairway is aU but gone. Three trespassing boys drop "like stricken bats" jfrom the bal
cony and flee out a broken window and across the groxmds. From an upstairs window
can be spied trafSc. "[LJocked in another age," it moves along the boulevard across the
river. The plaster of the high rooms is "ruined"; the wallpaper, "hanging in great decidu
ous fronds." His journey through the dilapidated property takes him beyond Being,
backward into Was, into the disrepair and perils of static space. Everywhere he notes its
signs. "Something more than time has passed [tjhere" (134-135). But the scene that fol
lows on the next page—a Thanksgiving Day feast?~could be just as well imagined as
remembered and as allegorical as actual I^ indeed, the abandoned mansion is ancestral,
it has no essence as such. There are no commissary ledgers left to ponder and decode, no
thousand-dollar legacy to pass on surreptitiously to unacknowledged kin.
"Gods and fethers what has happened here," Suttree cries out, seemingly frus
trated at his limited comprehension, and "good friends where is there clemency" from
such death and decay? (135) Quickly, Suttree flees this place, so dangerous in its evoca
tion of a feiled history, of striated time, of human foibles and regrets. As he heads
through "the ruined garden to the old road," he notes that the "old sign [that] sa[ys] dimly
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to keep out...post[s] to the outer world. He [goes] on anyway." Ever the nomad, he
claims only to be "passing through" (134-136), the hounds always in pursuit of him, the
hunter not fer behind, a figure not so much Death, perhaps, as a form of thinking that ac
tively seeks definition and closure.
In Faulkner, there are the Big Woods, at least, the condensation of natural forces:
myriad, immeasurable, incomprehensible, and sacred. Such spaces, self-enclosed and
self-sustaining ecosystems, serve, for as long as they remain on this earth, a symbolic
purpose as a site for reflection and as a repository for meaning. Once they disappear, so,
too, diminish the prospects for consensus and community. It is indicative of his belief in
the need for shared meaning that people gather at pivotal moments in Faulkner. They do
so in the Big Woods, to view Ben's carcass. They also do so in the final, title story of the
collection. Go Down, Moses, when the townsfolk, black and white, farmers and busi
nessmen alike, gather to watch one of their own, a prodigal son, come home to his final
resting place. In Faulkner, "the whole chronicle of man's immortality is in the suffering
he has endured, his struggle toward the stars in the stepping stones of his expiations" (In
truder in the Dust 155).
McCarthy, though, rarely invokes an Order beyond the confoimding play of surfeces, an abiding, unitary Truth usually beyond the limits of human imderstanding. He
never allows the desire for such transcendence to coalesce in the form of some divine be
ing, some figure out of the Wizard of Oz operating behind the curtains, some hidden arbi
ter of meaning and orchestrator of the chaos. In McCarthy there is no God's Plan, no
"composite Face" (Intruder in the Dust 194) or overreaching rational order to which
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humankind can collectively appeal When Wanda's grieving mother cries out desperately
to the heavens over the mangled body of her daughter, Suttree "hear[s] it with a sickness
at heart," for, he realizes, "she mean[s] for God to answer" (362).
If a Divine Being exists in Suttree, He is unknowable at best and indifferent at
worst. "To address the Problem of Evil is to assume causality in the cosmos, in hiraian
history. However, it is as if Blind Chance alone rules the world." Though the assessment
pertains to Blood Meridian, another novel by McCarthy, the same might be said in re
gards to Suttree. The two works are consistent in that there is much "imagery of random
and chaotic physical violence" to consider in both (Canfield 40).
Late in the novel Suttree himself comes the closest yet to succimibing to violence,
this time exacted upon his body in the form of a high fever. In the throes of his delirium,
he experiences a mock epiphany, the closest to the real thing that is possible in a world in
which there is neither Master Narrative nor Narrator, nor any Big Woods, nor wellspring
of meaning, nor grandiose plan intermittently glimpsed by humans, embodied narratively
in abrupt breaks and shifts in points of view. In the vision, he sees Death in the form of
"an enormous livercolored cunt with prehensile lips [pumping] softly like some Levan
tine bivalve." Simultaneously repulsive and seductive, it wants to suck him into "a cold
dimension without time [and] space and where all [is] motion." Even Death offers nei
ther final answer, nor defining moment, nor closure, nor gateway into hidden meaningonly a series without end. He manages, though, to recover, and firom his perspective, at
least, there is no greater cause for renewed optimism.
A few days later a priest comes to visit him in his hospital room.
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"God must have been watching over yoti," he comments, offering his nominally
fellow Catholic a few drops of the Holy Sacrament. "You very nearly died." "You
would not believe what watches," Suttree replies, the memory of the eye-crotch still vivid
in him, still troubling. "Oh?" "He is not a thing," Suttree goes on. Perhaps at this point
he dismisses what he saw as representing God directly. Perhaps the Divine Being exists
behind the gaping hole, perhaps in the order of becoming. "Nothing," he says, "ever
stops moving." "This," writes Vereen Bell, "is the simple summary of his understand
ing—^that there is no metaphysical first principle, no foimdational truth" (108). But the
conversation moves on slightly, becoming more existentially affirmative-

"Is that what

you learned?" the priest asks, unimpressed. "I learned that there is one Suttree and one
Suttree only." (McCarthy 461).
Such a response, though, need not be read as either nihilistic or solipsistic. It
may, rather, be taken as an e3q)ression of responsibility, one more inclusive and commit
ted than that someone like Suttree's fether would be capable of uttering. Throughout the
novel, in feet, the protagonist exhibits a deep-seated integrity and humanity in his interac
tions with others. When Harrogate, for instance, is too long gone firom his explorations
imdergroimd, Suttree alone goes in search of him. Few others would have found such a
penniless and pathetic oddball worth the effort. Suttree manages, too, to fraternize
equally with two sets of down-and-out friends, one a collection of alcoholics and "border
line criminals," and the other, "the black population down along the river," most notably
the tavern-owner Ab Jones. Thomas Young is probably correct in noting that the first
group, though "rabble" themselves, "largely disdained" the second (96). Such a balanc
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ing act in regards to socializing requires of Suttree a great deal of courage, generosity,
and steadfestness, though perhaps not as much in Knoxville as Mississippi. He certainly
demonstrates his willingness to intervene with the local police on behalf of Ab Jones, the
hulking Afro-American tavern owner known for his regular confrontations with the law.
Suttree does so first verbally, trying to convince the ofBcers to let the two of them walk
home unmolested, and then, once the police set upon his friend, by way of stealing a
cruiser and sinking it in the river (440-442). Unlike Uncle Ike, he does not ultimately
prove himself incapable of taking action against injustice.
All of us constitute a bimdle of contradictions. As such, we are pathetic creatures
"lifted from a cave floor wherein fossils [lie] anachronistically conjoined." We exhibit
"taxonic absurdities" and subvert "order" (423). In us intermingle, as in the novel, ele
ments of comedy and tragedy alike, reconciled artistically in the grotesque. Suttree is
able to accept as much, and, as a result of his doing so, does not suffer from the same
"ontological anxiety" (Bell 114) that paralyzes Uncle Ike and renders him unable to be a
positive agent of change.
Not long after his exchange with the priest, Suttree, wearing nothing but his hos
pital gown, slips out and calls for J-Bone, one of his drinking buddies and life-long com
panions, to come pick him up. In the darkness of his way out, he notices the "[n]ew
roads being laid over McAnally, over the ruins, the shelled fecades and walls standing in
crazed shapes, the mangled iron firestairs dangling, the houses halved, broke open for the
world to see" (463). Inwardly, though, he knows another McAnally, "good to last a thou
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sand years. There'd be no new roads there" (463). Such comfort invokes a permanence
that, if not eternal, certainly outlast "one Suttree and one Suttree only."
After being dropped oflFat his houseboat, he discovers a dead body in his bed, as
if a reminder of how close he had himself come to meeting such a fete. At that point,
Suttree decides to take leave of the ramshackle neighborhood and life in which he had
spent the last several years. On his way out, he hides his "amulets in a place where they
would not be found in his lifetime." Again, there is some sense of a legacy, but one that
is random and anonymous.

[H]e'd taken for talisman the simple human heart within him. Walking
down the little street for the last time he felt everything fell away from
him. Until there was nothing left of him to shed. It was all gone. No
trail, no track. The spoor petered out down there on Front Street where
things he'd been lay like paper shadows, a few here, they thin out. After
that nothing. A few rumors. Idle word on the wdnd. Old new years in
traveling that you could not put stock in. (468-469).

No more liberating a moment exists in the entire novel The description suggests a bap
tism of sorts, but one without metaphysical obligations.
He continues on his way out of town. In the meantime, an ambulance arrives to
take the body away from Suttree's houseboat. It gets mired up to the differential carrier
in mud before it can make it out. "[Tjhree tall colored boys in track shoes" happen along
to help push it out. The driver asks if they knew who had lived in the houseboat. "No
siah," they reply. "Shit," they assure themselves as the ambulance pulls away. "Old Sut
tree ain't dead" (470-471). He is wearing new trousers, a new shirt, and new brown
leather shoes. A water boy for the highway crew crosses the road, unbeckoned, and of
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fers him a drink. A car pulls up to ofifer him a ride. This kindness also arrives independ
ently of his efforts. Such an ending holds forth a promise, if only the gift of life for an
other day.
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CONCLUSION

The lived narrative of eveiy human being, no matter one's phenotype, language,
religious background, heritage, or economic sitviation, is to assert and thereby gain his or
her own dignity and worth. Regrettably, for those affiliated with historically stigmatized
populations, this struggle has often proven more difficult than for others. Discrepancies
in literacy, income, and life expectancy bear this out. A number of mechanisms, at least
in the United States, have emerged over the years, though, for improving, if not evening,
the odds of the disadvantaged. Not the least of these has been the establishment of
organizations that promote positive images of ethnicity and that lobby governments (in
the immortal words of Malcolm X) "by any means necessary" (244) for increased
opportunities for employment and access to natural resources. Such work has sought to
explain how social processes are linked to specific distributions of power and influence
and how certain groups have, over time, achieved dominance and then come to maintain
it over others. In so doing, it has tried to denaturalize states of dispossession—an
important step in realizing positive change. As a result, the relative poverty of AfiroAmericans in the United States, in comparison to that of Anglo-Americans, can no longer
be attributed to inferior abilities—^not, at least, by individuals outside White Supremacist
groups. "The race-tribe," write Delueze and Guattari, "exists only at the level of an
oppressed race, and in the name of the oppression it suffers... [It] is defined not by its
purity [so much as] by the impurity conferred upon it by a system of domination" (379).
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By contributing to a greater understanding of the world, this type of work has, overall,
validated the perspectives of both historical and contemporary victims.
One manifestation of greater participation in the national economy has come in
the form of the production of ethnically marked literature, "a regime of signs" that
constitutes, in turn, a "semiotic system" (Delueze and Guattari 111) for the population it
aspires to represent Such work generates icons, "operations of reterritorialization
constituting the signifiable," and is compiled by State ideologists, often for purposes of
instruction, in indexes, "the territorial states of things constituting the designatable," as is
the case with anthologies (112). It has enabled minority groups to establish local
hegemony over certain bodies of experience and to speak with authenticity. No longer
can white authors and scholars territorialize the perspectives of ethnics with unquestioned
authority.
Less noticed, however, are the same processes of domination and control that
occur within minority groups themselves. The result is that we have tended to
romanticize highly localized and narrowly ethnic worldviews and, in so doing, have been
blinded as to some of their limitations. Crazy Horse, we would do well to remember, fell
victim as much to jealous fellow tribesmen as soldiers of the United States Army.
Almost a century later, Malcolm X was gunned down by fellow Black Muslims, not
agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Such individuals, each in their own way,
posed threats to their respective signifying regimes precisely because they "incamate[d]
that line of flight the signifying regime [could not] tolerate" (Delueze and Guattari 116).
Meaning, if imposed and put merely in the service of the State, can be destructive to
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human potential. To avoid this, it must also be continuously and rigorously interrogated
or deterritorialized.
We belong to a world replete with disembodied signifiers. "Your wife," write
Delueze and Guattari by way of an example, "look[s] at you with a fiirmy expression."
Later on, "the mailman hand[s] you a letter from the IRS and crosse[s] his fingers." On
your way to work, "[y]ou [see] two sticks on the sidewalk positioned like the hands of a
watch....It doesn't matter what [any of this] means, it's still signifying" (112). Such a
situation, rich with multiplicity, is more liberating than threatening, if viewed from a
balanced perspective . Such is equally the case in the representation of minorities and the
inteipretation of ethnic literature. In one sense, they may constitute "objectively
definable states...with their own ghetto territorialities" and tied to a limited field of
experiences, expectations, and possibilities, but in another, they must "also be thought of
as seeds, crystals of becoming whose value is to trigger uncontrollable movements and
deterritorializations of the mean or majority" (106). Understood thus, ethnic literature
belongs not so much to a body as to "a network without beginning or end" (112), one that
might best be introduced, at least in the classroom, by way of thematic rather than ethnic
organization.
In its focus on State and nomadic variants of ideology, a term defined by the
Marxist cultural critic Raymond Williams in Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and
Society as "the complicated process within which men 'become' (are) conscious of their
interests and their conflicts" (68), this dissertation has tried to establish a different
paradigm for evaluating strategies for achieving human dignity and worth, one that does_
not rely so much on the dialectics between aggressor and victim. It is important to
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remember that ideology as understood in this project is quite different from doctrine. It is
highly situational and, as such, cannot be assessed reductively in terms of its deviance
from or adherence to a fixed set of contents. It requires of us much more sophisticated
guidelines.
"State philosophy," write Delueze and Guattari, "is another word for the
representational thinking that has characterized Western metaphysics since Plato." It
seeks order and Truth, "The weapons it wields in their pursuit are limitative distribution"
and hierarchical ranking...The modus operandi is negation." It is a double-edged sword,
one that can be utilized by marginalized groups to empower themselves or by a ruling
class to oppress dissenting voices and alternative lifestyles. In regards to the
interpretation of ethnic literature, though, all of us would do well to coimterbalance such
practices with "Nomad thought," which "does not immure itself in the edifice of an
ordered interiority" but "rides difference" (xi-xii). Nomadic thinking, though, can
likewise be used to liberate an individual from narrow conventions and lunited choices,
but it poses a danger, too, in that it might obliterate past achievements in its ceaseless
movement and near-anarchical experimentation. But people, regardless of their ethnicity,
are entitled to as broad a field of experience as possible in the process of their selfactualization.
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